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 If you are only at church services on Sunday and do not actively practice your religious 
faith every day, are you “born again” every day? Reverend Rebecca Lewis of Wesley Methodist 
Church in a small town in Belize preaches active participation in the church and encourages her 
congregation to attend all religious events, pray rigorously, and read the Bible actively, but how 
does the congregation listen to her and react to her sermons? “Born-Again on Sundays” is an 
ethnographic account that draws on anthropological theories of belief and vernacular religion, 
performance and narrative, and poverty and reflexivity to explore the faith practices in one 
Belizean Church community. I examine how the pastors of Wesley Methodist Church instruct 
their congregants to behave via weekly sermon performances. These sermons provide a rich 
performative, intertextual genre to study, as pastors very practically delineate exactly what 
congregants should be doing in order to practice their faith effectively. I juxtapose the ministers’ 
teachings with the behavior of members of the congregation, exploring how pastors often feel the 
members fall short in practicing their religion and how the members themselves see their 
behavior and their beliefs. In addition, I situate the dissertation in Belize, investigating how 
congregants place themselves and their country in the world; as Belizeans and as Methodists, 
they struggle with the country’s poverty and their desires to help the greater Aüdüan community. 
From the pastors’ perspectives, their church members might not always live up to their standards 
or their perspective of God’s standards, only taking their faith seriously once a week on Sunday 
morning, but from the parishioners’ perspective, they are doing the best they can, dealing with 
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1 
Introduction – Born-Again on Sundays 
 
Figure 1: Wesley Methodist Church on a Sunday morning, used with permission 
 
 Reverend Rebecca Lewis of Wesley Methodist Church in Aüdü, Belize has had a few 
close encounters with supernatural creatures in her life.1 She’s now a sixty-year-old woman but 
she vividly remembers these incidents that happened decades ago. As a child, she went with 
some friends to pick mangoes, but they saw, as she tells it, “some kind of creature – like a bear, 
 
1 In order to protect the identities of my consultants to the best of my ability, all names, including the name of the 
town, are pseudonyms. 
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but not a bear – it was tall and black, and it was standing up unnaturally for an animal.” She and 
her companions ran off, leaving the mangoes behind. A similar encounter happened a couple 
years later when she went to collect tamale leaves; again, she saw the creature and again, she ran 
off before she could retrieve her goods. The final encounter was different. She was older and 
married by that time. She woke up in the middle of the night and she felt the creature, or spirit, 
on her chest. She lay there paralyzed while her husband slept beside her, unaware. She decided 
to fight back this time, using her words. She repeated the words, “The Lord is my Shepherd, I 
shall not want” until the spirit left.  
 Thomas, an older gentleman studying to become a licensed local pastor, interrupts her, 
chuckling. He jokes that there were perfectly reasonable explanations for her so-called 
“supernatural” encounters. He states that the last experience is especially understandable; there is 
a common medical explanation for waking up heavy and paralyzed. Reverend Lewis does not 
directly respond to his assertions as her eyes shoot daggers at him, but she shifts the conversation 
back to the Holy Spirit and malevolent forces in the world. Because for Reverend Lewis, if the 
Holy Spirit is alive and working in the world, then so is the devil and his demon spirits like 
Beelzebub. She discussed malevolent spirits, and how those like Beelzebub get attached to 
people and places, like crabs do. They must be fed, and we tend to feed these evil manifestations. 
We tell fables to warn others of the spirits in houses, in woods, and in individuals, and these 
fables divide us as we feed into the negativity. That is the work of the devil. The way to fight 
them is to pray and search for Jesus. 
Rebecca believes that we are so splintered throughout the world because the devil 
separates us and that is why other churches teach differently. We need to refocus on Jesus and 
God. We need to trust in God, she says. When we do everything by ourselves without God, we 
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tend to fail. God wants to take care of us, He doesn’t want us to suffer; the suffering in the world 
can be attributed to a lack of faith and dedication to God. Thomas has no time for these kinds of 
demonic encounters, chalking it up mostly to superstition. However, he does agree that we can’t 
do everything ourselves; we need the Lord’s help and we need to ask the Lord to heal our lands. 
He reminds us that Jesus came with soft words and did not rely on force. Our weapon is prayer, 
“we need to DO – and not just say – we pray, really pray as a community and as individuals” 
against corrupt minds, against ignorant minds. 
Thomas asserts that since sin separated us from God, we need to build a relationship with 
God and take care of God’s creatures. God is always there listening to us as we go about our day, 
as we interact with other people. We need to always be there for God as well. God created us in 
his image and likeness to take care of his creations, to love one another, and to live for his glory 
by doing all we can for all the people we can. This way, life will not be meaningless. There are 
times we don’t listen. According to Thomas, we go to outside sources for guidance such as a 
teacher or an obeah for answers rather than praying or consulting the Bible.2 
 
 I spent ten months getting to know Reverend Rebecca Lewis and her congregation at 
Wesley Methodist Church on the coast of Belize. I had been attending Wesley Methodist Church 
for about two months by the time this conversation occurred; the first month I was there, 
Reverend Lewis was out of town, and in the second month, I was just starting to get to know her 
and the other pastors. Although I did not know it at the time, this would be the only time that 
demons and the supernatural were discussed in any meaningful way. However, it does illustrate a 
 
2 Obeah refers to spiritual forces in African-based diaspora religious practices. According to Thomas, people will go 
to Obeah practitioners when they believe they are being haunted by ghosts, but he believes their suffering is caused 
by turning away from God. 
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common theme in my time visiting the church and talking with the congregation. Reverend 
Lewis, along with the ordained minister and the three pastors in training at Wesley Methodist 
Church, emphasized the need to always have God on the mind. Everything one does should in 
some way reflect their faith and religious beliefs. It may not always work out that way but acting 
out their faith is an essential part of their belief system. In this dissertation, I explore what it 
means to be a person of faith at Wesley Methodist Church, how members of the congregation 
interact with each other, within their community, and with others coming into the church.  
Belief will never be questioned in the pages of this dissertation. I assume (or believe) that 
when someone tells me that they believe in God that they are telling the truth. Instead, I 
investigate how one believes in God and the various means through which leaders of the church 
guide their congregation to faith through action. Faithful engagement does not always work out 
how the preachers envision; there are times that the church suffers from lack of participation. 
However, there are other times that the church is full and vibrant when everyone comes together 
to celebrate. The main message of Reverend Lewis, and that which is echoed by her fellow 
ministers, is that being a Christian is not a one-time decision but rather is something that each 
person must consciously decide every single day – you must be “born-again” every day. It is not 
enough to come to church and worship on Sundays as then you are only a Christian on Sundays 
and the rest of the week you worship someone or something else. God must always be on your 
mind, guiding what you do and what decisions you make. 
 
Belief 
While it was technically originally colonized by the Spanish, the territory now known as 
Belize was essentially a British colony. The Spanish conquered Belize in the sixteenth century 
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and even took part in “reductions” with its Mayan citizens, but a long-term Spanish colony was 
never established. British pirate ships used the coast to retreat and hide from conflict, eventually 
setting up more and more permanent settlements as they turned to dyewood and mahogany 
logging.3 There is a long history of Catholics and Protestants coexisting relatively peacefully in 
Belize. It is still a majority Catholic population, but Protestantism has a long history in the 
territory. In Aüdü, Belize today, Christian congregations get along, and there is a record of 
ecumenicism between the Protestant groups and the Catholic Church.4 There is no discussion 
when it comes beliefs because no one questions others’ beliefs. The various churches accept each 
other’s presence and beliefs even if they are a little different. Parishioners are able to sit in each 
other’s churches to worship; as they say, they all “pray to the same God.” 
Belief is often questioned when it is discussed in scholarly settings due to the cruel nature 
of conversion in historically colonized lands. The “violent evangelism” that brought colonial 
power to the New World forced conversion (usually to Catholicism) on indigenous and African 
slave populations. Due to indigenous converts’ perceived lack of agency, scholars have often 
doubted their religious transformation, especially that of early colonial converts. In his book, 
Genealogies of Religion: Discipline and Reasons of Power in Christianity and Islam, Talal Asad 
admits that while converts were not “passive objects” of history, they were also not quite 
“authors” of history; Asad questions, “In what degree, and in what way, are they agents or 
patients?” (1993: 4). As Asad describes, with the increase in global mobility, “local” people have 
become agents in their own narratives and histories, and are able to construct and voice their own 
multitude of perspectives; there is no longer just one singular, overarching colonial narrative of 
 
3 See Chapter 1 for an in-depth look at Belize’s settlement history. 
4 Ecumenicism is the building up of relationships between differing Christian denominations. For example, Wesley 
Methodist Church held ecumenical services with the Anglican Church wherein they would take turns hosting each 
other’s congregations for Lenten Church services 
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religion and history of which the local peoples are a small, submission part.5 Still, these “local” 
people are also subjects of systems that they do not always welcome and have in the past 
resisted. While those who brought Catholicism and Protestantism shaped their initial religious 
practices, these denominations are continuously redirected and subverted by their converts (Asad 
1993: 9-11). There are outside, colonizing forces, such as the Franciscan, Dominican, and Jesuit 
missionaries and the Spanish, French, and British soldiers who forced the conversions of many 
populations of people worldwide, and formed the dominant discourses in places like Belize. 
There are also local forces impacting and shaping what these new belief systems would become. 
These local people are not completely passive subjects and have a multitude of reactions while 
their societies evolve over time and generations, producing their own narratives and discourses 
sometimes at odds with, but other times in line with, orthodoxy or dominant discourses.  
While Protestantism was an increasingly visible force in the region from the early 1800s 
onwards, as wars of independence loosened the power of the Catholic Church in Latin America, 
it was not until the 1950s that Protestantism began to grow rapidly amid modernization, 
urbanization, and industrialization (Peterson and Vásquez 2008: 159). In much of Latin America, 
these waves of Protestant conversion that have proliferated since the 1950s is often given an 
instrumental explanation, and explained as a pragmatic, rational choice (Stoll 1990: 85-86). 
People convert for economic reasons. They are expected to give up their vices and begin saving 
money. People convert for medical reasons as faith healing was sometimes seen as more 
successful than Catholic prayer and western medicine (Stoll 1990: 87). Anthropologist David 
Stoll explains, “While the missionaries conceived of religious change in terms of internal 
 
5 See Asad (1993) for discussion on unpacking local versus nonlocal. Local can be a limiting term, rooting people in 
place. Whereas nonlocal might be seen as displaced or disoriented but it could also mean unlimited and universal. I 
use the term “local” throughout the dissertation to imply knowledge and experience in the Aüdü community 
contrasting that with myself and nonlocal actors who do not know Aüdü. 
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transformation – the ‘born-again’ experience – that seemed not to have translated” (1990: 87). 
During the twentieth century, Mexican indigenous converts wanted to emulate the power and 
wealth of North American missionaries and thought that following their religious rules would be 
the key to economic and material success. According to Stoll, converting to Protestantism helped 
many eliminate wasteful spending or accumulate property and capital, but this was not always 
enough such as if converts were still in poverty and disenfranchised from land ownership. Some 
converted again to Pentecostalism, attracted to the lively services and, more importantly, faith 
healing which was popular in the face of increasing medical problems brought on by loss of 
access to land (Stoll 1990: 87). Belief is generally not addressed by scholars who take an 
instrumental approach. Protestant converts can be both looking for economic gain and finding 
God when converting; they could also be searching for just economic gain, just a higher power, 
or for something else. The same is true of Catholic converts before them. 
Perhaps early scholars doubted the sincerity of converts due to a presupposition that 
modernity would precipitate a lack of belief in religion worldwide. In her book When God Talks 
Back: Understanding the American Evangelical Relationship with God, anthropologist Tonya 
Luhrmann asserts that many mid-twentieth century scholars believed that eventually, “spiritual 
faith would simply disappear” (2012: 302). Jesus would be viewed as a wise but human teacher 
as the world embraced modernity and evolutionary theory. Science and medicine would make 
the supernatural obsolete until it faded away. Spirituality would be seen as a consumer good 
“that adherents would sample and discard as if they were buying cosmetics in a department store 
aisle” (Lurhmann 2012: 302). Of course, this did not occur; Christianity and other faith practices 
could be adapted to a changing world; evolution, for example, could be part of God’s system or 
it could be rejected in favor of Biblical accounts (Lurhmann 2012: 303). Religious practice does 
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not have to be practical or reasonable; it only needs to be believable to adherents, to give them 
access to a greater power as well as comfort, direction, and community. 
Belief can also change, either gradually over time, or dramatically after a powerful event 
or series of events. This latter cause, according to anthropologist Joel Robbins, can be difficult 
for scholars of religion to understand, creating another way conversion and belief are sometimes 
doubted. Robbins explains that anthropologists tend to focus on the continuity of cultures 
(highlighting slow, gradual change), whereas he argues:  
This emphasis becomes problematic where Christianity is concerned, 
because many kinds of Christianity stress radical change and expect it to 
occur. Confronted by people claiming that radical Christian change has 
occurred in their lives, anthropologists become suspicious and often 
explain away the Christian elements of their cultures... culture comes from 
yesterday, is reproduced today, and shapes tomorrow. (2007: 5, 10) 
In much scholarship, conversion is portrayed more as a means of creating and reproducing 
missionaries' capitalist cultures than as creating theologically well-versed parishioners. He uses 
the work of anthropologists John and Jean Comaroff with the Tswana as an example. He 
explains that, according to the Comaroffs, the missionaries were not "concerned with theological 
issues... [and] that the Tswana took on (and modified, etc.) much of the culture of capitalism 
while rejecting the culture of Christianity and that the form was in part communicated to them 
nonverbally" (Robbins 2007: 6-8). Since radical conversion and change are discounted, so too 
are declarations of belief. Robbins is right that radical change is possible; however, in some 
cases, converts may have had nonreligious motivations as the Comaroffs describe. Still, over 
time, what was a survival strategy or economic tactic for one generation, has become a sincere, 
though modified, belief for future generations.  
The Catholics, Methodists, and Anglicans of Belize have been Christians for generations; 
some Belizeans move from one church to another for a variety of reasons, but they hold to their 
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Christian beliefs. There are Garifuna people who practice the Garifuna religion as well as 
Catholicism or Methodism, while other Garifuna people hold onto one of these belief systems 
while rejecting the other.6 One older member of the church, a retired teacher and principal, Hope, 
moved from the Anglican Church to the Methodist Church when she began teaching because, at 
the time, the Methodist School was hiring and the Anglican School was not. In the mid- to late- 
twentieth century, all teachers were required to attend their school’s church. Thomas identifies as 
a Garifuna man, but he is openly critical of – and ostracized from – the Garifuna community for 
some of their “superstitious” beliefs. From Thomas’s perspective, there is one God and the 
Garifuna serve many gods. 
 In The Book of Jerry Falwell: Fundamentalist Language and Politics, anthropologist 
Susan Friend Harding addresses the difficulty of analyzing belief, “social scientists and 
professed unbelievers in general do not let themselves get close enough to ‘belief’ to understand 
it, or, for that matter, even to see what it is” (2000: 36). Belief in God, Jesus, and the Holy Spirit 
is the rational, logical choice for Christians. It is difficult for nonbelievers to wrap their heads 
around belief in the supernatural. It is difficult for nonbelievers to understand that conversion is 
believing in the fact of Christ’s identity – that Christ is, literally, the son of God. Harding 
maintains that the appropriate question is then, “How does this supernatural order become real, 
known, experienced, and absolutely irrefutable?” (2000: 36). We cannot just research the reasons 
people open themselves up to conversion – the various “causal events” that lead to being “born 
again” – there are too many; but, as researchers, Harding declares that we have to listen to the 
words being preached, the lessons being offered in sacred spaces; “we must explore the 
 
6 The Garifuna are a major cultural, linguistic, and religious group in Belize. Originally from the island of St. 
Vincent, much like Santería and Candomblé, this syncretic religious system developed as a result of African, 
Indigenous, and European people and beliefs intersecting. See chapter 1. 
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interpretive practices that enable us to understand and accept what we hear” (2000: 36). There 
are many possible paths that lead people to convert to Christianity, but there are themes and 
teachings found in churches and denominations as leaders and laypeople alike interpret the Bible 
that speaks to how and why people believe in their religion. This dissertation explores the themes 
and teachings that come out of Wesley Methodist Church as ministers perform their sermons and 
teach lessons based on their denominational training and their personal interpretations of the 
Bible. 
Harding characterizes the “membrane” between belief and disbelief as very “thin” (2000: 
58). It was easy for her to shift between them during her fieldwork, listening to believers speak 
about their beliefs and tell stories from the Bible. Most people, believing and nonbelieving alike, 
think that a person must be one or the other, there is no middle ground in belief, but Harding 
disagrees. She felt herself experience “unconscious belief” while a pastor who was trying to 
convert her told her stories – this phenomenon is called “coming under conviction” (Harding 
2000: 58) According to Harding, belief “involves an unconscious willingness to join a narrative 
tradition, a way of knowing and being through Bible-based storytelling and listening... you can 
hear [born-again stories], you can absorb them, and that’s how you ‘believe’ when you are under 
conviction. You get caught up in the stories, no matter what your conscious beliefs and disbeliefs 
are” (2000: 58). Even if one does not “believe,” like Harding, she can be caught up in the stories 
that believers tell. Evangelical Christians then count on the idea that belief can be created and 
grown as nonbelievers begin to shift their perspective toward belief. 
Being saved, in the fundamentalist tradition, is the next step, when believers begin telling 
their own stories and disavowing disbelief; being born-again becomes the central part of the 
believers’ identities. According to Harding, everything that has happened to you, is happening to 
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you, or will happen to you becomes part of the narrative tradition of Christian belief (2000: 59). 
Belief is essential to Christian identity and speaking one’s belief is a powerful tool. Believers 
must interpret their lives through a religious lens. This religious interpretation was the most 
important lesson that Reverend Lewis and the other pastors preached about, week after week. 
God must always be on the mind; every action must circle back to religious beliefs in some 
ways. However, it is hard. People have lives outside of the church. It can be difficult to always 
be “on,” in a religious sense. 
Like Harding, Robbins argues that scholars should accept declarations of belief, that 
people are "Christian to the extent that one of the things they were most fundamentally trying to 
do was achieve salvation in Christian terms. Not everything they do has to have Christian 
salvation as its proximate goal" (2007: 15). Following Robbins, one of my principal aims in this 
dissertation is to investigate how the Church is part of the community of Aüdü, what they 
attempt to accomplish through their beliefs, the effort people make to create moral selves, and 
how they foster good relations in their neighborhoods. I explore congregants’ aspirations and the 
idealized aspects of their Christianity as well as where they might falter and not live up to their 
own and their pastor’s expectations (Robbins 2013: 457- 458). Instead of just looking at Belizean 
churches as part of a campaign that forced conversion centuries ago and questioning the sincerity 
of belief from these congregations, I examine the ways people find meaning and direction in 
their beliefs.7 In Aüdü, the churches are led by local pastors – not foreign missionaries – who 
have a deep, vested interest in the community, guiding congregations in church and future 
generations in their schools.  
 
7 It was a violent and forced conversion, but I am not planning on focusing on this issue. 
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Being part of a community of believers is crucial but so too is nurturing one’s personal 
relationship to God. One must go through life making decisions and interpreting their everyday 
through Christ; to do that, one must pray and read the Bible constantly to obtain personal 
messages from God – receiving guidance or comfort from Him. Tonya Lurhmann calls this 
relationship to God part of the “hyperreal;” God is always there, immediately ready to answer 
any prayers, big or small (2012: 301). Since everyone is able to develop their own relationship 
with God, their practices do not always line up with the preaching. Believers can decide for 
themselves how to put into action what they are being told by pastors and what they read from 
the Bible or they can be guided by God whose voice in their minds trumps the ministers. That is 
not to say that they do not listen to Reverend Lewis or Father John or Brother Thomas. These 
leaders are taken very seriously. Rather, it is to say that sometimes the preachers feel like their 
lessons are falling on deaf ears: the congregation does not listen to them, that they are only 
coming to church on Sundays, ignoring Christ the rest of the week. 
 
Practice 
Belief is a vital part of any Christian identity, but it is hard, if not impossible, to measure, 
especially as an outsider. One useful avenue for examining belief is through investigating 
religious practice; are people doing what is being modeled to them in Church services or in the 
Bible, “For just as the body without the spirit is dead, so faith without works is also dead” (James 
2:26 [NRSV])? As Sherry Ortner asserts, culture is created and recreated through practice, “we 
make the world through social practice, [and] we can unmake and remake the world through 
social practice” (2016: 63). Religious practitioners’ actions shape the production of their 
religious identities and social worlds. A believer must “act out” their faith in the search for 
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salvation. Anthropologist Kirk Dombroski summarizes the relationship between belief and 
practice: “belief follows upon practice; practice is demonstration of true belief. To fail to practice 
is to fail to believe sufficiently or properly” (Dombrowski 2001: 174). Doing “good works” does 
not “save” anyone, as Methodists do not get points for all the godly things they do; rather, faith 
causes believers to want to do good works, to behave the way that the Bible subscribes. 
Therefore, the actions of Christians mark their beliefs. 
The Native-led Pentecostal church groups that Dombrowski worked with in Alaska 
“advocate collective practice over individual belief” (Dombrowski 2001: 182). Dombrowski 
investigates how “ordinary people come to consider themselves a people” (2001: 4). Belief, 
identity, and cosmology are not individual issues but are parts of social groups. People must, 
individually, accept and adopt belief, identity, and cosmology into their lives, but each of these is 
livable and meaningful as part of a collective group acting together (Dombrowski 2001: 9-10). 
Attending church functions, like church services and meetings, guide the collective church group 
in their beliefs and cosmology. Smaller group discussions – post-service chatting, preparing and 
organizing for larger events, visiting fellow church members’ homes, etc – and individual 
religious practice – reading the Bible, daily prayer, etc. – also work to strengthen the larger 
church identity. Religious studies scholar Elizabeth Pérez discusses “micropractices” as the 
small, intimate sequences – kitchen work and discussions in her case – that accumulate and 
reinforce larger social institutions, “micropractices sustain religious formations by naturalizing 
the conventions that govern particular communities... They also progressively implicate their 
performers in the material and conceptual worlds of religious authorities” (2016: 9). Beyond the 
church services, where members internalize the message, micropractices allow the congregation 
to process, reiterate, and share their beliefs with each other in smaller settings.  
14 
Church membership and participation – through testimony, attendance, prayer, and 
witnessing – give people new sets of rules in their society and understandings of the world 
around them. It also gives them a particular vocabulary through which to conceptualize their 
lives (Dombrowski 2001: 122). Religious practices, big and small, form what religion is for the 
individual and for the congregation. My study examines the relationship between the larger, 
institutional messages – mediated by pastors – and the church members who internalize the 
messages and produce their own narratives and figure out where they fit in the church, what their 
roles are, and what they should be doing.  
In addition to institutions created by religious beliefs, the act of performing religion 
creates sacred space. In Performing Piety: Making Space Sacred with the Virgin of Guadalupe, 
Elaine Peña states, “belief needs a receptacle” (2011: 150). In the case of her study on 
pilgrimage, sacred spaces become receptacles of belief, but sacred events and religious 
performances can be these receptacles as well. Citing Lefebre, Peña asks what is ideology 
without the space to which it refers (2011: 150)? But also, what is ideology, what is belief 
without the actions to accompany them? It is these actions, the embodied practices, that create 
the sacred spaces (Peña 2011: 149-150). Without people to fill the space and act their religion, 
“sacred” space is simply “a superficial structure invoking but never realizing the vibrancy and 
legitimacy” of a sacred space; according to Peña, a site becomes sacred space “only when 
devotees’ embodied performances – their voices raised in ecstasy, their praying and dancing 
bodies in motion, the labor and care they offer to maintain the shrine – inscribe their histories, 
beliefs, and aspirations on the environment” (Peña 2011: 43). In Methodist theology, the church 
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is not a physical place but rather the people who inhabit it.8 In a way, the people who perform the 
sacred actions together, become sacred sites themselves.  
This ability to bring sacred spaces wherever they go allows congregants to create 
temporary sacred spaces outside of their properties, sacred as long as they are there working for 
the Lord: throwing a party in a community hall, parading down the street witnessing to people as 
they walk by, conducting services on the beach as the sun rises. Religious practices, micro and 
otherwise, create sacred space where they happen as long as Christains are present. At Wesley 
Methodist Church, the goal is to have a lively, excited group for every meeting and event. It can 
be easy to create these sacred spaces, as Jesus declares, all that is needed is “For where two or 
three are gathered in my name, I am there among them” (Matthew 18:20[NRSV]). Sometimes, 
the church is spilling out the door with people worshipping God in this way. However, at other 
times, it is difficult to achieve a sacred moment as the church lies locked up and empty when it is 
supposed to be full of people communing together with Jesus. In this dissertation, I investigate 
religious practices in order to illuminate the identity(ies) of Wesley Methodist Church in Aüdü, 




 I first arrived in Aüdü, Belize in June of 2017 to do some preliminary work – namely, 
find a field site. I had done research on Belize, but there was not a wealth of information on 
religion, certainly not Protestantism, in Belize. I went in with a couple of leads thanks to my 
university connections. One of the contacts I was given was able to get me an appointment with 
 
8 See chapter three.  
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the head pastor at Wesley Methodist Church. She told me about the other churches in the area 
but none of the pastors in these churches returned her calls inquiring to meet. I met Reverend 
Lewis briefly during this trip. She was welcoming and encouraging about my research offering 
herself and her church as participants. 
I returned to Belize a few months later and spent ten months in Aüdü, Belize. I utilized 
participant observation as I attended all church events, including church services, small group 
meetings, fundraisers, and parties. In addition to participant observation, I conducted interviews 
with church members to obtain a deeper perspective on their thoughts of church events, how they 
practiced their religion outside of church contexts, and to get to know my fellow church goers, 
building rapport with these church participants.  
 Wesley Methodist Church is a mostly black Kriol church with a small Garifuna presence 
and a couple Latinx families. Though most of the congregation speaks Kriol, they are also native 
English speakers and conducted services and meetings in English which is seen as more 
accessible for all attendees. Occasionally, I overheard personal, informal conversations in Kriol. 
Regular church members were mostly middle class, white collar workers such as educators and 
government employees. There are many older, single/widowed women. In fact, most of the 
congregation identified as female but there was a strong contingent of men who attended services 
week after week, most accompanied by their wives. A handful of families had children, but they 
tended to be older, at or nearing secondary school. Only one baby was baptized while I attended 
the church and her family was rarely present for services. Reverend Lewis was not unique in 
leading the church as a woman. The neighboring Anglican church also employs a woman as head 
pastor. Both women ooze confidence and did not receive open displays of sexism from their 
congregations from their leadership – as I have seen in the United States. 
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Overview of the Dissertation 
 In my first chapter, “Belize? I don’t think that’s a real place but okay,” I situate the 
dissertation in Belize, a little-known but unique country in Central America. I begin by tracing 
the history of the nation from an ignored Spanish colony to an unofficial British colony after 
British pirates took an interest in the land, first as a hideout from their raids and later as a source 
for logging dyewood and mahogany. Eventually, Spain ceded defeat and British Honduras 
became an official British holding. Belize did not become an independent nation until 1981. In 
the chapter, I describe Belize’s struggle for a national identity. Due to the presence of disparate 
ethnic groups including Kriols, Garifuna, Chinese, and Mayan, the country had a difficult time 
coming together to identify what it meant to be Belizean. The Garifuna, as a language, ethnic 
group, religion, and culture, emerged as essential to Belizean culture. I discuss how the Garifuna 
people came to Belize, how they were at first denigrated by the British colonial government, and 
how they have been embraced as Belize discovered and produced what would become its 
national identity. Finally, I review the role of the Methodist Church in Aüdü and in Belize. 
Unlike most Spanish colonies which kept Protestant Churches out of their territories, Methodists 
and other Protestant groups have maintained a presence in Belize since it became a legitimate 
British colony. While it may not be the largest denomination, Methodism has deep roots and 
helped shape the formation of the local community. 
 In the second chapter of my dissertation, “To Be Born-Again Everyday”: How to be a 
Successful Methodist in One Belizean Community, I highlight a typical church service at Wesley 
Methodist Church. Utilizing performance and genre theories, I examine sermon performances in 
the church. I begin by giving an example of a sermon given by Reverend Lewis – to illustrate the 
patterns, themes, and narrative types that are often evoked during this time. Reverend Lewis and 
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the other pastors and pastors-in-training tell Bible stories, contextualize them for the 
congregation, and relate them to recent events in their lives or events that they would be familiar 
with. I illustrate how different the experience can be for first time visitors versus long-term 
members of the church; everyone is welcome and will understand the sermon, but church 
members are going to receive a richer experience. They know the history, the gossip, and the 
current events of the community so they may understand the sermon more deeply. I explain how 
pastors can play with the sermon genre and intertextuality to produce rich narratives of religious 
direction. The purpose of the sermons is to direct the congregation. The pastors guide the 
congregation in interpreting the Bible and giving them concrete instructions for what they should 
be doing. It is a community-building effort, but it is also critical; Reverend Lewis has clear 
expectations of her church. If they do not follow what she says or what God guides them to do – 
are they really saved or are they only saved on Sundays when they go to church? 
“The Christ that dwells in me greets the Christ that dwells in you”: Exploring Religious 
Practice at Wesley Methodist Church is the third chapter of this dissertation. Here I attempt to 
address how effective Reverend Lewis’s teachings are by analyzing the participation of the 
congregation in church activities. Chapter two outlines the ideal religious behavior, while chapter 
three explores the actual behavior and the gaps between the two. Using the theories of vernacular 
religion and habitus, I investigate the religious practices and religious identities of members of 
Wesley Methodist Church. The head pastors are often frustrated by the lack of church 
participation, seeing too many empty pews during services and bible studies. Reverend Lewis 
worries about her congregants – you have to give yourself to God every day of the week, not just 
on Sundays. They need to pray, they need to read their Bibles, but most of all, they need to show 
up and contribute to the church practices. Members of the congregation struggle to live up to 
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pastoral expectations. They have lives outside the church and finding a balance is difficult. 
However, they do reflect, they do communicate with God, and they do make peace with their 
practice.  
The final chapter of the dissertation, “Okay, bye”: Reflexivity, Poverty, and the Non-
Transformative in Short-Term Mission Trips, is a reflexive exploration of mission work, but it 
also examines larger discussions on poverty. In this chapter, I begin by examining my own 
personal journey through the short-term mission field and how my perspective has changed over 
time. I address the discourse of short-term mission teams wherein they bring aid to far off poor 
and suffering communities so that they may experience a sort of spiritual transformation. I then 
shift the discussion back to the church community and how they frame short-term mission work 
differently, choosing to focus on their poverty and quietly rejecting the dominant (read 
Western/American) self-transformitory discussion. Unlike mission teams who conceptualize 
poverty in terms of suffering for spiritual gain, the church looks at poverty more practically. The 
community has needs that they do not have the money nor the resources to meet so they look to 
the mission team to address these needs alleviating pain and stress in their everyday lives. 
Throughout this dissertation I will demonstrate the goals of pastors and members of the 
congregation, the idealized version of their Methodism and how it is realized (and how aspects 
remain unrealized) in their community. I will do this by examining the themes and teachings 
provided by the ministers in their sermons based on their Methodist training and on their 
personal understandings of Biblical teachings. I will also explore how church members react to 
pastoral lessons, construct their own narratives, and conduct themselves as Aüdüan Methodists. 
In this way, I will illustrate the position and identity of the church in the community, how the 
congregants and pastors find meaning in their religious identity and how their religious identity 
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positions them in the larger community. I contend that there is a tension between the 
universalizing discourse of mainstream Methodist teachings and particular ways that it plays out 
in individual communities. In Aüdü, it makes the clergy people uncomfortable and at a loss as to 
how to change the behavior and religious practices of people in their congregation. In other 
words, there is a difference between ideology and practice, and even ideology is personally 
mediated by each practitioner based on each person’s interpretation of Biblical teachings, Bible 
readings, and church directions. 
 There is no doubt that religious belief is essential to religion and an interesting avenue of 
study. However, in this dissertation, I will look beyond the proclamation of belief to analyze the 
behavior and religious practices of the congregation of Wesley Methodist Church. I look to their 
narratives and speech genres, to their performances and parties, to their ecumenicism and hosting 
to elucidate who the congregation is. It is through what they do that they illustrate their religious 
identities. It is in their critiques of themselves and each other’s religious practices that they 
define what makes a “good” Christian in this church. And it is in their interactions with outside 
groups that they look to the future, to shape what an effective congregation should be, should do. 




Chapter 1 – Belize? I don’t think that’s a real place but okay 
 
Figure 2: View from author's Aüdüan bungalow, photo by author.  
 
“Culture is never limiting, it is a place where the mind grows, a place where the Soul is nurtured, 
a place where possibilities are limitless. Culture gives a nation its identity the way people adjust 
to their environment, the things they create and do are part of their culture.”  
(Hernandez 1998: 53). 
 
From the fall of 2017 through the summer of 2018, I lived in a small coastal town in 
central Belize, in a bungalow right on the beach; the sound of waves crashing on the shore across 
the street was my constant companion. Aüdü, as I am calling it, was always hot, whether I was 
out and about town, at church, or even hanging out in my air condition-less home, hoping for a 
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breeze to blow through to offer some reprieve from the heat. Without glass on the windows, all 
of the smells, sounds, and sights of the neighborhood were easily accessible. On rainy days, a 
fresh, wet smell would fill the house; if the rain was heavy, I had to rush about the house closing 
all the windows so my things would stay dry; more than once, I awoke suddenly in the middle of 
the night to rain falling on my face. The town became quiet, yet deafening when it rained, 
nothing but the sound of water droplets pounding on the roof; no one went out in the rain, plans 
effectively cancelled at the first sign of darkening clouds. But when it was sunny, everything 
came alive. On Sundays, the beach in front of my house would fill up with groups playing in the 
water and grilling food on the shore, spending all day relaxing, laughing, and yelling, having fun 
together with families and friends. The smell of barbeque was expected, enabling the parties to 
continue through lunch and dinner. At night, after the sun went down and the families packed up 
and went home, groups of teens or young couples replaced them, parking on the shore, leaving 
the car on and doors open to listen to the radio blaring as they hung out under the stars.  
Walking around the town on dusty, rocky roads, to pay bills, attend church, shop, or pick 
up lunch, I often heard televisions chattering inside my neighbor’s small colorful bungalows or 
tall houses on stilts. Packs of dogs barked throughout the streets, and groups of men chatted on 
their shady porches or near storefronts. I usually heard a mix of Kriol and English as I walked 
along the streets but when I entered the local shops, most owned and operated by Asian 
immigrants, Chinese could be heard sprinkled in as owners gave directions to their employee 
family members.9 Spanish reigned supreme at the market that supplied fresh fruits and 
vegetables driven in from Mexico in the morning and at my favorite restaurant, as I waited for 
 
9 Belizean Creole, or Kriol, is an English-based creole language associated with ethnic Creole Belizeans, or Kriols. 
English is the official language of Belize while Kriol is the unofficial lingua franca of many of its citizens (Salmon 
and Gómez Menjívar 2016: 318-319). 
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them to cook an amazingly flavorful, yet simple chicken and bean burrito; pupusas were 
advertised, the craving mocking me as I was always denied, they inevitably had “just run out” 
even if I was the first customer of the day.10 As with most of the restaurants, they also supplied 
the famous Belizean dish of brown rice, red beans, and “stew chicken.” Anytime there was an 
event, these foods were offered with along with sweet muffins and potato salad or coleslaw.  
 
Before traveling to Belize, I often had to explain where it was and how I ended up 
interested in this odd little country. Few people had heard of it and fewer knew anything at all 
about it. They were certainly surprised by an Anglophone country in the middle of Latin 
America. I had numerous conversations with friends, family, acquaintances, even the odd 
stranger who heard “Brazil?,” “Bolivia?,” or “Bali?” when I explained that I was moving to 
Belize. One check-out clerk joked that he did not think it was a real place when I was buying 
supplies for my trip. At the same time, Belize is an eco-tourist’s dream, a sparsely populated 
country devoted to conserving lush inland jungles and vibrant reef system off the coast, enticing 
those [mostly American and Canadian tourists] interested in experiencing nature and 
backpacking throughout the country. It is also a retreat for wealthy retired foreigners, modest 
American millionaires priced out of California’s coastal locations, who buy properties in places 
like Placencia and Ambergris Caye, living out their final decades relaxing on the beach with a 
fancy tropical cocktail relatively close to their home country for easy returns and a friendly 
government ready to make their transition smooth.  
It is easy to forget that you aren’t in America in these kinds of tourist places. Most who 
do end up in Belize will inevitably hear about the “culture” of Belize when they are told of the 
 
10 Pupusas originated as a staple food in El Salvador. They consist of tortillas stuffed with cheese and/or meat. 
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Garifuna people and encouraged to watch their performances of dancing and drumming found in 
bars and restaurants along the coast in tourist enclaves. In order to describe the country in 
general, beyond the popular tourist view of Belize, in this chapter I will chart its history, from 
backwater, de facto British colony to nascent independent nation to the present, diverse country 
with a population who possess a variety of languages, cultures, and religions. As a former British 
colony, Belize is unique in Central America to have been founded as an Anglican colony. The 
British were less invested in converting their indigenous and slave populations, so the religious 
landscape was able to grow in a different manner than the rest of Catholic-dominated Central 
America (Mitchell 2006, Stewart 1999). While there is often lingering animosity between 
Catholic and Protestant Churches in Latin America, in Belize, these denominations do not have a 
history of conflict and pastors today remain friendly and supportive of each other’s 
congregations. I pay particular attention to Aüdü, as I had the opportunity to spend the year 
living there, and where Methodist missionaries established the first church and school in the 
area.11 The Methodist Church established itself in Belize early in its colonial history, developing 
alongside Catholicism and Anglicanism. Along with its fellow churches, the Methodist Church 
was instrumental in the developing of Belize first as a colony and later as an independent nation. 
Religious groups took responsibility for educating the nation’s children and advocating for the 
education of all ethnicities residing within Belize. As I will demonstrate, churches and schools 
are inextricably linked throughout Belize and although this relationship has decreased in the last 
few decades (students and teachers are no longer required to attend the church associated with 
their school), pastors still help to oversee their school’s overall direction.  
 
 
11 As noted in the introduction, this is a psuedonym of the town I was in. I am giving a bit of a historical account to 
help situate readers and give them some context for the dissertation. 
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History  
Belize is located in Central America, next to Guatemala and Mexico, at the edge of the 
Caribbean Sea. It is a small country and has a population of only about 300,000 people. 
Demographically, about half of the population identifies as mestizo and a quarter identifies as 
Kriol. Eleven percent are Maya, six percent are Garifuna and the rest hail from East Indian, 
Mennonite, European, Asian, and other backgrounds. English is the most commonly spoken 
language (62.9%) but Spanish (56.6%) and Kriol (44.6%) are also widely spoken; many people 
are multilingual. Catholicism is the most popular religion with 40.1% of the population claiming 
adherents and Protestantism is next with 31.5% of the population (“Belize” 2017). It is a melting 
pot of people and perspectives but before it became this diverse place, it was a sparsely 
populated, though somewhat contested, colony. 
Like much of the surrounding area in Mexico and Guatemala, Belize was occupied by 
Mayan people before the Spanish laid claim to much of the New World in the late fifteenth and 
early sixteenth centuries and beyond. While officially a Spanish colony, it was mostly ignored 
until the British settled the land and it became a de facto British colony. There is a myth in 
Belize, supported by early British historians, that by the sixteenth century the country was 
uninhabited, "neither the Spanish (sic) when they crossed it, nor the British when they eventually 
settled in it, met with any opposition from native tribes" (Shoman 1994: 18). In fact, Europeans 
did encounter people in Belize; there were military and missionary conquests throughout the 
Mayan settlements found mostly along the rivers and on the coasts. In 1508, the first Spaniards 
had contact with Mayan groups on the coast, introducing the diseases that would decimate much 
of the indigenous people in the new world: measles, smallpox, yellow fever, and influenza. 
However, this was only an exploratory mission. It was not until about 1544, when a group of 
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Spaniards, the Pachecos, led a military force against the Maya of southern Yucatan and northern 
Belize and committed acts of cruelty, that the Maya in the area began to feel the force and 
influence of the Spanish. There were settlements in Chanlacan and Tipu, both inland sites, both 
rebellious to Spanish rule. In southern Belize, the Chol Maya lived in a settlement just outside of 
Dominican territory. Occasionally, friars attempted to convert them, always unsuccessfully 
(Shoman 1994: 11-12). By 1582, there were nine missions in Belize; it took a priest two months 
to visit the surrounding villages along the rivers. Each mission had the standard républica de los 
indios12 and each paid tribute to an encomendero.13 In 1615, the Spanish introduced the practice 
of reduction (reducción) in Belize, rounding up those in small villages and creating larger 
villages for them to live in, to more easily control the previously scattered populations (Shoman 
1994: 15). However, the Spanish were seldom present in the Belizean settlements, making it easy 
for the Maya to ignore their conversion and to foment rebellion. The residents of Tipu burned 
their church after the Spanish left and blocked paths to their village. Many groups burned and 
deserted their settlements in the 1630s. In the 1640s, Franciscan priests travelling along the coast 
met with friendly Mayan groups but also noted an increase in the presence of British pirates 
(Shoman 1994: 16). In 1707, after two centuries of resistance, the Tipu Maya were relocated to 
present day Guatemala, Lake Peten Itza, where they joined another recently converted and 
pacified Maya group. It was the last major Mayan settlement in Belize and without them, "the 
 
12 Républica de los indios, republic of the Indians, was a legal category, separating native people from their 
colonizers (républica de los espanoles, republic of the Spaniards). In this system, native people, whose humanity 
was originally questioned, were treated as minors and needed to be taken care of. 
13 In the encomienda system, Spanish emigrants were named as trustees (encomenderos) of pieces land and all the 
inhabitants in the land. Though the indigenous inhabitants were technically the owners, abuses ran rampant and, in 
practice, the Spanish emigrants controlled the land, the people, and the resulting profits from using the land. The 
encomendero was allowed to charge a tribute for their work as trustee (Peterson and Vásquez 2008: 60-61). 
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Spanish ultimately sealed their loss of Belize to the encroachments of English logwood and, 
later, mahogany cutters" (Shoman 1994: 16-17).14  
In the seventeenth century, Spain controlled most of Central America and the Caribbean 
but other European countries, such as the Dutch, the French, and the English were closing in. 
British pirates roamed the coast for Spanish ships to raid, retreating into the coastal rivers of 
Belize to hide. When Britain conquered Jamaica in 1655, it gave the pirates an opportunity for an 
easier, closer trading partner. Piracy was outlawed in 1667 with the Treaty of Madrid so instead 
of plundering logwood from the Spanish, these ex-buccaneers, the baymen, decided to begin 
cutting it themselves. Logwood, or dye-wood, was important for the British wool industry; from 
it, the British could produce shades of black, grey, purple, red, blue, and green with which to dye 
their textiles (Shoman 1994: 23, Bolland 2003: 199, Sutherland 1998: 18). Initially the governor 
of Jamaica passively supported this technically illegal cutting, "if encouraged, the whole 
logwood trade will be English and be very considerable to His Majesty" but by 1682, the new 
governor tried to shut down log wooding in the bays since they were Spanish territories, but the 
crews mutinied and continued cutting (Bolland 2003: 19). The Spanish periodically attacked and 
kicked the British out of the territory, but they always returned. It was not until 1763 that a treaty 
made the logwood trade legal (Bolland 2003: 21).  
In 1786, with Spanish permission, the British logwood cutters began to cut mahogany as 
well; mahogany was an important wood for furniture and, eventually, railroad carriages. While 
any free man with access to land could cut logwood, mahogany cutters had to be in possession of 
at least four "able negro" slaves before they were allowed to work (Shoman 1994: 25-26). The 
population of African and Afro-Caribbean men skyrocketed during this time as many mahogany 
 
14 There were still smaller Mayan groups throughout Belize. Contrary to early histories of British Honduras, Belize 
has never been devoid of an indigenous presence (see Shoman 1994). 
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cutters had between ten and fifty slaves working on their trees. As the population of cutters grew, 
the informal settlement required some formal organization; the wealthiest male cutters formed a 
council and held meetings to determine who could cut wood and where they could cut wood. 
Location laws were established in 1765 and 1766. The monopolization of land created from the 
council and their resolutions would last into the twentieth century (Shoman 1994: 26-27).  
During the eighteenth century, although the settlers claimed that slaves were well treated 
and loyal (to the point of taking up arms with their masters when attacked to defend master and 
property), there were a number of slave revolts. As an unofficial British settlement, there was no 
permanent police organization to enforce proposed laws and when the economy suffered, slaves 
would act out and, in great numbers, were difficult to control (Bolland 2003: 25-26). Slaves 
would also run away to the Yucatan where the Spanish granted asylum and freedom as a method 
of undermining the nascent British settlement. Many slave groups were sent to remote parts of 
the country where escape was easy and knowledge of traversing the bush widespread (Bolland 
2003: 27-28). Most slaves arrived in Belize through the West Indies and many were creoles, but 
the largest number were sent to the slave markets directly from Africa, from the Niger and Cross 
deltas in the Bight of Benin to more southern areas of Congo and Angola (Bolland 2003: 83-84).   
In addition to slave revolts, and contrary to reports of their absence in the territory, 
British settlers had to deal with hostile indigenous residents. In 1807, as a result of moving 
further inland to find available land to cut down, the British settlers had to request arms and 
ammunition. They were encountering Mayan groups who attacked their workers, to plunder and 
quickly disappear back into the woods. However, the Maya were inevitably pushed deeper and 
deeper inland as the Mahogany cutters continued their hunt for fresh wood. The Maya were no 
match for the British military and were never a serious threat or obstacle (Shoman 1994: 30).   
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Occasionally, the Spanish attacked the illegal British settlers, successfully defeating them 
throughout the eighteenth century but the Spanish never attempted to settle the lands. There was 
an indifference in Madrid and in-fighting between Spanish commanders in the area prevented 
settlement. There was little incentive as well. Belize had neither gold nor silver, no mines, and 
few occupants to turn in to a labor force, and the lands were only suitable for logging, not 
agriculture (Sutherland 1998: 17). They were also spread too thinly across their rebellious, 
established Central American lands. Up until 1730, Spain could have easily and successfully 
ousted Britain from the coast but never attempted to do so and eventually, the British surpassed 
Spanish military might (Shoman 1994: 31). The "Battle of St. George's Caye" in 1798 was the 
final time Spain attacked Belize; the British had two years to prepare as a war had broken out in 
Europe at that time and Spanish in-fighting delayed their attack. British troops were brought in 
and fortifications constructed. Spanish forces were poorly led, not united, and were in ships not 
suited for the waters. Britain easily won and although they recognized Spanish sovereignty until 
1840, Belize was effectively under British control (Shoman 1994: 33-36). In 1862, British 
Honduras would finally become an official British colony (Bolland 2003: 17).  
The handful of elites who controlled access to land also controlled the institutions of the 
settlement's government and administration to a greater degree than most British colonies. 
Occasionally, they had to challenge the Crown's representative such as in 1817 when 
Superintendent George Arthur declared all unclaimed land for the Crown. They continued their 
control of land distribution despite the resolution. By 1871, however, nine years after British 
Honduras became an official colony, the British government was able to establish Crown Colony 
rule (Bolland 2003: 161-162). The ruling elite had long been in decline; the mahogany boom of 
the 1830s and 40s spiraled into a major depression in the 1850s. Not only had all of the trees, 
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even the young ones, been cut down, depleting their resources, but the price of mahogany had 
fallen as well (Bolland 2003: 161-162). Much of the cutters' lands were foreclosed upon and 
power was transferred from individual settler families to companies, such as the British 
Honduras Company. Now the Belize Estate and Produce Company, it once owned half the 
private land in the colony and continues to be the greatest force in Belize's political economy 
(Bolland 2003: 162).   
The shift in control from a small oligarchy to a metropolitan-dominated political 
economy did not affect the majority of the residents of Belize who continued to be dominated by 
those in charge – they remained poor, dependent, and powerless (Bolland 2003: 162-163). 
Although slavery ended in Belize in 1830, Belizean laborers were unable to gain access to any 
land, "which inhibited the development of an independent peasantry, [there were also] a system 
of labor contracts, a combination of advance and truck systems to induce indebtedness, the use of 
magistrates and police as agents of labor discipline, and the increasing use of schools and 
churches, in the hands of missionaries, to internalize the virtues of humble work, social order and 
decorum, and obedience to authority" (Bolland 2003: 163). After slavery officially ended, 
laborers found themselves forced into wage labor that resulted in building up debt to their 
employers; any "failure to perform" could result in prison sentences. Employers were rarely held 
accountable if they mistreated their employees (Bolland 2003: 164-165). An economic 
depression in the 1930s was the catalyst for change. This depression led to an increase in 
unemployment and dissatisfied laborers began protesting. Change did not come until 1943, when 
the labor laws of 1883 were finally repealed despite continued opposition from landowners. 
Laborers would be allowed to organize and form unions, although mahogany strikes were still 
illegal until 1953 (Bolland 2003: 169-170).  
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These laborers would eventually become the People's United Party (PUP), one of the two 
main political parties in Belize; the other is the United Democratic Party (UDP). The UDP 
established itself as pro-foreign investment, encouraging friendly relations to the United States, 
as well as supporting liberal economic policies (Sutherland 1998: 62-63). While Belize is 
officially a democracy and elections seem to be reasonably fair, once one party wins an election, 
there is not a system of checks and balances, and Belize's government runs as an autocracy. 
People are reluctant to protest or speak out against the party in power. Contracts are often 
terminated if there is a shift in power. The person with the government contract – who supported 
the now defeated party – is replaced by a supporter of the new party in power (Sutherland 1998: 
62). Since 1984, each election has resulted in a shift of the ruling party. Before independence, 
beginning in 1961, George Price was governor of Belize. At independence in 1981, Price became 
the first prime minister, representing the PUP; in 1984, the UDP won the election, citizens were 
tired of the one-party rule. Five years later, marred by scandal and corruption charges, the UDP 
lost power and PUP returned to power for the next four years and so on (Sutherland 1998: 62-
63). Each election shifts power from one small group of elites to another but party politics filters 
down to the village level, where, Anne Sutherland argues, those in power “use the opportunity to 
deny those [opposing] families access to ownership of land distributed by land committees” and 
they are backed up by ministers in the capital (Sutherland 1998: 63). If a village elects a council 
and mayor of the opposition party, they might be ignored for the tenure of ruling group in the 






Independence in 1981 not only brought a shift in government to Belize but also caused a 
crisis of identity since Belizeans could no longer affiliate themselves with Britain anymore 
(Sutherland 1998: 68). According to Anne Sutherland, until the 1990s, Belizean material culture 
was nonexistent. What she means is that Belize needed to develop a national identity along with 
a distinctive material and expressive culture to identify “the nation.” It took time for Belizean 
music (Punta Rock), Belizean food (stew chicken, rice, and beans), Belizean art, Belizean theater 
and dance, and a national historic society to emerge as expressions of national identity 
(Sutherland 1998: 70). Many of these things were already in existence or being developed at the 
time of nationhood but it took time to identify them with Belize. Part of the problem in finding a 
national identity is the diversity of Belize; there is no one prevailing group or culture. Rather, 
British, Spanish, African, Caribbean, Yucatecan Mestizos, Mayan (from Belize and surrounding 
countries), Mennonite, Salvadoran, Guatemalan, and Chinese influences came in waves as 
immigrants arrived in Belize periodically for a few hundred years (Sutherland 1998: 78). While 
Belizeans embrace their cultural heritage as a rich, diverse mixture, there is a growing ethnic 
consciousness among some of these groups that threatens their hybrid, identities. Both the 
Garifuna and the Mayas have cultural associations aimed at revitalizing their indigenous roots. 
Belizean Kriols have been influenced by the 1960s black power movement in the United States 
as well as American television shows like The Jeffersons, The Cosby Show, and Oprah to 
embrace their race and their African roots (Sutherland 1998: 80-81). These movements can work 
to cause tension between groups. For example, the Garifuna and the Kriol populations are often 
at odds; historically, the Garifuna were seen as inferior to the Kriol, “an attitude fueled by the 
British, who portrayed the Garifuna as cannibals and kept the two black groups separated by 
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making it necessary for the Garifuna to obtain permits to travel from Dandriga[sic] to Belize 
City” (Sutherland 1998: 83). The British did not want the two groups to get along, develop a 
common identity, and unite against British rule fueling lasting animosity between the groups, 
thereby aiding in the delay of the development of national identity after independence. 
Going in a different direction, anthropologist Richard Wilk explores Belizean national 
identity through the lens of food; he examines changing attitudes to food as Belize became 
independent and, later, began to focus on tourism. According to Wilk, the one common 
denominator in Belize is the poverty and marginality of the Belizean population (Wilk 2006: 15). 
Since Belize has never been much of a food producer (the land is not suitable for most crops), its 
rulers have always been concerned with food production. As a result, the origin of food is a 
central concern; American food found in stores is preferred over the fresh food found in the 
street – “knowledge about foreign goods, how to consume and buy them, was one of the ways 
that colonial elites maintained their cultural power ... separat[ing] the ignorant backwoods 
‘bushy’ Belizean from the sophisticated and knowledgeable consumer” (Wilk 2006: 16-17). In 
the 1970s, when Wilk first traveled to Belize, there were few restaurants and most were Chinese; 
occasionally, Wilk found a restaurant that served rice and beans – the only “Belizean dish.” 
During this time, he scored an invitation to dinner from a local family and was served “the best 
thing the family could afford – canned corned beef and stale white bread imported from Mexico, 
washed down with a lukewarm 7-up. The things Belizeans normally ate had such low status they 
could not be served to a visitor, and they never appeared on a restaurant menu” (Wilk 2006: 19). 
People often refused to tell Wilk what they ate. By the 1980s, Wilk had enough connections to 
get fresh, local coffee beans, shrimp, catfish, crabs, and fresh fruit and vegetables but it took a lot 
of time and effort to track these people down and set up meeting times after they caught or 
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gathered these foods (Wilk 2006: 19). In the 1990s, Belizean cuisine was finally developed, due 
to the influx of tourist interest in local foods as well as an influx of Belizeans returning from the 
US and due to widespread access to US television. Tourists made investment in Belizean food 
worthwhile. Foreign television gave Belizeans something to compare themselves to so that they 
could think about national identity, and the idea of a Belizean culture. Belizean food began to 
appear: stewed beans, stewed chicken, tortillas; although many ingredients are still imported, 
there is greater pride in Belizean food (Wilk 2006: 21-22). Lobster season is celebrated, the 
Quality Poultry Products – “Dis da fi wi Chikin” – is renowned across the country for their 
chicken products and the national beer, Belikin, is served almost everywhere in Belize.15 
 
Garifuna in Belize  
A discussion of the history of Belize would be incomplete without including a brief 
history of the Garifuna people. While the British loggers came in from the north and moved 
south along the coast to settle and cut down mahogany; the Garifuna people, who arrived later, 
came in from the south and moved up along the coast; the majority settled in Dangriga, a coastal 
town a couple hours south of Belize City, but Punta Gorda and Placencia in the south also have 
Garifuna settlements. During the early British colonial era, the Garifuna were rejected and 
looked down upon, but, during Belize’s formative years, the attitude surrounding the Garifuna 
shifted. They are now celebrated for their rich culture and their strong identity. 
The Garifuna, formerly known as the Black Caribs, originated on the Caribbean island of 
St. Vincent. Their most popular origin myth involves the shipwreck of two Spanish slave ships 
on the coast of St. Vincent in 1635. Survivors made it to the island and were taken in by the 
 
15 “Dis da fi wi chikin” is Kriol for “This chicken is for us!”  
“Belikin” is Mayan for “road to the east.” 
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Island Caribs where the two groups mixed; according to the legend and a point of pride for their 
descendants, these African transports were never actually slaves since the ships were destroyed 
before making it to their intended slave owners. Although not entirely out of the realm of 
possibility, there is no historical record of the shipwreck (Roessingh 2004: 63). A more likely, 
but less exciting, origin narrative is that the Island Caribs, known for raiding European colonists, 
stole slaves and brought them back to St. Vincent as their own slaves; eventually, there were 
enough captive slaves that they formed their own ethnic group, the Black Caribs. They picked up 
raiding from the Island Caribs, even raiding their former captors (Roessingh 2004: 64). Other 
African and native slaves also found their way to St. Vincent after escaping plantations on the 
nearby islands of Barbados, Guadeloupe, and Martinique (Roessingh 2004: 62-63). Their identity 
consists of a diverse mix of ideas and beliefs that would become Garifuna culture; influenced by 
the Island Caribs as well as Catholics, Protestants, escaped slaves, and free Afro-Americans who 
made their way to St. Vincent contributed to developing Garifuna identity (Roessingh 2004: 65). 
The Black Caribs had to deal with both the French and the British attempting to take over their 
land and their island; they were successful at maintaining their control until 1795 when Britain 
gained the island in a treaty with France and was able to overtake the Caribs militarily and 
imprison after the Black Caribs began raiding their settlers. The British had been waiting for an 
excuse to get rid of the Caribs for good, discussing deportation since the 1770s (Gonzalez 1988: 
20; Roessingh 2004: 70). After Britain took over the island, those who survived imprisonment 
between October of 1795 and March of 1796, were sent to Roatan off the coast of Honduras. 
About 2400 of the then surviving 4500 Black Caribs, Island Caribs, and their slaves died of 
malignant fever before they could be transported (Roessingh 2004: 70); 85% of the Black Carib 
population was thought to be lost due to this war (Gonzalez 1988: 21).   
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The Garifuna arrived at Roatan on April 11, 1797 where they were welcomed by the 
Spanish who quickly incorporated them into their military (Gonzalez 1988: 39-40). Those who 
landed in Roatan eventually began to spread out, first to the coast of Honduras and eventually 
reaching the east coast of Nicaragua in the south and to the east coast of Belize in the north 
including Aüdü, originally a Garifuna settlement (Roessingh 2004: 74). The Garifuna were not 
welcomed when they arrived in 1832, as the British saw them as “cannibals” and “devil 
worshippers” (Roessingh 2004: 76). The British were also wary of the group for their actions in 
St. Vincent and the bloodshed that led to their ouster (Cayetano 1993: 29). However, the British 
needed cheap labor so they allowed the Garifuna to stay. In order to keep the two groups apart, 
the Garifuna were considered a separate ethnic group from the Kriols; the British thought they 
might unduly influence the Kriols and restricted the Garifuna's movement throughout the country 
(Roessingh 2004: 76-77).  
 
Other Religions in Belize 
While not much is known historically about non-Garifuna religious practice in Belize, in 
her book Sojourners of the Caribbean, Nancie Gonzalez includes an overview of Methodist 
missionary attitudes toward the Garifuna people in Belize in the nineteenth century. These 
missionaries were interested in observing, recording, and then eliminating what they believed 
was the work of the devil; this included most Garifuna ceremonies, with their "dancing, drinking, 
and drumming...occasioned by the death of a child, whose corpse was decorated in the most 
gaudy manner" (Gonzalez 1988: 80). After witnessing Garifuna reactions to death, the pastors 
did note the depth and frequency of the wailing and lamentations for the dead as well as the 
prayers: four times a day, four times a night during the funeral and wake. However, mourners 
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also came to smoke and drink and laugh with one another, which the pastors did not understand 
or condone (Gonzalez 1988: 80). According to Gonzalez, Belizean Garifuna participate in the 
ninth-night wakes. It is normal for people to come from distant towns to attend. Those in 
attendance do participate in merriment and celebration on the periphery while close relatives and 
prayer leaders gather around the deceased to solemnly mourn. In the yard, beyond the card 
games, there is often drumming and dancing, and eventually, storytelling of fables (Gonzalez 
1988: 80-81). Missionaries observed other "devil dances," rituals performed to cure illness or to 
mourn the dead; but the Methodists often could not differentiate between wakes and other rituals 
invoking the dead (Gonzalez 1988: 86).  
 Jesuit missionaries in Central America worked on converting the Carib settlements 
throughout Belize, Guatemala, and Honduras, welcoming them into their congregations when 
they were rejected by most other groups, including the Methodists (Cayetano 1993: 29-30). 
Interestingly, according to the Wesley Methodist Church’s Reverend Lewis, when they arrived in 
Belize, many Garifuna identified as Methodist but were turned away for their practices and the 
inability of Methodist missionary clergy to speak the Garifuna language. 16 The Catholic Jesuits 
were not only willing to learn their language, but the Catholic church helped the Garifuna to 
become educated and then, educators, readying Garifuna men to teach future generations of 
Belizeans (Cayetano 1993: 31). Over time, negative views of the Garifuna people slowly 
decreased, and they have become a valued part of society, especially in their coastal towns; they 
are becoming politicians and teachers, helping run the country and shape the minds of the future 
(Hernandez 1998: 33).  
 
16 According to Reverend Rebecca Lewis, the Methodist ministers were disinterested in learning the Garifuna 
language and wanted the Garifuna to learn the language of the colony – their language. 
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Aüdü is seen as an important cultural part of Belize, in large part due to its Garifuna 
presence. While it was once looked down upon, Garifuna culture is now celebrated. The 
Garifuna have become an important marker of culture in a young country that has struggled with 
attaining a national identity. Of course, the Garifuna are not the only group in Belize. In Aüdü 
alone, there are a handful of other Christian churches – Methodist, Anglican, Baptist, Seventh-
Day Adventist, Assembly of God, and Catholic.17 The Garifuna are simply the most discussed 
and the first thing that many Belizeans reference when asked about culture. 
  
Aüdü  
Aüdü was originally settled in 1802 by a small group of Garifuna immigrants 
(Humphreys and Efunyemi 2016: v). Further immigrants arrived in later years as the village 
became a haven for the Garifuna people. Their claim on the land was formalized in 1857 when 
colonial authorities surveyed their territory, about a half-mile along the coast, and granted them 
leases (Humphreys and Efunyemi 2016: vii). The first structures on the land were the earthen 
floor, clay houses but in the following decades, colonial style structures went up to house the 
courthouse, police station, and Catholic and Methodist churches as the town established itself as 
a coastal port for Belize.  
In 1895, Aüdü became an official township. It was becoming a thriving economic hub for 
central Belize. The end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century saw a growing 
citrus and banana industry which attracted workers from other parts of Belize and even brought 
in new East Indian immigrants from Jamaica (Humphreys and Efunyemi 2016: vii). From a few 
hundred residents in the early 1800s, Aüdü now has over 10,000 residents (a large number for 
 
17 No other religious groups had a major public presence, and none were ever mentioned to me. 
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Belize) and while it still identifies as Garifuna, its ethnic make-up is as diverse as the rest of the 
country (Humphreys and Efunyemi 2016: viii). Another early industry was the railroad industry. 
Ships could dock in Aüdü and receive shipments of timber from the Maya Mountains, and 
bananas, plantains, cohune nuts, and coconuts from local plantations and farms for export 
elsewhere (Humphreys and Efunyemi 2016: 40). However, the railway was dismantled in 1938 
and the shipments slowed down. For a while, the British Honduras Fruit Company and the Citrus 
Company of British Honduras continued to use Aüdü’s Market Pier (Humphreys and Efunyemi 
2016: 9). Passengers, mail, and cargo regularly traversed to and from Aüdü; boats with the 
names like Why Not, Hustler, Plague, Neptune, and Heron H. moved up and down the Caribbean 
coastlines of Belize, Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua (Humphreys and Efunyemi 2016: 26). 
Eventually, their operations moved further south and the Pier, along with the jobs it provided to 
the residents, was no longer utilized (Humphreys and Efunyemi 2016: 9). Thomas, an older, 
retired member of Wesley Methodist Church in training to become a local pastor, remembers 
Market Pier once being a bustling part of town, but the area around the pier is now relatively 
quiet, few people visit it except to do some light fishing. Every once in a while, a small boat will 
dock for a few hours. 
Methodist missionaries began visiting Aüdü in the 1830s soon after the first settlers; they 
brought the first educational system to the area with the establishment of a primary school along 
with a small chapel in 1834. The main church building today was constructed in 1986 
(Humphreys and Efunyemi 2016: 17). The Methodist Church sits near the center of town, right 
off the main street and just a block south of the main canal leading to the gulf. Wesley Methodist 
Church continues to maintain a primary school, teaching children through sixth grade, at which 
point they can go to the ecumenical school further west, inland and closer to the outskirts of 
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town. Primary school is required and free for students while secondary schools are not required 
and charge tuition to attend. Each religious denomination maintains a school and for many 
decades, teachers were required to attend the church of the school where they taught. Some 
teachers, like church leader Hope, even switched religious affiliation for better teaching or 
administrative opportunities. Hope was an active member of the Anglican Church until a 
teaching opportunity opened at Wesley where there was none at her church when she went 
looking for a job. 
The educational system in Belize is tied to religious groups but the bonds between church 
and school have been loosening for the past couple of decades. Now teachers may attend 
whichever church they choose, and students are not required to attend their school’s church on 
Sundays except for special events like Harvest Day. Every fall, students bring fruits or 
vegetables to present to the pastor, to commemorate the connection between the church and the 
school. Wesley Methodist Church also puts together a harvest day dinner fundraiser, to connect 
with not only the families of their school children but the community at large; everyone is 
welcome to buy a ticket and a meal of rice and beans and stew chicken is provided. The event is 
so popular that they frequently sell out, or even oversell, tickets; gone is the stigma against their 
national cuisine. They are proud of the food that they serve. 
Occasionally, school groups will perform songs and dances in church. The Methodist 
Church has a circuit of four congregations, all of which have schools, in the District. On 
Valentine’s Day, a party was thrown for all four congregations at a local venue. Each church had 
performances and contributed to the cooking and serving. On Aldersgate Sunday, a celebration 
to commemorate John and Charles Wesley, the founders of the Methodist movement, a group of 
girls from each school performed for those in attendance. Beyond the normal congregation, the 
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other three congregations took buses to Aüdü. So many people attended that many rows of chairs 
had to be set up outside to accommodate everyone. Normally, though, very few children attend 
church services; those who do are the children of some of the pastors and regular church goers.   
 
Settlement Day 
Every November 19, Belize celebrates Garifuna Settlement Day; in Aüdü, it is a week-
long affair. Since 1941, in order to preserve and promote the Garifuna cultural heritage, the 
colonial government granted the district a Public and Bank Holiday (it would later spread to 
other districts) (Cayetano 1993: 33). The man behind this celebration, and, arguably, the most 
influential resident of the region, T.V. (Thomas Vincent) Ramos, was both a Garifuna man and a 
Methodist minister (although this latter fact is rarely noted). Originally from Honduras, he settled 
in Belize in 1920 with his wife. He made a living as a schoolteacher, but he was primarily 
interested in helping his fellow Garifuna people. Due to his concern for the systematic neglect of 
the Garinagu and the poor conditions in healthcare, he successfully lobbied the colonial 
government to employ native nurses in the local hospital (Cayetano 1993: 33).18  
T.V. Ramos died in 1955, on November 13, just a few days before his beloved settlement 
day. On November 14 every year, there is a service at the Methodist Church to honor T.V. 
Ramos and his Protestant roots. A small group of Garifuna people attend (Roessingh 2004: 190). 
Every year, there is also a torch light parade; it ends near the cemetery, at the monument 
constructed in his honor. Coincidently, this monument was located right outside my house. The 
weeks leading up to Settlement Day saw his monument cleared off, the landscape around it tidied 
up, and the columns repainted to represent the Garifuna, with yellow, black, and white stripes. 
 
18 Garinagu is the plural form of Garifuna. 
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His monument was the site of a number of parade stopping points throughout the year, some late 
at night after the sun went down and others early in the morning just as the sun was rising.  
 
Conclusion 
 It is always hot in Aüdü and while it became almost pleasant in January and February, it 
never really got cold. It rained for months when I first arrived in October but then the rain 
became sporadic; at times, there wasn’t any rain in what seemed like ages but then it would rain 
every day for a few days to a week. I could never quite figure out when the rainy season was. In 
May, one of the hottest, driest months that I was there, I asked when it would start raining again. 
Thomas told me he wasn’t sure. It is so different in Aüdü now than when he was a boy. A rare 
Methodist Garifuna man born in Guatemala but raised in Aüdü, Thomas said there used to be a 
predictable cycle. It would start raining at night in May and then eventually, around June, the 
rain would come in the morning and later, by July, in the afternoon. Planting would always be 
done in May, in anticipation of the coming rains. August would become hot and dry again and 
the rain would return in October and November. The rain we had in January was strange 
according to Thomas. It used to be cooler but still dry at the beginning of the year. School used 
to be off in May and August because they were so unpleasantly hot – eventually, the state 
standardized the school system, so that classes ran through May and did not get out until June. 
Before, when Thomas was a child, people would flock from Belize City during their breaks to 
swim in the crystal-clear waters of the rivers before they emptied out into the ocean. You could 
see and feel the temperature change from freshwater to saltwater. Aüdüan village boys would 
visit their farming friends to help them with their harvests and eat some of their fresh mangoes – 
a Belizean staple. It was a great time that has been lost. Thomas attributes the loss of these events 
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to climate change. He can see and feel the change brought on by the unpredictability of the 
weather which affects the harvest and has brought murky, muddy waters to Aüdü and other 
coastal towns. No one would swim in the dirty canals now. 
Belize has gone through a lot of changes in its short life as a colony, and as a nation, as it 
has grown into a place of great diversity and growing pride. In the last few decades it has come 
into its own as country. Religion was a key part of the nation building as churches were the main 
educators in the country. While not often addressed, the Methodist Church has been an 
influential presence in Aüdü almost since its inception. It was the first Christian church to 
establish itself in the area and while it missed the opportunity to welcome the Garifuna 
community, ceding religious dominance to the Catholic Church, I will show in the following 
chapters that the Methodist Church maintains a role in the town and has strong relationships with 








Chapter 2 – To Be Born-Again Everyday: How to be a Successful Methodist in One 
Belizean Community 
 
Figure 4: Author participating in Palm Sunday parade, used with permission. 
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Palm Sunday 
On March 25, 2018 – Palm Sunday – the Catholic, Anglican, and Methodist 
congregations of Aüdü walk for hours in the hot sun.19 We began at the Garifuna Drums 
monument in the central part of town, walking the length of the village until we hit the 
monument for T.V. Ramos on the northern edge of town.20 We then turn and proceed along the 
street next to the beach, dropping off the Catholics when we passed by their church and the 
Anglicans when we pass by theirs. Finally, those of us who remain make our way to the 
Methodist Church for our weekly services. Every year these three congregations get together to 
go on this walk, to encourage church attendance to those who do not attend church and to 
recognize their own positive ecumenical relationships. While they come from different religious 
traditions, the pastors realize that they are all Christian and all profess to worship the same God. 
It is also important for each congregation to maintain bonds with the community and with one 
another – this is one of their ways of doing so. The pastors are friendly with each other and will 
even call on one another if they come across someone in need who they cannot help themselves. 
This particular Palm Sunday is doubly important, as the Methodist Church is also hosting the 
police department, to recognize law enforcement’s service to the community.  
 After singing the welcoming songs, reciting the week’s prayers, and listening to the 
various Bible readings, Reverend Rebecca Lewis walks up to the elevated podium and starts her 
sermon. In a clear and booming voice, she reflects on the early morning we just spent waving 
 
19 Palm Sunday refers to the Sunday before Easter Sunday when Jesus arrived in Jerusalem on a donkey. The 
celebratory entry was marked by palm fronds, scattered in front of Jesus as he rode in. See Matthew 21: 1-11. 
20 Drums of Our Fathers is a bronze monument created in 2004 by Stephen Okeke, a sculptor. It pays homage to the 
Garifuna ancestors. The monument contains three Garifuna Dugu drums which symbolize the cycle of life: past, 
present, and future. A pair of sísira, or calabash rattles, which are also important for Garifuna music, are present. 
See chapter 1 for a brief overview of the Garifuna culture and people and a discussion of T.V. Ramos. 
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palms fronds, sharing and witnessing in the community along with our religious neighbors.21 As 
we made our way down the main road, walkers had frequently paused to give onlookers their 
palm crosses, sharing a symbol of Christ’s sacrifice. Reverend Lewis then thanks the uniformed 
officers for their service to the community. She welcomes these visitors to continue attending the 
church even after this week. 
 Reverend Lewis continues, comparing the escalating violence in Belize to Jesus’ 
treatment by the Romans, especially during the Easter season. Here, she refers to Belize City, 
which is seen as a one of the most violent places in the country. Jesus came in humility and 
peace, not with weapons to lead an uprising and free his people as they had hoped and believed; 
he came as a mere, poor carpenter, not as the strong, wealthy king they expected. Indeed, by 
Good Friday, the people would become disappointed in him and turn against him. 
 Palm Sunday leads into Passion week. Reverend Lewis explains that while romantic 
passion – the passion she felt when she met her husband 47 years ago – is what we tend to think 
of when we hear “passion,” the Passion of Christ is different. The Passion of Christ refers to his 
willingness to endure suffering and pain. Each day of this week, we have the opportunity to 
reexamine our lives and think about what God has done for us. There will be a service every 
evening this week. Her aim this Sunday is to spread awareness of the upcoming week and of 
God’s actions. 
Reverend Lewis calls Palm Sunday “Suffering Sunday;” it represents Jesus coming in on 
a donkey to die for our sins. Jesus is a God who cries, suffers, and dies; He is human AND 
divine. His pain is real. Unlike action movies, where suffering is acted out, the Bible is not fake; 
 
21 Though most of the congregation speaks Kriol, English is more widely spoken and it is the formal language of 
Belize so the church services is conducted in English. While there is a slight accent, it is not difficult to understand 
anyone. 
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it is not just a media story, or “fake news” as Trump would say. It is real, with real blood, a 
crown of thorns, nails in hands and feet, a wound in the side. It is a message of pain, and the 
cross reminds us of this pain. According to Reverend Lewis, Christianity is the only religion 
where God actually gets hurt and feels pain - literally being nailed to a cross. God left the safety 
and sanity of Heaven to come down to this violent neighborhood to share in our suffering and 
pain. The Passion of Christ is suffering and pain. 
 Reverend Lewis then describes Christ’s crucifixion using scripture. In Philippians, God, 
in the form of Jesus, empties himself, comes in the form of a servant, is obedient, even unto 
death, and as part of Adam’s helpless race, bleeds for us.22 He pours himself out for us, like 
emptying a jar, to show the love of God. What is the meaning of this thing? Love, compassion, 
mercy, hope, life – these things never stop flowing from Jesus to our hearts and lives. They 
sustain us and transform us. Changes in our lives are due to the love of Jesus Christ. 
 In Paul’s letter to the Philippians, he describes the love and service of Jesus that can be 
found in the minds of His believers. We do not need to worry about break-ins or violence toward 
us, because if we have the same mind as Jesus, we can endure pain and loss. Reverend Lewis 
then gives a few examples of her point. She refers, vaguely, to a Facebook post going around – it 
is a picture of suffering. In it, there are people in wheelchairs posing together; they are all recent 
victims of violence. One of the subjects of the photo is not worried despite his pain, for he could 
always count on his mother’s support. The deep meaning here is that God loves us. “Even those 
who murdered, who committed the acts of violence? Yes!” She exclaims, answering her own 
question.  
 
22 See Philippians 2: 5-11. 
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Reverend Lewis then shifts her narrative to the New Testament reading, reminding her 
listeners of the story – and adding her own commentary – of when the woman in Bethany 
brought her alabaster jar of perfume to the house of Simon the leper and anointed Jesus.23 She is 
nameless in this reading but at other times she is named as a prostitute. The disciples are 
outraged that she dares to approach Jesus. But He welcomes her, seeing a change in her heart, 
and tells them to leave her alone; God is using her; never reject anyone for God could use them 
in this way. Reverend Lewis reminds her listeners that only when we can be Christlike can we 
bring others to know God. Sometimes, we believe we can solve the problems in our country 
[Belize], to pick up weapons and forcefully stop the violence but only by giving it up to God will 
things change. 
 The image of the cross reminds us of a good thing - the salvation of Jesus and His 
resurrection – obedience and death, exaltation and resurrection. Jesus is equal with God, not to 
lord over others but to sacrifice His-self and lift ALL up. He “teaches us to surrender, something 
that is foreign and challenging to us, uncomfortable to us but it is what Jesus did. It is what we 
need to do. A minister is a servant’s job; we get no salary, just a small stipend - a good kind of 
suffering.”  
Reverend Lewis had her first preacher calling at the age of ten but “no, no, don’t want, 
want to get married, have family, will come later. Later, God came calling again, at almost fifty 
and He took both of us – Mr. Lewis too!” Before becoming a pastor, Reverend Lewis enjoyed a 
Belikin (beer) every now and then but now, when she sees the stout ad with the silly woman on 
it, it turns her off.24 God can give her silly feelings - she doesn’t need the alcohol. It is time to 
 
23 See Mark 14: 1-9. 
24 Belikin is the most popular Belizean beer. 
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greet Jesus as God’s chosen one, time to give thanks and break bread. All of us are guilty of 
putting nails in Jesus’s palms because He did it for us. 
 
The Sermon 
Sermons are a type of performance, a form of “verbal art,” as Richard Bauman would 
state. Sermons are situated and made meaningful as the central part of a church service (Bauman 
1977: 27-28).25  While the church services vary from week to week, for the most part they follow 
a familiar routine; special events like Advent and Lent will disrupt the routine in various ways 
but singing, praying, reading the Bible, and listening to a sermon are always present (Bauman 
1977: 29). The congregation is welcomed by the pastor or a layperson, standing at the front of 
the church behind the podium on the ground, and is invited to sing the opening songs. At Wesley 
Methodist Church, the beginning songs are selected at random by the congregation and the 
pastor. A church favorite, Alive, Alive was sung almost every week: 
Alive, Alive, Alive forevermore  
My Jesus is alive  
Alive forevermore 
Alive, Alive, Alive forevermore  
My Jesus is alive  
 
Sing Hallelujah, sing hallelujah 
My Jesus is alive forevermore 
Sing Hallelujah, sing hallelujah 
My Jesus is alive 
 
A friend, A friend, A friend forevermore… 
 
 
25 Communion, which occurs during the first service every month in the all Methodist Churches, is the other central 
practice during Christian church services. The communion ritual directly follows the sermon. 
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These songs set the mood for the service and it is the only time the congregation ever came alive, 
clapping and waving their hands as they sang clearly and confidently together. Father John might 
get out his tambourine and shake it to the tune.  
The welcoming songs are followed by the calls to prayer which are read in unison by the 
entire congregation. Another song or two might be sung after the calls to prayer but it is usually 
either printed out on the bulletin or found in the hymnal. These songs are not as lively; the 
congregation is more muted, almost somber as they sing the words printed for them, following 
the pastor’s beat. Three volunteers recite the Bible readings: usually the Epistle, the Psalms, the 
Old Testament readings. The New Testament (or Gospel) reading follows, spoken by the 
preacher of the week. This prepares the congregation for the message of the sermon as it will be 
related to one or more of the readings.  
After the Old Testament reading, the preacher steps up to a raised podium to deliver the 
New Testament reading; everyone is invited to stand as the New Testament reading is given. 
After she or he is finished, the preacher gives the congregation permission to be seated and the 
sermon begins. The sermon lasts approximately ten to fifteen minutes, but it has been known to 
go on longer. Sermons are often wrapped up with a prayer, and the ending is marked by the 
preacher leaving the raised podium. Attention is shifted to the smaller podium, where the lay 
leader gives the announcements for the week and to lead the congregation in singing Happy 
Birthday to anyone whose birthday was during that week. Happy Birthday was sung almost 
every single week with maybe two exceptions throughout the year. Another song is sung for 
anniversaries which was sung very rarely, maybe twice in the year. These announcements are 
followed by more praying and more singing before the pastor leads everyone in a benediction 
and greets them as they file out.  
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Sermons let the congregation know the importance of certain stories, connecting 
contemporary meaning with the very contexts that made the stories powerful centuries ago. 
Beyond the words that are spoken (the context), meaning is also created by the genre in which 
these words are situated. Genre categories (such as sermons in general, Christian sermons, Bible 
stories, parables, prayers, and so on) serve as framing devices. Individuals in the congregation 
listen to the pastors and interpret their message, but not necessarily as the pastor intends; while 
mediated by the pastors’ performances, congregants have to "make sense" of the lessons and 
teachings based on their own backgrounds and beliefs that, while similar, will be unique to each 
listener (Schieffelin 1985: 707). My analysis, then, is rooted in genre and performance theory; it 
is based on my interpretation of the pastors’ sermons, my conversations with ministers outside of 
their services, and my knowledge of the theology of the Methodist Church. 
Using Reverend Lewis’s Palm Sunday sermon as an example, in this chapter, I will 
examine the sermons at Wesley Methodist Church as a speech or performance genre. In order to 
accomplish this, I will describe how the preachers at Wesley Methodist church in Aüdü often 
frame their sermons, common sermon themes, and more broadly, what it means to be a person of 
faith in their church, and what is expected from people of faith in their community (putting their 
faith into action).26 Cultural performances, especially sermons, “are more than entertainment, 
more than dialectic or persuasive formulations, and more than cathartic indulgences. They are 
occasions in which as a culture or society we reflect upon and define ourselves, dramatize our 
collective myth and history, present ourselves with alternatives, and eventually change in some 
ways while remaining the same in others” (MacAloon 1984: 1). Sermon performances are 
“culture in action” as Dell Hymes says and as John MacAloon continues, these types of 
 
26 There are two ordained ministers at Wesley Methodist Church and three lay ministers who were in the process of 
getting licensed in 2017/2018. 
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performances have scripts, patterns or routines that they tend to follow, though some scripts are 
more flexible than others (MacAloon 1984: 9).27 Sermons are reflective of church teachings and 
reflective of the life of the person preaching as well as the community and country, in general. In 
each sermon, the congregation is taught a lesson from the Bible, which is often related to the 
parishioners’ own lives and current events within the community, the country, or the world. The 
sermon serves as guidance; preachers will frequently tell the people something they should be 
doing or feeling as well as how to interpret the week’s Bible readings and how to apply them in 
their personal lives. While the sermon tends to manifest as a very inclusive performance, inviting 
all who attend to join in the practice of Christianity, there are moments and dialogues for insiders 
that while not exclusionary to outsiders, provide greater layers to those who have been around 
and know not only the Bible stories but the pastors’ personal stories and histories.  
Sermons are not the only type of performance genre. Anthropologists and folklorists have 
shown the efficacy of a performance approach to illustrate how culturally significant genres of 
verbal art articulate with, foreground, and even foment larger social processes. Anthropologist 
Deborah Kapchan illustrates how performance theory is put into practice, focusing on a gendered 
genre type found in the markets of Morroco. In her ethnography Gender on the Market: 
Moroccan Women and the Revoicing of Tradition, Kapchan writes about how Morrocan 
women’s presence and performances in the marketplace illustrates a shift in gender relations for 
the country and how women experience their bodies and gender (Kapchan 1996: 3-4). Kapchan 
explores the relationship between habitus and performance; words, bodies, and their relationship 
to different forms of space are all intertwined (habitus), and so too are speech and action 
(performance). Certain types of speech, like sermons, are particularly effective in mediating and 
 
27 MacAloon does also note how performances can be surprising, anything can technically happen despite the script; 
there is a risk, in a way, to performance. 
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creating imagined communities, “as repositories of history and tradition, speech genres are often 
sites of contest, arenas for the discursive reconstruction of identity, intertextual fields where 
competing tropes battle for metonymic dominance or accede to hybrid complexity” (Kapchan 
1996: 4).  
Genres are comprised of elements such as style, form, context, and interpretation which 
are shaped over time through their use. Performers use these “speech genres” to create or modify 
identities, employing and manipulating genres for their own interests (Kapchan 1996: 4-5). For 
example, in her work with a majduba (“entranced one”), a female disciple of Islamic saint 
Moulay Ibrahim, the majduba, uses the phrase “God have mercy on your parents” to establish 
credibility.28 It is a phrase that is said often, almost under the breath, to the point of near 
meaninglessness; nevertheless, it is a phrase that gives her authority through God and brings her 
discourse back to the center of mainstream religious instruction (Kapchan 1996: 90-91). In the 
marketplace, meanings can shift depending on the interpretive frame and form being employed; 
it can also shift as the frames shift. Majduba mix genres, appropriate language, and turn 
categories on their heads. Are women dangerous and not to be trusted, always suspect and to be 
controlled? Or should we question these stereotypes, “calling attention to her own use of 
stereotypes, employing them and creating distance from them […] providing a social critique of 
the competition and lack of cohesion that exist there and […] condemning both” (Kapchan 1996: 
99-100). Majduba use what Kapchan (following Brenneis and Searle) describes as “indirection,” 
forcing listeners to come to their own conclusions, based on the number of messages the 
majduba draws on when playing with the form, function, and meaning of a speech event 
(Kapchan 1996: 100). While both can be playful and allow listeners to make their own 
 
28 A majdub (masculine) has authority in the spiritual world; in Morocco, according to Kapchan, they have “lost care 
of worldly existence” (1996: 73). 
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interpretations, compared to the genre of the majduba, sermons are much more guided and give 
listeners a path to follow to come to conclusions that align with their religious beliefs. 
In his book, Still, the Small Voice: Narrative, Personal Revelation, and the Mormon Folk 
Tradition, folklorist Tom Mould, like Kapchan, explores the deployment of genre in religious 
narratives, how people communicate, “negotiating the expectations of the genre, making 
references to past performances, and responding to current audiences… [since] performance is 
viewed as a social act, capable of serving multiple functions simultaneously, including the 
construction of particular social identities” (Mould 2011: 5-6). Just as with the Mormon narrative 
traditions that Mould examines, Methodist sermons reflect the lived experiences and personal 
interests of the speaker as he or she decides which experiences to share and how to relate them to 
God’s concerns (2011: 243). Each sermon is spoken by one person in one moment in time but 
“every performance is embedded not only in the moment but also in past performances, 
providing a historical dimension… [which] as narratives are picked up by audience members and 
shared as part of their own repertoire” (Mould 2011: 320). In the case of religious narratives, 
including sermons, this historical dimension goes back to Biblical times; speakers add their own 
personal and cultural narratives to the themes and stories of the Bible to make sense of them in 
new contexts (Mould 2011: 321-322). Pastors mold their congregations’ religious identities 
through the genre of the sermon.  
In their messages, like most Christian preachers, the Aüdüan pastors reference the New 
Testament reading, sometimes the Old Testament or Epistle readings, and contextualize these 
accounts for the congregation or explain what the stories meant during Biblical times. There is an 
intertextual relationship between text (Bible passages) and oral performances (earlier sermons 
and discussions) which help to shape “form, function, discourse structure, and meaning” and 
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allow speakers to “create multiple modes of inserting themselves into the discourse; and building 
competing perspectives on what is taking place” (Meyer 2000: 145 citing Briggs and Bauman 
1992: 147). Similarly, Christian sermons are also genres within which a multiplicity of other 
genres are nested, encompassing Bible stories, parables, autobiographies, memorates, current 
event stories, prayers, songs, etc. Reverend Lewis is adept at wielding this multiplicity, deftly 
interweaving the various genres and texts throughout her sermons. Other pastors may not be as 
adept at this, perhaps it is a skill that needs to be developed or a talent that not everyone can 
master, but the ability to effectively weave genres can affect the congregants’ reception of the 
sermon. 
The text can be read in multiple ways, new meanings seem to emerge from the readings 
as different perspectives (both from different speakers and from the same speakers with new 
experiences or knowledge) are added to the discourse (Meyer 2000: 145). When anthropologist 
Rachel Meyer listened to the same, seemingly boring song over and over again during her 
fieldwork in North India, she initially missed the “collective memory” that brought some of the 
listeners to tears. While she could not relate to their experiences, or emotions, of moving away 
from their families when they were married, for the women listening, the popular song “is not 
retold in words; it resonates through the emotions it calls up” (Meyer 2000: 157-158). Church 
listeners may or may not tire of the same stories being told year after year but, like the women in 
India, there are deeper meanings and connections to be made through their retellings that can 
make these retellings dynamic. The minister might place a new spin on an old story or an 
audience member might have had another experience to draw from that adds meaning to the 
story or it is a reminder of their own faith in some way. As Meyer was eventually able to 
appreciate the song for its ability to help her recall stories from her informant and the difficult 
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life the woman led as a young girl orphaned at four and married at seven, telling a familiar story 
or invoking a genre, “creates indexical connections far beyond the present setting of production 
or reception…linking a particular act to other times, places, and persons” (Meyer 2000: 158). 
There are a multitude of ways to interpret and appreciate old Bible stories to make them relevant 
and meaningful for people of faith. 
It is then up to the audience to interpret the performance – either in the way that the 
speaker intends or not. Each performance must be navigated and interpreted by everyone 
involved, allowing for a multitude of conclusions made about its message[s] (Schechner 2013: 
4). The people involved in performance are both readers (the audience) and authors (the 
speaker), “identities are revealed, masked, fabricated, and stolen” (Schechner 2013: 3-4). Reality 
is created by people through their performances; the congregation becomes a community of 
believers as they listen to and accept the messages being given. Their acceptance is marked by 
their willingness to return week after week. As Schieffelin argues, “common values or at least 
working agreements about social identity and purpose are established between people not much 
through rational discourse as through complex and subtle expressive maneuvers that create an 
atmosphere of trust and a sense of mutual expectations” (Schieffelin 1997: 195). The church 
service is one such “atmosphere of trust,” the congregation often congratulating the pastor on her 
sermon as they greet her at the end of the service – not explicitly detailing the meaning they 
received from the lesson, but sharing a general expression of gratitude and feeling. 
 
Framing the Sermon 
In a typical church service, Reverend Lewis walks up to the podium after the Epistle 
reading and sometimes another hymn, and invites the congregants to stand before she does the 
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New Testament reading. When she is finished, she instructs everyone to be seated, and marks the 
beginning of her sermon. It will last about ten to fifteen minutes. The sermon giver has a lot of 
latitude when it comes to how the sermon is performed. Reverend Lewis weaves effortlessly 
between discussing the Bible readings and bringing the narrative to the present and how it can be 
relevant to our lives and then back to the Bible lessons. Other, less experienced speakers might 
stick more closely to the Bible lessons of the day, not spending as much time talking about their 
own personal stories, but still giving concrete suggestions about applying the lessons to the 
listeners’ behavior – as when Sister Marie told the congregation that if they have trouble hearing 
God, they should pray every morning and then read the Bible, writing notes on passages that 
“speak” to them – that is God, speaking through the Bible. The ending is marked with a prayer 
and an invitation to spread God’s word and Jesus’s love in the community. Occasionally, it is 
more specific, like when Father John asked everyone present to bring a friend the next week, 
doubling the size of the congregation for at least one week and possibly turning someone to God 
long-term.29 After the sermon is over, the pastor returns to their seat at the front of the church 
and the lay leader returns to the small podium for the announcements. 
Each sermon performance is unique even in the confines of the structure, creating what 
Bauman calls the “emergent quality” (following Raymond Williams 1973) which “resides in the 
interplay between communicative resources, individual competence, and goals of the 
participants, within the context of particular situations" (Bauman 1977: 38). According to 
Bauman, in performance, there is a possibility for the creation or transformation of social 
structures based on the power and competence of the performer. As the performer gains prestige 
and control, “prestige because of the demonstrated competence he has displayed, control because 
 
29 There was no discernable bump in church attendance during the next service. I did not see anyone that bring a 
guest or an unfamiliar face among the regular church goers. 
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the determination of the flow of the interaction is in his hands,” he or she is able to control the 
audience to an extent as they are caught up in the performance (Bauman 1977: 43-45). While 
pastors giving sermons are not looking to drastically change the community at large as the 
“emergent quality” implies, they do aim to mold the listeners in certain ways, making them 
“good Christian people” through their messages. Reverend Lewis and Father John who have the 
most prestige and control are able to take bigger risks and play more with their sermons to guide 
the congregation while the pastors in training, who are still studying to get their licenses, Sister 
Mary and Brother Thomas give “safer” sermons, sticking more closely to established stories and 
well-trod messages. They are still in the process of establishing their competence, developing 
their prestige and control. Pastors, lay leaders, and congregations work together to form the 
whole of each service. The goal for everyone is, theoretically, a successful and engaging hour of 
worship. The goal, especially of the pastors, is to push the members of their congregation closer 
to their God and give those in audience a greater understanding of Bible, and life, lessons. They 
teach them how to be believers in their world. 
 I have experienced a range of sermon styles throughout my life, from depressing fire and 
brimstone style sermons to more optimistic and loving style sermons, from off-putting, 
judgmental, and unfriendly styles to more welcoming, accepting and personable styles, and 
everything in between. Fortunately, at Wesley Methodist Church, the pastors all had more 
welcoming styles; they were also some of the more educational sermons I have experienced. 
Unlike Susan Harding’s experience with Jerry Falwell’s sermon style which repelled 
outsiders/nonbelievers while “includ[ing] and transform[ing] insiders,” the Wesley style of 
pastoral oratory was welcoming to both insiders and outsiders (2000: 155-156). Susan Harding 
talks about “merging voices,” bringing together different types of people, to create more insiders 
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but she also spoke of dividing and creating contestations through the use of codes and dialects 
(Harding 2000: 166). Often, the sermons at Wesley Methodist Church sought to make the Bible 
understandable in today’s terms and contexts while also giving directions on how to apply them 
to the congregations’ own lives. Rather than exclude outsiders, sermons could instead be richer 
to insiders, and not solely to religious insiders but also to community insiders. People who have 
spent their lives in the community understand the background of the speakers, the community 
dynamics, and the many layers present in a short story.  
For example, in a sermon on February 25, 2018, Reverend Lewis talked about the power of 
forgiveness and needing to forgive and confront her past before becoming a pastor – “I can’t be a 
minister if I’m broken.” She worked through all her anger and all who wronged her during 
seminary, she especially needed to forgive her father who did not support her family. He left 
when she was six, causing her mother to be evicted from their home. Reverend Lewis’s mother 
moved the family, now consisting of the future reverend and her three siblings, into a small, one 
room cubicle. She became a “hate-filled street fighter” – battling with nearly everyone else 
because she could not fight her father and she “never lost!” She had to write all of this down in 
seminary and worked hard to forgive. In Bible study a few weeks later, it became clear that this 
ability to forgive extended further. During her first placement as a minister in Belize City, Lewis 
was confronted with her husband’s infidelity and the two children resulting from it. She talked 
about how hard it was to get through but also how it important it was not to take it out on his 
daughters. They could not control their parentage. Through the strength she gains from God, she 
was able to handle the infidelity, forgive her husband, and nurture his little girls as they deserve. 
She does not merely preach about forgiveness, it is clear that she truly believes that, as the 
denomination maintains and teaches, you must forgive in order to be forgiven but, also, that it is 
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an ongoing process; it is not easy but, the long-term congregants understand that she also 
struggles, and they know how she struggles.  
Of course, it is also clear that she expects the same from her congregation and she is not 
above shaming members of the church if she does not feel they are contributing to the church 
appropriately or are lacking in spiritual matters as well. She expects them to forgive as she 
forgave, as Jesus forgives. During the Palm Sunday service, not knowing the full story of her 
calling should not detract too much from her sermon when she says that it took her four decades 
to heed that call. It is still a powerful statement to the congregation on how hard it can be to 
follow God but also how important it is. There are fewer layers of meaning but the story remains 
accessible to outsiders. 
 
The Passion of Christ 
In her sermon on Palm Sunday, Reverend Lewis emphasizes the importance of Christ’s 
suffering and pain – his passion. She spends much of her time explaining what exactly that 
meant and the role of Palm Sunday in his later demise. She weaves in and out of narrating 
Christ’s suffering, his teachings, and descriptions of his love with contemporary stories of 
national violence, community resilience, and personal anecdotes. She relates the increasing 
violence concentrated in Belize City to the violence Jesus would face in Jerusalem after the 
people rejected his peacefulness. The lesson she draws on is one of nonviolence and following 
Jesus’s example. She circles back to violence after explaining the passion, suffering, of Christ to 
reassure the congregation that they do not need to worry about violence anyway. She uses the 
Facebook post, a photo of recent victims of violence, to highlight the bonds of community and to 
emphasize God’s love and protection. She then shifts to the story of the woman with the 
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alabaster jar and Jesus’s teachings about change and God’s forgiveness despite past actions, even 
violent actions. Even she rejected her calling and used to enjoy a Belikin beer every now and 
then. Now, though, God gives her everything she needs, silly feelings included. 
She neatly segues between topics to demonstrate how believers must be willing, also, to 
make this sacrifice, to endure suffering by accepting the love Jesus provides. Sermons are 
powerful tools as Mould contends, in the sense that, in these kinds of religious stories “the intent 
of God in heaven and the concerns of people on Earth” are revealed (2011: 243). Old, familiar 
stories and new, noteworthy accounts are “blended” and “blurred” together (Mould 2011: 253). 
Events are constructed and reconstructed over and over again so that their lessons can be 
understood, learned, and internalized for new audiences and fresh contexts. 
 In her Palm Sunday sermon, Reverend Lewis uses the violence that plagues Belize to 
illustrate how Jesus’s actions in Jerusalem leading up to his death can be applied to individuals’ 
lives today. Often, when the pastors talk about violence, they are referencing Belize City, which 
is known for its perception as a dangerous place.30 Those in the congregation are frequently 
faced with reports of this violence - from the media, from social media, from friends and family. 
The Reverend is telling them not to take up arms but to find peaceful ways to end the violence, 
such as voting in the then upcoming elections, and to support the police in their efforts to 





30 Belize was ranked as the sixth most violent country in the world by the US State Department in 2013 - “In 2012, 
Belize recorded 145 murders, setting a new record for homicide in the country … [these homicides mostly] occurred 
in Belize City” (Salmon and Gómez Menjívar 2016: 325). 
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Pastor’s Calling 
 On Palm Sunday, when Reverend Lewis speaks about her calling at age ten and her 
reluctance to accept it, most of the congregation knows the whole story and can recall what led to 
her standing before them. Reverend Lewis often alludes to this story of how she came to be a 
pastor. While she provides only a piece of the narrative here - most of the congregation will 
probably be familiar with the entire story. Aüdü is the town in which she was born and raised. 
When she was ten, she felt called to become a pastor, but women could not yet become ordained. 
She also really wanted to be a wife and mother; she joined the deaconess women’s group but, at 
the time, like nuns, these women were unable to get married, so she never fully committed. 
When women were finally permitted to become ordained in the Methodist Church in the 
Caribbean and the Americas (MCCA) in the 1970s, they still needed their husband’s permission 
as the church required significant commitment, time spent away from their familial duties, and 
the ability to move every few years. She met the man who would become her husband when she 
was thirteen, and he was not very religious. She doubted he would give her permission, but she 
also admits that she never pursued it. She kept putting off her calling, telling God to wait until 
she got old. She fulfilled her dreams of becoming a wife and mother. However, she still did not 
give her life to God and continued telling Him to wait; she was always active in the church, but 
never to the extent that she was called. 
She became a primary school teacher and worked her way up to principal at Wesley 
Methodist School until her early retirement in 2007. In 2005, she suffered what she called a 
“horrible medical emergency.” She had been having difficulty getting around due to rheumatoid 
arthritis, but it was this latter emergency which landed her in the hospital.31 She needed surgery 
 
31 She did not want to go into detail about what exactly happened with her. While normally very open about her 
experiences, she was very uncomfortable about discussing her medical issues. 
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and she elected to go to a private hospital (the public health system, while very inexpensive and 
frequently free, is often inadequate). Unfortunately, her surgery did not go well, and the doctors 
did not think she would survive. Her husband – a believer but not a practicing Christian – prayed 
for God to save her, “prayed and prayed, on both knees.” He promised to turn toward God in a 
greater, more active way if she was saved. At the same time as he was praying over her, she was 
muttering something, asking God to give her another chance, one more chance to devote her life 
to Him. Of course, she did make it. She underwent a second surgery which fixed what was done 
incorrectly and she recovered. Even her arthritis was mostly gone. She no longer needs to take 
naproxen or methotrexate for it. She gets excited talking about the experience that led her, along 
with her husband, to commit to God fully, “God got two! He called one but He gets two!” 
Reverend Lewis entered the seminary after her recovery. She went on a Walk to Emmaus 
prior to enrolling and she got her final calling, which was successful.32 Her pastor helped enroll 
her in a Jamaican seminary and she spent four years there. Wesley Methodist Church is part of 
the Methodist Church in the Caribbean and the Americas (MCCA) which includes 8 districts 
throughout Central America and the Caribbean Islands including Jamaica. Not only did seminary 
prepare her to be an effective and success Methodist minister, it nurtured her ecumenicism. As 
with most ordained Methodist ministers, Lewis studied alongside people for a variety of 
nationalities and denominations. Anthropologists Courtney Handman and Minna Opas similarly 
maintain that many Protestants fight for their denominations but also admit that denominational 
differences should not exist, observing that “Godly universalism should be the norm, and 
anything that is a deviation from it is to that extent a deviation from Christianity” (2019: 1002). 
 
32 According to The Upper Room (part of the Discipleship Ministries of the United Methodist Church), a Walk to 
Emmaus “is an experience of Christian spiritual renewal and formation that begins with a three-day short course in 
Christianity. It is an opportunity to meet Jesus Christ in a new way as God’s grace and love is revealed to you 
through other believers” (The Upper Room n.d.). 
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Philosopher Charles Taylor and theologian H. Richard Niebuhr argue, denominational 
differences do not matter and usually boil down to an identity category (Handman and Opas 
2019: 1002). Reverend Lewis probably would not go so far as to say denominational differences 
don’t matter, but she does believe in ecumenicism and the universality of religious belief and 
getting along with fellow ministers and priests as well as their congregations. While Reverend 
Lewis’s ministry style is her own, shaped by her Belizean culture and her own experiences, there 
is a notion, in her religious teachings that people of faith are worshipping the same God, the 
universal God so that they can relate to each other and to each other’s religious beliefs and 
practices. Reverend Lewis’s pride in Aüdü’s ecumenical events makes sense in overcoming what 
Handman and Opas refer to as the embarrassment that Christians often feel in failing to unify and 
establish one “body of Christ” on Earth (2019: 1009). There is a transnational flavor and a 
universalizing notion to her preaching that comes not only from the ecumenical attitude of the 
Belizean community but also the transnational nature of her education.   
She was not supposed to return to Belize for the duration of her time in seminary, except 
for one summer halfway through to work in her home church as a probationary pastor. However, 
she, feeling both a bit lucky and a bit guilty, had to return home each summer to tend to things 
outside of her control (and spend time with her family). During her first year at seminary, her 
daughter had a medical issue and, during that first summer, Reverend Lewis needed to help her 
recover. After her second year, she was supposed to be in Aüdü, serving in her home church. 
Everything worked out smoothly. After her third year, she needed to move to Barbados to do her 
final bit of training in a church there. Unfortunately (or fortunately, depending on one’s 
perspective), her passport was about to expire so she had to spend her third summer at home to 
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renew it. Even though she felt guilty for technically breaking the rules, she was grateful to God 
for the excuses to go home.  
Reverend Lewis finally became ordained in 2011. She was lucky again. Soon after she 
began seminary, the church issued a new rule stating that anyone over 50 would be unable to 
become ordained or given a church; since she turned 50 during her first year in seminary, she 
was able to avoid this proclamation. If she had delayed her start any longer, she would not have 
been able to fulfill her calling. She worked in Belize City for a few years before moving back to 
Aüdü, her home, in 2014. Being in the church she grew up in was great because it was familiar, 
and she knew everyone too well, but it was also difficult because it was familiar, and she knew 
everyone so well; she did not have enough of a separation between her home and her work life. 
As I will discuss in the next chapter, Reverend Lewis expressed to me her frustration and dismay 
when dealing with the congregation and attempting to get her family and lifelong friends to 
participate in the programs she organizes. It was clear that by 2018, she was ready for a change.33  
 Knowing Reverend Lewis’s story of her pastoral journey is not necessary for 
understanding the sermon on Palm Sunday, but it does add a personal dimension that outsiders 
would not receive. When she talks about Christ’s suffering and endurance, the regulars know 
about her suffering and the pain she has endured, physically and emotionally. By bringing up her 
original calling after describing Jesus’s passion, she is playing with intertextuality, reminding 
them to recall her past and how much she has evolved since accepting God’s call – she does not 
need beer to get that “silly” drunk feeling, she just needs God to give her those feelings. 
 
33 She found out during my final months that she would be moving inland to the capital of Belize, a small, centrally 
located city, Belmopan at the end of the summer. Earlier in the year, she was told she would not get to move so it 
ended up being a last-minute bittersweet surprise. 
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 In her book Holy Women, Wholly Women: Sharing Ministries of Wholeness Through Life 
Stories and Reciprocal Ethnography, folklorist Elaine Lawless writes about her work with 
clergywomen in the US Midwest to discover what brought them to the ministry. She analyzes, or 
“over-reads,” their narratives to discover patterns in their accounts. Reverend Lewis’s journey is 
very similar to these American ministers’ experiences; however, it diverges in important ways. 
Many of the clergywomen began their professional careers as educators and gradually discovered 
their pastoral callings. For women in the mid- to late- twentieth century, education was a 
“natural” fit (Lawless 1993: 140-141). However, while the American women often felt out of 
place and unhappy in their professional lives, Reverend Lewis was satisfied with her life, she had 
worked her way up to the position of principal and had the family that she dreamed of.  
Many of the American pastors “found their way into the professional ministry over a 
longer and more gradual route” (Lawless 1993: 142); Reverend Lewis always knew she was 
supposed to be a pastor, but it was her husband and her reluctance to give up any of her other 
desires that kept her from pursuing it. The American clergywomen observed by Lawless – 
Flannery Haller and Anne-Marie Cooper – remained skeptical through their ordination. They 
often wondered if they were doing the right thing, always in search of the perfect fit. Flannery’s 
law career, while successful, was missing something (Lawless 1993: 133-135). Anne-Marie who 
had a Master’s in the performing arts that she never used became a deacon after falling into a job 
as the head of Christian Education at her church but was never completely certain of her faith in 
God (Lawless 1993: 98). There is a certainty in Reverend Lewis that is missing from many of 
Lawless’s American stories. Even though she resisted her “call,” she always knew it was there, 
waiting for her. She carries her certainty to her ministerial practice as well. She is confident in 
her beliefs and in her preaching. Whereas many of the American stories are stories of searching, 
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women searching for “their rightful place in the professional arena, the Christian ordained 
ministry in particular” (Lawless 1993: 216), Reverend Lewis has always known her place, it just 
took her awhile to listen. In her telling, she might waver in action but never in faith. 
As I note earlier in this chapter, Reverend Lewis believes her role in the church is to be 
“unbroken.” She says she confronted all of her lingering issues while in seminary so that she 
could lead her church effectively. Essentially, it is her job to be confident and certain of her faith 
and knowledge of the Bible and of God. It is also what allows her to confront her congregation 
when she feels they are slipping. Tom Mould discusses leaders in the Mormon church who 
encourage preparation when members are aware that they will be speaking during services, even 
if they are “guided” by the Holy Spirit, they should still be religiously informed (2011: 306). 
Reverend Lewis prepares for her sermons each week before Sunday but her time in seminary 
was a four-year preparation that enables her to deal with new situations and crises that pop up. 
She even throws away her prepared sermon in favor of speaking “from the heart” if she feels 
moved by the Holy Spirit. 
 
Conclusion 
The Reverend’s primary concerns when delivering the message of the week is first, to 
teach people about the Bible, so that parishioners might understand God more fully, but, more 
importantly, to teach people how to be good Christians in their Aüdüan Methodist Church, how 
to practice their faith and experience spiritual growth. Reverend Lewis urges the congregants not 
to be religious people only during the church services or only on Sundays; she tells them they 
must choose to follow God and believe that Jesus is the Messiah every single day and act 
accordingly: “You must be born again every day” she admonishes – otherwise, you are only 
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“saved” on days that you actively choose to be. “Conversion” is not a one-time thing but a 
continuous movement to God, saying yes to God every day of our lives. It is not just choosing 
God every day but how one chooses God daily. It is important to follow church doctrine and 
denominational decisions about religious behavior (Mould 2011: 274). On Palm Sunday, the 
message was about enduring pain and suffering, and not turning to violence even in the face of 
violence. Each sermon gives practical direction on being a believer, how to behave and who to 
be. It is up to the audience how they will interpret the lesson and accept or reject the Pastor’s 
narrative and advice. 
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    Figure 5: Palm Sunday walk, photo by author. 
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Chapter 3 – “The Christ that dwells in me greets the Christ that dwells in you”: Exploring 
Religious Practice at Wesley Methodist Church 
 
Figure 6: Before the Love Banquet, photo by author. 
 
Love Banquet 
On February 24, 2019, Wesley Methodist Church had their annual Love Banquet, a 
fundraiser that brought together all four churches in Reverend Lewis’s circuit.34 She offered to 
pick me up and drive me to the banquet along with her grandson and another local girl. It took 
 
34 In the Methodist Church, the circuit refers to a group of churches led by a minister or team of ministers and local 
pastors. Reverend Lewis leads the circuit along with her team of licensed pastors and pastors in training  (The 
Circuit n. d.). 
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about thirty minutes to make the ten-minute journey from my house. After Reverend Lewis 
picked me up, she quickly weaved around familiar potholes that littered the streets as we raced 
back to her home to pick up her grandson who was running late. She struggled for a bit looking 
around the seats, floor, and dashboard of her car before realizing her house keys were still where 
she left them in the door when she locked up before coming to fetch me. It was clear that she had 
been running around town all day trying to get the last-minute supplies for the party. Her trunk 
was filled with chests of ice containing drinks that would be needed for all the attendees. She 
returned about ten minutes later but without her grandson; “he’s in college but needs to learn 
some life skills, he needs to be on time!” He finally ran out in his white button-down and black 
slacks and we were off to pick up an older girl similarly dressed. On our way to the venue, 
Reverend Lewis frequently slowed down and shouted greetings to various people in the street, 
asking how they were doing. Each person stopped what they were doing to have a quick 
conversation before she sped off again. Sometimes she merely waved to familiar passersby. 
 The banquet hall was decorated for the love theme with pink, red, and white fabrics 
draped everywhere. A few people were milling about as they put the finishing touches on the set 
up. Tables and chairs filled up the large hall. At the front were four chairs, a large table, and a 
chalkboard on a large platform. Next to the stage, a DJ booth was set up. I was told there would 
be prizes later. While there were a few adults, dressed up as they would for church, teenagers and 
young adults outnumbered them. The young people were all in black pants and white button-
down shirts as they would act as the servers throughout the night. 
 Hope, a retired teacher who helps organize many events and leads the church’s women’s 
group, handed me a ribbon and invited me to sit anywhere. I pinned the ribbon on my purse and 
found a seat at a small table with four chairs. I was seated off to the side, near the front, so I 
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would have a good view of the evening’s events. Reverend Lewis wrote on the chalkboard the 
names of the four churches along with the amount of money each has raised so far: 
Hummingbird: 431, Wesley: 336, Melinda Bay: 339, and Cabbage Creek: 439.  
 While the banquet was scheduled to begin at 7:00 p.m., the hall was mostly empty as 
people were starting to trickle in. The event finally started at 7:30 p.m. with a prayer by the 
Catholic emcee. Besides the youth serving the food and a couple of adults cooking, the people 
working the event were hired from outside the church – so that the adults in the church could 
enjoy the evening together. The hall was now packed with families. I was seated next to two 
older women, one with a vibrant, young adopted son. Everyone was served “Champagne” and 
nacho chips with melted cheese as appetizers. My companions joked that it was not champagne 
but regular wine – it tasted gingery.  
 The emcee began giving out prizes for answering questions like: “When was the banquet 
last year?” And “Who was the previous Reverend?” The most coveted prize came from Marie 
Sharp who is known throughout Belize and the world for her famous, self-named habanero hot 
sauces. We then toasted to love and peace and unity as the king and queens of the Bible got up 
on stage. A representative from each church represented a king or a queen: King David 
(Hummingbird), Queen Sheba (Wesley) [although, she was absent], Queen Vashta (Melinda 
Bay), and Queen Esther (Cabbage Creek). They were there to encourage their respective 
congregations to donate more money as additional trivia questions were asked.  
 The emcee tried to get the congregation to name a song after hearing it. A young girl 
came up to the mic to answer the question and very confidently answered “Bob Marley.” He was 
the singer, but no one could tell which song it was. They tried again with a different Bob Marley 
song twenty minutes later with the exact same result. The emcee challenged someone to wave a 
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BZ$100-dollar bill.35 Thomas, who had not been paying attention, was encouraged to get up and 
run to the front. Only after coming up to the emcee did he discover what was being asked of him. 
He did have the bill which he was teased into donating. The children were challenged to guess 
the amount of Smarties in a jar, the little boy who won was given a prize that appeared to be 
women’s perfume and soaps. He seemed very disappointed. 
 An hour after the event began, we were served the main course of rice and beans and 
sliced ham and turkey. The teachers from each of the church’s schools performed as we ate. 
More prizes were given out and then our attention was turned again to the king and queens. They 
each gave a speech. King David talked about being down on his luck but hopeful for the future; 
Queen Vashti discussed being a bad queen while Queen Esther brought up saving the Jewish 
people and being a role model. Queen Sheba was a no show and her replacement was very 
confused and not prepared to give a speech. The winner would be decided with money votes. 
Those in attendance got up and brought their donations to the one man and three women on 
stage, putting their votes into bags the individuals were holding. As the votes were coming in, 
the tables all around us were served cake and more prizes were given out for answering questions 
on: three car parts under the hood, what area of Belize we are in, and the four levels of spiciness 
in Marie Sharp’s hot sauces.  
 The king and one of the queens counted the money as we were asked the first five books 
of the Bible and to recite John 3:16. The last question asked was another Bob Marley song that, 
again, no one knew the answer to. The winner of the contest was Queen Esther; Cabbage Creek 
ended up raising almost BZ$3000. Queen Sheba (Wesley) came in second with BZ$1300 and 
King David (Hummingbird) and Queen Vashti (Melinda Bay) raised BZ$800 and BZ$1000, 
 
35 In Belize, money has a value set at 2 BZ$ = $1 US. 
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respectively. After tallying up the donations and crowning the winner, guests left the venue. A 
handful of people stayed to dismantle the decorations, including Reverend Lewis. I helped clean 
up, throwing away some of the trash and gathering the reusable plastic tableware. By 11:00 p.m., 
the hall was completely cleared of all decorations, the final bags of trash were being thrown 
away and Father John drove me back to my house. I was exhausted. 
 
In the last chapter, I discussed the expectations and lessons the pastors had for the 
congregation. In this chapter, I shift focus to explore how the congregation engages in church 
activities. While the church is often first seen as a physical place of worship, the Methodist 
Church defines itself by the people, the church community, “The Church is the company of all 
true believers under the Lordship of Christ. It is the redeemed and redeeming fellowship in 
which the Word of God is preached by persons divinely called, and the Sacraments are duly 
administered according to Christ's own appointment. Under the discipline of the Holy Spirit, the 
Church seeks to provide for the maintenance of Worship, the edification of believers, and the 
redemption of the World” (The Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church 2016 2016: 
25). According to the United Methodist Church, John Wesley, who founded Methodism, taught 
that the church is a social place; there is no solitary Christian or church.  
Faith is grown through the community of believers, worshiping together but also, “From 
Wesley’s time to the present, Methodism has sought to be both a nurturing community and a 
servant community. Members of Methodist Societies and class meetings met for personal nurture 
through giving to the poor, visiting the imprisoned, and working for justice and peace in the 
community” (United Methodist Communications 2013 [citing Carder 2001: 46]). It is vitally 
important for the members of the church to be present and worshiping regularly. At times, as 
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with the Love Banquet, the church is a vibrant place full of people worshipping and socializing 
with each other. Whenever food is offered, tickets sell out and the church is packed with 
members of the congregation and their guests. At other times, the church is almost barren, a few 
people dotted throughout the congregation, trying to match the energy of the packed church but 
not quite reaching their peak. It can be discouraging for the pastors who offer Bible studies and 
weekday services and want to expand their ministries further into the community.  
 
Anthropology of Christianity 
There is a tension between religious belief, teachings, practices, and experiences 
complicating how one evaluates Christianity in anthropology. According to anthropologist Jon 
Bialecki, because there are so many “Christianities,” it can be difficult to define exactly what 
Christianity is in an anthropological sense. He argues that we should examine it in its “virtual 
form,” “as a multiplicity which is predicated on and produces difference, even as that difference 
is still comprehendible” (Bialecki 2011: 298). Following Deleuze, the virtual is real but not 
actualized, ideal but not abstract; there is a known potential to the virtual that exists outside of 
the ‘actual’ world (Bialecki [citing Deleuze and Guattari 1996: 156] 2011: 307). In terms of 
Christianity, we can see this in the unlimited iterations of beliefs and practices: 
problems are perhaps found in every instance of Christianity, but the 
solutions vary, and the privileging of one solution over another may vary 
not only from region to region but between various moments as each 
Christianity is always in a state of becoming [...] Christianity takes the 
appearance of differing actualized Christianities because it exceeds any 
particular actualized instance of it. It is a multiplicity, subject to play at the 
joints, that is brought into being in different circumstances. It is that 
continual possibility to have some other tranche of the virtual actualized 
that gives it what Cannell called its paradoxical nature, this sense of 
potentia that is never seemingly exhausted or conquered (Bialecki 2011: 
313).  
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Christianity can be seen as a virtual object because the potential exists even if it is not actualized. 
The congregation knows what the expectations of the church, through the Bible and the pastor 
are even if they do not always fulfill their mission.  
Anthropologist James Bielo, following Bialecki, clarified that, as a virtual field of study, 
Christianity is not defined by ritual, belief, or social institutions as these are already actualized. 
Instead, Christianity must be conceptualized as a series of problems that need to be realized. The 
problems with Christianity, and something that all Christians must reckon with, is Christian 
authenticity, “they are separated from the original version of their faith – all temporally, many 
geographically, and most linguistically and culturally” (Bielo 2015: 491). The Bible then cannot 
be seen simply as a book, but rather as an “open category that can be variously expressed” and 
which can be used to perform a specific interpretation of the Bible or a certain worldview as it 
relates back to the Bible (Bielo 2015: 486-488). We saw this play out in the previous chapter, in 
how the pastors interpret the Bible and perform sermons to guide churchgoers in proper religious 
behavior. Christianity become actualized through their performances and it becomes actualized 
again and again when received and acted upon by individuals in the congregation. The 
actualizations by each pastor and the actualizations by each congregant are not always going to 
line up, leaving gaps or tension between what is taught and what is practiced.  
 Anthropologist Simon Coleman looks at the ways in which Christianity is internalized by 
religious groups. Like the Bible and its manifestations, prayer can also be seen as a piece of 
religious literature, it is not “just an effusion of a soul, a cry which expresses a feeling. It is a 
fragment of a religion. In it one can hear the echo of numberless phrases; it is a tiny piece of 
literature...” the speaker, “...borrowing a language he did not invent” (Coleman [citing Mauss 
2003: 33] 2015: 298). As an example, anthropologist Eric Hoenes del Pinal demonstrates how a 
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pastor might use prayer to guide his audience in Catholic Charismatic Renewal Movement 
(CCRM) services. At the beginning of the prayer, the preacher, “takes up the first-person plural 
voice to address God and in doing so effectively speaks for the congregation as a collective (even 
though each of them is ideally offering his or her own individualized version of the prayer as 
well)” (Hoenes del Pinal 2017: 178). Later, he invokes God’s direct intervention by putting 
God’s words into the preacher’s mouth and asking God to enable the congregation to hear and 
understand the sermon. The preacher’s line about being chosen directly by God is in line with 
CCRM preachers being self-selected, diverging from the Mainstream Catholic lay leaders who 
are chosen by the clergy (Hoenes del Pinal 2017: 179). Preachers use familiar styles of prayer to 
direct their congregation, bring them into the service and reinforce their religious positions, 
allowing the congregation to internalize these positions for actualization later.  
Coleman questions individualism in religious practice by examining Mauss’s notions of 
exchange – in this case, the exchange of semiotics among people as the engage with the divine – 
together and individually. Similar to Susan Harding’s argument on the membrane (that one 
begins converting to Christianity before they believe in it by internalizing the rhetoric of 
Christianity), according to Coleman, the external words of the Bible and prayer, that are often 
shared by religious groups, help to create interiority, or the interior worlds of belief (Coleman 
2015: 311).36 Even though everyone has their own personal, individual religious perspective and 
relationship with God, it is mediated by the group and the group’s shared interpretation of God 
and Biblical teachings. Anthropologist Ingie Hovland agrees with Coleman’s assessment, even 
though “nobody else can be saved in you stead or can perform any action on your behalf to save 
you,” the role of community is vital in one’s growth as a Christian (2016: 341). Learning how to 
 
36 See the introduction of Susan Harding’s argument on the membrane between belief and disbelief. 
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be Christian cannot be done alone; there is a productive dynamic between group and individual 
whether it is to provide a disciplinary gaze as Reverend Lewis often does when chastising the 
congregation for lack of participation or to provide lessons on proper prayer habits or on 
readings and interpreting the Bible (Hovland 2016: 341-342). There is a complex interplay 
between belief and religious practice since one develops a personal relationship with God alone 
and in communion with others. 
 Coleman also goes on to explore the individual versus the “dividual,” arguing that they 
both exist but that we must investigate “how and through what means they coexist, mutually 
constitute each other, or compete” (2015: 300). We especially need to examine dividuality – the 
separation, contexts, and meanings of it in culturally specific ways; we can examine varying 
forms of personhood in a society with “an analysis of the tensions between multiple, 
synchronous forms of personhood, which coexist and surface at different times within the same 
subject” (Coleman 2015: 300). This chapters explores the tensions or dividuality of believers’ 
identities as they struggle to maintain their “religious selves” throughout the week and the 
struggles between leader and congregation as they evaluate cultural divisions between their roles 
– as religious leaders versus religious adherents.    
 
Vernacular Religion 
 Whenever the church hosted an event or fundraiser with food and performances, the 
church was packed and volunteers were numerous as they set up the services, cooked, and 
cleaned up afterward. However, when it came to regular church services (i.e. not Christmas, New 
Years, Easter, etc.) and Bible Studies, the church was relatively empty or, at times, completely 
empty. Numerous Bible Studies were cancelled due to lack of participation. One Friday evening, 
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Reverend Lewis, in her frustration, asked me why people were not coming. The main 
participants, those in training to become licensed local pastors, wouldn’t even attend most weeks. 
She said they wanted her to come to their houses for private Bible Studies, something for which 
she had neither the time nor the energy. She was willing to spend a few hours a week at church 
guiding them through the process of becoming pastors and giving them tips for their upcoming 
exams, including spelling out the answers to some of the expected questions, but she could not 
spend a few hours each a week at three different individual’s houses. Similarly, when Hope 
hosted the one women’s meeting for the year, with only four other attendees, including the pastor 
and me, she was at a loss for how to host more regular meetings and to inspire better attendance.  
Sermons teach people how to discuss the Bible, how to interpret their own behavior, and how 
Methodists are expected to discuss their religious lives.  
In order to take seriously what “people say, feel, and experience” in religious contexts, it 
is important to examine how religion is lived: “as human beings encounter, understand, interpret, 
and practice it” (Primiano 1995: 41, 44). Folklorist Leonard Primiano argues, “religious belief 
takes as many forms in a tradition as there are individual believers” (Primiano 1995: 51). 
Religious scholars not only need to study the formal teachings of the church, mediated through 
local pastors; they must also analyze individual processes of belief and the environment of that 
belief. The religious community creates or influences the environment of the vernacular based on 
the individuals’ creative understandings, interpretations, and negotiations (Primiano 1995: 44). 
Anthropologist Talal Asad continues, describing a tension between practice and doctrine since 
practitioners will not embody the “symbols” in the same way that the “one true Church” 
envisions (1993: 39). This includes the pastors as they mold their sermons and the congregants as 
they put the lessons and their own interpretations into practice. Primiano maintains that “official” 
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religion, as scholars refer to it, does not exist; religious institutions are simply seen as “valid” 
and as the reality of the religion itself. No one, not even the Pope nor the Dalai Lama, as 
Primiano reminds us, can live a pure, unadulterated religious life. They themselves live, believe, 
and practice religion vernacularly (Primiano 1995: 45-46). On the other side, “common 
believers,” of course, see their personal practice as “official,” and their religious institutions as 
“official religion” as well (Primiano 1995: 47).  
Ruth, who is a church leader and the acting principal of Wesley School, often frames her 
religious practice in “good” versus “bad” terms and will characterize herself as a “bad” Christian 
in some ways when her practice diverges from what others do or what she has learned. Her father 
is very comfortable telling people when they are sinning and what they need to do to change 
their lives, to live as “good” Christians. Ruth does not feel the need to prostelytize to her friends 
or criticize their unChristianlike behavior. She states,  
Maybe as a Christian, I should be encouraging my friends to get married, 
as opposed to just living with their partner. But, I figure that's their life. So 
maybe as a Christian… Should I? Should I be telling them to get married. 
I don't know. But that's their life. And I feel like everybody have to answer 
to Christ for themselves. Although as a Christian, I should be trying to 
bring them to Christ maybe, I should be telling them, ‘You shouldn't live 
with this guy; You should marry’ … But I'm not here to judge anybody. 
That's your lifestyle. Like, if you're on the extreme, you're doing 
something that I think is wrong. I would say like, I'm not doing that, right. 
But I tried to be very careful when doing it. Because even your best friend 
turns your worst enemy when you try and tell them that ‘you're doing 
something wrong.’ 
Ruth feels some of the pressure to act in a certain way as Christian, but, after losing her best 
friend, she would rather be a “bad” Christian than alienate any more of her friends or family. 
While she sees herself as “bad,” it might be more accurate to view her choices as the formation 
of a different, more personal vernacular religion because she does think she is doing the right 
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thing in maintaining her relationships. She does not think she will be judged for not confronting 
people; it is God’s job to judge them. 
Asad notes that in the centuries following the Reformation with the rise in modern 
science and modern production, the secular world became more prominent and the force/power 
of religion was tempered. There was a shift away from the formal authority of the Church to 
dictate religious practices to a more individualized believer; Christians became more responsible 
for their sacred “moods and motivations,” further widening the gap between the religious 
institutions and individual practices (Asad 1993: 39). Of course, there are still religious theories 
and doctrines, but “discipline (intellectual and social) would, in this period [after the 
Reformation], gradually abandon religious space, letting ‘belief,’ ‘conscience,’ and ‘sensibility’ 
take its place” (Asad 1993: 39). For Asad, vernacular religion (though he does not use the term) 
would reside in its application in the world, how religious theory and practices are created from 
the discourses, interpretations of meanings, and the choosing of which practices are to be 
emphasized and which are to be excluded by the practitioners, by the church, and by the 
denomination (1993: 44). 
Overall expectations of church members, then, are created between the overt directions 
given by the pastors and how the individual congregants internalize the teachings. In one sermon, 
Sister Mary outlines what each member of the church should be doing: going to church every 
week, reading their Bible and praying every day, and, through these activities, they will learn 
what God expects of each of them. Ruth admitted that she struggles between her familial 
obligations and the expectations of the church, especially of Reverend Lewis. Her husband and 
children are Catholic and do not attend church as often as she does. In February, her son’s 
birthday conflicted with the annual Love Banquet. She threw her son a party and spent most of 
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the night with her family but at 11:00 pm, she drove over to where the Love Banquet was 
wrapping up so she could help clean everything up. She said Reverend Lewis was probably upset 
with her for not attending the festivities, but she could not miss her son’s birthday party. At the 
very least, Reverend Lewis expects members of the congregation, especially church leaders like 
Ruth, to show up to church events, and to volunteer their time and resources. She is not shy 
about calling people out for not contributing their time and money for church events, both 
privately and publicly; she will ask what people were doing instead or why they were not there. 
If a member of the church takes a few weeks off from attending church services, whenever they 
show up again, the pastor or the lay leader will welcome them back and tease them about their 
absence.   
 
Performance: Success or Failure 
As I argued in the last chapter on sermon performances, there is no “pure” performance. 
Each speaker, while following similar themes, has his or her own style and interpretation of 
Biblical events to guide their congregation. All performance is open, fluid, and multivocal. 
However, “success” in performance depends on how these human activities are accomplished, 
how the congregation receives the sermon. This reception can be difficult to measure since in 
this Methodist religious system, the goal of pastors is to cultivate a congregation of believers and 
belief is judged by God after death. Still, countless operations are involved in performances 
themselves, operations that must be achieved in certain ways to be successful or for actors to be 
deemed “competent” (Schechner 2013: 8). The pastors do lay out tangible goals for the people 
and the church. The performer can fail, be misunderstood, or rejected by the audience if they 
reject – most often by passively ignoring – the lesson.  
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It is important to note that there is a connection between “outer behavior” and “inner 
motive” so that inner religious belief would result in a change of outer behavior as the believer 
endeavored to be more virtuous, while the presence of unvirtuous things is seen as something to 
work on (Asad 1993: 64). Of course, as Asad describes, there is a tension between behavior (the 
outer self) and belief (in inner person); appearances can be deceiving, outer behavior can be 
manipulated to give the appearance of virtue (1993: 67). Still, it is often assumed that virtues are 
developed from “material means,” something external to the self, such as ritual. There needs to 
be some outward expression marking the acceptance of a virtue. Rituals are carried out to cause 
this virtuous change within the individual or, at least a public expression of change by the 
individual, “private things become publicly accessible because they can be represented” (Asad 
1993: 72-73). This is what Ruth struggles with the most, knowing what she should be doing and 
failing to put it into practice. Hope, similarly, always feels like she should be doing more, having 
the desire and pull to evangelize while not feeling like she adequately performed community 
service. Hope has joined organizations that work to address the AIDS situation in Belize, 
especially focusing on taking care of children who have a parent with AIDS or who have lost a 
parent to the AIDS epidemic, to make sure that they have food and toiletries. She will help 
students in the school who need things like school uniforms and shoes in order to attend. 
However, she still feels like this is not enough and more effort should come directly from the 
church and there should be church programs to join, or run, as well. Meanwhile, Father John 
feels as if he effectively evangelizes in the community, but would like to see more people doing 
this work along side him.  
These active church members intend to do better but find it difficult to follow through – 
having enough time, putting in enough effort to feel like they are serving God adequately. Since 
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there is a practice of calling out church members for their lack of participation, this is 
understandable. Reverend Lewis and Father John frequently confront church members’ 
decisions, potentially causing inner turmoil as members of the congregation struggle to fulfill 
their religious duties. Anthropologist Edward Schieffelin questions the role of intent in 
performance. While the goal can be important, the resultant actions depend less on intent than on 
the performance itself, Shiefflin argues: 
the issue here is not that our expressivity is not entirely under our control, 
but rather that it (also) belongs to the situation. If we strive for expressive 
control in everyday life and in special ‘performance’ situations, this is ipso 
facto part of our act of participation in the situation and our contribution to 
its determination, process and outcome – whether or not what others see 
us to be doing (or revealing) is what we intend them to see. (Schieffelin 
1997: 196-197) 
Performance requires the performer(s) and the audience to be on the same page and that the 
audience understands the symbolism and the message of the performers. Therefore, performance 
can be risky, and performances can fail. Performance lives and dies in the relationship between 
central performers and the audience or co-participants (Schieffelin 1997: 198). According to 
Schieffelin, realities are created in the relationships between performers and audience in 
performative spaces, and “any ethnography of performance is inherently addressing the issue of 
social construction of reality” (Schieffelin 1997: 204-205). Reverend Lewis and Father John’s 
frustration when their congregation fails to show up to Bible Studies and Wednesday services is 
seen in this gap in the performative space; the congregation reacts positively to their sermons 
week after week, and they contribute to the running of the church, but, publically, they fail to 
show up to spiritually important events and opportunities that could strengthen their spiritual 
knowledge. Even those who are serious about ministering refuse to make time to study the Bible 
or attend more than one church service a week. If they are not coming to Bible study, are they at 
least reading their Bibles at home in private? If they are not coming to extra church services, are 
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they at least active in prayer every day at home? Reverend Lewis teaches them that converting to 
Christianity is not a one time action but something that must be done every single day. It is a 
choice that must be made consciously every day of the week, not just Sunday morning. Her 
worry is that while the churchgoers hear her, they are not truly listening to her teachings. 
In his article, “Faith Beyond Belief,” Omri Elisha discusses how religious “rebirth” in 
evangelical groups causes them to aspire to certain virtues of their faith – religious devotion, 
humility, compassion, etc. – but that, as an evangelical businessman explains to Elisha, “we’re 
not perfect. I mean we’re still human beings. There is a process… [Christ] lives in me, and he 
influences everything I do. We’re not puppets. We have free will…” (2008: 58). For example, 
reading the Bible is an important part of acting out one’s faith and one thing that gets brought up 
a lot by the Aüdüan pastors as something believers should be doing regularly as part of their faith 
but Ruth rarely reads the Bible. She knows she should, but she only reads it if she’s asked to do 
so during the church service on Sunday. She explains:  
But no as an adult, getting all caught up in life, I don't read the . . . [Bible], 
but I read other books, I read romance novels, I read history books, I read 
every book except the Bible. . . . [It] is one of my greatest downfall but I 
pray to God every day about it. He hasn't killed me for it as yet. Ha! It's 
not something he’s happy about when it comes to me, not reading the 
Bible but God knows that my heart is in the right place. I know he knows. 
I was gonna say I hope he knows but, I know he knows.  
Even though members of the congregation may not do everything that the pastors expect of 
them; practicing faith is a process and it does not mean that followers do not listen to or 
internalize the lessons they receive.  
Omri Elisha describes the repetition he experienced during one of his Bible study 
readings, Experiencing God, which he thought was “circular” and “overdetermined” (2008: 61). 
His informants agreed that many of their authors have a tendency to repeat themselves but that it 
was necessary, “No matter how much we believers keep learning about how we need to 
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surrender ourselves entirely to God’s will, we still don’t do it!” (Elisha 2008: 61). Furthermore, 
to some believers, the concepts are new or they are seeing them in new ways as they mature in 
their faith so repetition can be helpful in their spiritual growth (Elisha 2008: 61). Ruth, like 
Elisha’s Bible Study group, was self-critical, telling me things that she knows she should do but 
does not, and that even though she shouldn’t, she would skip a lot of Sunday services if not for 
her sister wanting to go with her. Hope, who is more comfortable and confident in her place in 
the church than Ruth is, and despite attending many of the church’s opportunities for bonding 
and religious reflection, still feels she should do more and thinks she should evangelize more in 
the community; whenever the church has organizational meetings; “I have brought up the fact 
that I think that we need to do an outreach. I don't think we do enough of that. Because I simply 
think that for the church to, to continue to grow, that we have to be able to attract new members. 
It is no, no good if we cannot attract new people.”  
 
Religious Identity 
In his article, “Embodying the Faith: Religious Practice and the Making of a Muslim 
Moral Habitus,” Daniel Winchester, using Asad and Bourdieu, discusses how different identities, 
such as religious identities, are molded by relationships, ideas, and practices to form an 
embodied moral selfhood (2008: 1753-1754). Quoting Edmund Leach, Pierre Bourdieu 
recognizes that there are areas within and between structural systems that enable individual 
freedom to make choices and manipulate these systems (1990: 53). Habitus is the result of these 
areas; as Bourdieu defines it, habitus is the “systems […] which generate and organize practices 
and representations that can be objectively adapted to their outcomes without presupposing a 
conscious aiming at ends or an express mastery of the operations necessary in order to obtain 
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them” (1990: 53). Habitus includes “reasonable” reactions to situations that while not always 
predictable, are understandable based on the historic and social context from which it was 
produced; it is the embodied, internalized history actively guiding each decision made and action 
taken, “common schemes of perception, conception, and action”  (Boudieu 1990: 55-60). In 
groups, including religious congregations, while each member will not have the exact same 
experiences at the exact same time, they will have enough similar experiences that can bond 
them and cause the creation of a larger, group habitus (Bourdieu 1990: 59-60). A religious 
habitus is thus created and reinforced by the pastors’ and leaders’ religious services and 
teachings week after week and the congregations resulting actions and narratives – praying, 
reading the Bible, evangelizing, tithing, etc. 
This religious habitus then constructs and reconstructs the identities of participants, 
“what we do, and the way we do it, is either caught or taught within a social, class-based context 
that reproduces itself over generations” (Collins 2002:148). Guided by parents and church 
leaders, Ruth learned to pray every night as a child, kneeling by her bed, reciting, “this night 
when I lie down to sleep, I pray the Lord…” but, even though she still does it, she finds this kind 
of prayer repetitious; after reciting these prayers at night, and throughout her days as well, she 
will pray to God whatever is on her mind. She will pray for her children and for good things to 
happen for her and her family. She will thank God for both the good things and the bad things 
(because things can always be worse) in her life. This “reflective process” for her began with the 
“traditional” repetitious prayers helping her form a habit so that now she has a strong prayer 
dialogue with Christ. 
For the Muslim converts Winchester spoke with, religious practices such as praying and 
fasting helped them develop their religious, moral selves, “It’s like a feedback loop… in that 
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doing these things (religious practices) on a regular basis really instills and renews in you that 
sense of focus and obligation” (Winchester 2008: 1755). Furthermore, that “moral self” is a 
social construct which depends on how the practices are performed, the individual performers 
present, and the context for the performances: the prayers, the liturgy, and the rituals etc 
(Winchester 2008: 1756-1757). Religious practices affect how one engages with their 
surroundings in their everyday life. It was normal for the conversion transition to be slow. Newer 
converts had a more difficult time remembering to pray and making time for the daily prayers; in 
order to make “God’s time, ” it was “not so much that she replaces forgetfulness with a 
disposition of mindfulness, but, in the daily and ongoing process of doing prayers at specific 
times during the day, she is reconstituting what she is mindful of” (Winchester 2008: 1765). 
According to Winchester, these “arbitrary” cultural practices become embodied, everyday lived 
realities, sacred to their practioners (2008: 1766). Reverend Lewis and Father John attempt to 
create these embodied, lived realities in their teachings; this is why they encourage so much 
active participation in the Church community. God needs to be ever present, it needs to become 
second nature to think about religiosity.  
Of course, with the presence of human agency, this process necessarily involves 
“strategizing” and eventually changing the group processes to suit the participant(s) (Collins 
2002: 149). In Peter J. Collins’ study with a British Quaker community, the interests of the 
groups were made clear and reinforced through “testimonies” against things like war, social 
injustice, and gambling. These testimonies made up the majority of their services and were given 
by various attendees, or “Friends” as they call themselves. Going back to Ruth and Hope again, 
Ruth might be seen as not as far along in her spiritual journey as Hope who reads the Bible 
regularly while Ruth can struggle with making “God time” besides her nightly prayers. Hope 
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longs to do more with the church while Ruth still feels a pull to her family and will, somewhat 
guiltily, sacrifice spiritual time for family time. They acknowledge many of the same 
expectations from church teachings but have different priorities. 
According to Collins, while Quakers may not always believe exactly the same things, 
they will do the same thing in the context of their worship (Collins [citing Dandelion 1996] 
2002: 151); or, at least, they will appear to do the same thing. During Collins’s fieldwork, he 
noticed that while movement is kept to a minimum – done without disturbing others with self-
consciousness displayed by disruption that is made like sneezing and coughing – participants 
occupied their quiet contemplation by “praying, snoozing, drifting, thinking, listening, 
composing poems, and shopping lists, and so forth. …Quaker worship consists of participants 
appearing to do the same thing” (Collins 2002: 151). In the greater Methodist church, similarly, 
services are very predictable.37 Everyone knows when to sit down and stand up, bow their heads 
in prayer, listen quietly to the sermon, and get up for communion. Yet each person is getting 
something unique from the experience; while I was furiously writing down notes during the 
service, others may have been daydreaming or thinking about lunch, and still others might have 
been in quiet contemplation as they processed the sermon. The worship service can be seen as a 
success due to its perfect presentation, everything always went off without a hitch, or at least, no 
major issues. 
However, there are ways in which perhaps the church services are failing. According to 
the Belize census, church membership has grown over the last few decades. However, church 
attendance, according to Hope and others, has decreased over time.38 This is not unique to 
 
37 See Chapter 2 for a description of a typical church service 
38 According to the 1991 census report, the number of Methodists in Belize shrank from 8,691 members in 1980 to 
7,810 members in 1991 (Roberts et. al. 1991: 39-40); then in the 2010 census report, the population grew to 8,801 
members in 2000 and then grew again to 9,457 members in 2010 (Belize Population and Housing Census 2013: 23). 
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Belize. Sociologist Philip Brenner has found that all over the world, Christian church attendance 
is low and either stable or declining; very few countries that he studied are experiencing growth 
in church participation (2016: 575).39 Hope attributed this decrease to the loosening of 
restrictions placed on teachers in the religious school system. When she first became a teacher at 
the school, services were full. Active church membership was required for the teachers of the 
school. She and her fellow teachers were able to build relationships with the students and their 
parents due to this requirement. She remembers successfully encouraging parents and students to 
come to the church services but, now, fewer parents are bringing their children to the Sunday 
services. The church has lost its relationships with the parents over time; it was a slow, gradual 
change. From her perspective, there is less outreach in general from the local church as well as 
from the larger Methodist Church system. Both Hope and Father John spoke about wanting to 
include more outreach (outreach that would grow their church membership) in their church’s 
ministries although neither had concrete plans or ideas being put into motion.  
Ruth, on the other hand, attributes the Wesley Methodist church’s decline to something 
simpler. Her Catholic son refuses to go to church with her because the music is boring and she 
agrees,  
that's why…[that’s] the thing that causes my son to go to Catholic because 
Catholic has livelier music. When we were in Belize City, he loves going 
to the Methodist church because they have their band. And so, children 
like the upbeat. But when you come here, even if the song is supposed to 
be hype, they drag it, they kill it, like they're just, they’re just believe in 
murdering every song that comes out like... And that's why our population 
of congregation is so small because the song is very boring, very, very 
boring.  
 
While the overall numbers have increased, the percentage of the population that identifies as Methodist has steadily 
decreased since 1980. 
39 He did not examine Belize but included countries all over Europe, North America, South America, and Australia. 
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From her perspective, church services should entertain the congregation, especially the children 
who do not have the patience to sit through a long boring service. It is a failure of both the 
church (the community of believers) and of the performance itself that they cannot keep people 
coming back week after week or entice new people to join. There are a handful of devoted 
regulars, but their numbers are decreasing. 
 
Love Feast 
After the eventful service on Palm Sunday,40 the following Thursday saw a more modest 
Maundy Thursday evening service which commemorates the “love feast.”41 The palms are gone 
now, and a table with food and cups has been set up in front on the pulpit. It is a hot night with 
little breeze despite the doors and windows sitting wide open giving the congregation a view the 
of the pink and purple sky as the sun slowly descends into the night. While the church was 
packed on Palm Sunday, there were only about twenty people for the Thursday night service. 
Father John waited an extra twenty minutes for stragglers getting off work to add to our modest 
size. 
 Father John explained the meaning of the “love feast,” or the “last supper.” It occurred 
the night before Jesus was to be arrested – Good Friday. As they ate in the famous upper room, 
Jesus gave thanks, took the bread, blessed it, broke it, and gave it to his disciples saying:  
‘Take, eat; this is my body which is given for you. 
Do this in remembrance of me’ (Luke 22: 19). 
When the supper was over, he took the cup, 
gave thanks to you, gave it to his disciples, and said: 
‘Drink from this, all of you; 
this is my blood of the new covenant, 
poured out for you and for many 
for the forgiveness of sins. 
 
40 See Chapter 2 
41 See Mark 14: 12-50 
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Do this, as often as you drink it, 
in remembrance of me.’ (Matthew 26: 27) 
After reciting the communion verses, Father John continued describing the love feast. The 
purposes of the love feast are in the sharing and giving thanks to Jesus for his bodily sacrifice, to 
symbolize what the Church has been since the beginning as seen in Acts where early believers 
met and ate together, and finally, to illustrate the personality of Jesus who enjoyed feasting with 
others, “He was always down for a good get together! 42 All it takes to have Jesus in your home 
and in your life is to invite him. Our gathering is a reminder of God’s invitation which is free. 
Like the woman at the well, our thirst is always quenched. The more we get together, the happier 
we will be, like the children’s song…” Here Father John began singing: 
The more we get together, 
Together, together, 
The more we get together, 
The happier we will be. 
 
Cause your friends are my friends 
And my friends are your friends. 
The more we get together, 
The happier we will be. 
Father John ends his song and goes on,  
There will be a great reward in heaven, where we will be able to sit with 
Jesus for a supper that will last forever.43 But tonight, we are thankful to 
share with each other.44 Early believers met together constantly, sold all 
their possessions and gave to those in need, as Jesus said, ‘People will 
know you are my disciples if you love one another.’ In other words, we 
need to give thanks together but also remember the needs of those out 
there (outside of our church community) and endeavor to meet those 
needs. 
 
42 See Matthew 9:10, Mark 14:3, John 12: 1-2 
43 Revelation 19 
44 See Ephesians 5:19-20 
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After Father John finished explaining the importance of the love feast, he and Reverend 
Lewis invited everyone present to gather in a circle around the table, said a prayer and handed 
out quarters of sandwiches, thick pieces of raisin bread held together with two thick pieces of 
flavorless, dry orange cheese, and warm Welches grape juice.45 The Reverends had regular bread 
rolls, having run out of sandwich pieces. Once everyone was ready, we turned to our neighbors 
and, taking a pinch of bread from each other, declared: 
 “The Christ that dwells in me greets the Christ that dwells in you.” 
This went on until we ran out of people or bread to share. I was left with about a third of my 
bread at the end and I didn’t know what to do with it. I asked the woman next to me if I was 
supposed to eat it and she laughed, “only if you want to.” I ate the last bit of sandwich and drank 
the juice, which was not shared. Once people were done sharing in the feast and chatting with 
each other, they made their way out of the church ending the service. 
 
Conclusion 
Much like Reverend Lewis, Father John gives the congregation advice on how to act as 
believers. He emphasizes gathering together, feasting and worshiping. He also advises the church 
to go out into the larger community and give back, ensuring that everyone is able to meet his and 
her needs. At the same time, when performing the feast itself, each person shares their “Christ” 
with the others; every congregation has its own church identity but each person in the 
congregation has their own religious identity and may not act in accordance with the leaders’ 
instructions. Often, the pastors are disappointed in the lack of participation by the churchgoers, 
but this does not necessarily mean that those who do not show up or only show up occasionally 
 
45 In many Christian denominations, bread and juice are handed out to symbolize the body (bread) and blood (juice) 
of Jesus. This act also recreates the last supper Jesus had with his disciples. 
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are nonbelievers or bad Christian people. Their version of belief does not perfectly line up with 
those that have devoted their lives to the ministry and they often have their own reasons for 
doing, or not doing, what is expected of them. As Talal Assad asserts, we cannot really say 
whether one is Christian or not, even based on their observed behavior, “it is not simply worship 
but social, political, and economic institutions in general, within which individuals biographies 
are lived out, that lend a stable character to the flow of a Christian’s activity and to the quality of 
her experience” (1993: 33). Asad also argues that both religious and nonreligious people can be 
seen doing the same activities or having the same values; the difference is in how they are 
interpreting their actions and in their special rituals, “the sacraments are not the representation of 
cultural metaphors; they are parts of a Christian program for creating in its performers, by means 
of regulated practice, the ‘mental and moral dispositions’ appropriate to Christians. In modern 
society, […] Christians adopt a wide range of moral positions and live lives that are not clearly 
differentiated from those of non-Christians, where discipline becomes a matter of strategic 
interventions and statistical calculations” (Asad 1993: 78-79). Members of religious 
congregations often act just like everyone else in their communities but will have different 
discourses, find meaning, and interpret their lives in different ways, creating their own Christian 
selves. Unfortunately, the community of believers (that which is so vital for Christian worship in 




Figure 7: Setting up the Love Banquet, photo by author. 
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Chapter 4 – “Okay, Bye”: Reflexivity, Poverty, and the Non-Transformative in Short-Term 
Mission Trips 
 
Figure 8: Walking into the church, photo by author. 
 
Mission Trip 
When I arrived at the church on a Monday afternoon to interview Thomas’s wife, Felicia, the 
church property had been transformed. Half of the massive, heavy wooden pews had been taken 
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out of the church. Most of them now sat in the courtyard just outside of the church entrance but 
some of them had been moved to one of the school classrooms. A mission team from the United 
States specializing in vision care was visiting the congregation. They converted the area into a 
makeshift eye clinic and even brought all the equipment with which most optometry offices are 
furnished. In the church, a couple volunteers completed check-ins and then a few mission 
members performed preliminary vision assessments (like reading an eye chart and answering 
basic questions about their eyesight to gauge what the patient needed). Then another mission 
member escorted the patients down to the smallest building on the church’s property; it had two 
modest, dark rooms, so it was perfect for the two optometrists to perform their eye exams. 
Finally, the patients were led to a classroom on the lower floor of one of the two-story 
schoolhouse buildings. All of the classrooms faced the courtyard and had large wooden double 
doors that took up almost the length of classrooms themselves. They were locked securely at 
night and on the weekends, but remained open during school hours, letting whatever breeze was 
present to pass comfortably through the building. The building also provided abundant shade in 
the afternoon. The patients would pick out their new glasses from the boxes with their 
prescription in one of these open classrooms; there were thousands of pairs from which the 
patients would be able to choose.  
Felicia was still in the exam room when I arrived, so I sat down outside on one of the now 
empty pews to chat with Thomas while we waited; he told me that he had his eyes checked in the 
United States the month before so he was just there to accompany Felicia. He then began 
recounting his exciting day thus far, gearing up to tell me about helping with the clinic when he 
was teased by one of the members of the mission team as they passed by, “Oh watch out, 
Tommy! Don’t want to run into anything!” Laughing with them as they walked away, he 
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explained that in the process of setting up in the morning, he had accidentally backed his brand-
new pick-up truck into one of the tent poles, completely crumpling the tailgate that had been 
hanging open. He would have to travel to Belize City the next morning to get it replaced; he 
should be back by Thursday. He did not seem at all phased by it.46 
After I had wrapped up my interview with Felicia, I ran into Reverend Lewis who had spent 
the day registering patients with Anne, one of the mission volunteers. In addition to the mission 
team, Reverend Lewis was supposed to provide church volunteers to help check people in, give 
them forms to fill out, and keep count of the number of patients that cycled through every day. 
She was able to convince a couple of people to help including Hope and Carol, a church member 
I had never seen before, but Reverend Lewis needed more assistance. On top of her regular 
church duties, Reverend Lewis was also overseeing the finishing touches of the recent roof 
replacement and addressing any mission problems that arose throughout the day. I offered to 
return to help for the rest of the week so that she could focus on her other tasks. 
The next morning, I walked to the church shortly before 8:00 a.m. when the doors would 
open, and the mission team would arrive to set up. Already, there was a crowd of people waiting, 
some sitting on the pews and others standing around the courtyard. Carol was among them, 
chatting with some friends. Once Reverend Lewis rushed over to open the church, Carol and I 
prepared and then handed out paperwork for patients to fill out. Every morning, Carol gave 
people the forms and had them line up on pews in order while I added sections to the paperwork 
that had been forgotten, numbered the forms, and organized them. Later, I would make afternoon 
appointments for people who could not wait in line for hours. We told new patients coming in 
how to fill out their forms and if they were not literate, we filled out the forms with them. 
 
46 The next time I saw him, his truck looked fine, as if he had never driven into anything. 
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While we started checking people in, the mission team arrived and went straight to work. The 
team was very organized; many of them had been on these optical mission trips before. They 
efficiently unpacked all the equipment that could not be left overnight – even in a locked facility 
like the church – and sorted all the glasses in order of prescription. They were well versed in 
their tasks. However, the leader of the group, Heather, had never been on a trip before but was 
still enthusiastic about their mission– she made sure everything ran smoothly, including ensuring 
that everyone got lunch and that no one got dehydrated. I often saw her carrying around cold 
drinks to hand out to the volunteers. 
Anne and Reverend Lewis helped Carol and me out the first day, showing me what to do 
with the patient forms as Carol handed them out. As we worked, Anne described how much she 
loved mission trips and how transformative they were for her. She even called her participation a 
“little selfish” because she gets so much out of it. It was not long before they both disappeared. 
Reverend Lewis was called away to take care of something else, and Anne began guiding people 
through the clinic’s process, taking them to each station. At first, Anne seemed perturbed by my 
presence and the work Reverend Lewis gave me (I was much more efficient at processing the 
paperwork but also significantly less chatty with the patients). Anne told me later that she much 
preferred her new job as it gave her more opportunity to chat with the Belizeans.  
Buses of schoolchildren from Wesley’s sister schools began arriving around 9:00 a.m.; soon 
there were about 50 children waiting alongside dozens of adults. Since it was sweltering hot, the 
church had set up tents over the outside pews giving the patients some respite from the sun. 
Water was provided – discretely – only if the waiting patient asked for some.  
The schoolchildren were given priority; most already had their forms filled out, but we still 
had to process them for the mission team’s records. Many of the children sat inside the church on 
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the remaining pews as we rushed to check and number their paperwork. Many of the people who 
arrived by 8:30 a.m. had to wait for hours, some until well after noon, to be seen by an 
optometrist. Those who arrived between 10:30 a.m. and noon were sent away; they had to make 
appointments for 1:00 p.m. or later if they wanted to be seen. Many were visibly disgruntled at 
being turned away. It was hot, most people walked to the clinic, some had to take time off work, 
and they just wanted to get on with their day. However, they did not have to wait in line at all 
when they returned for their appointments.  
Carol left before noon. Hope took her place for a quick lunch and the afternoon shift. 
Reverend Lewis was usually in the church around this transition, wrapping up her duties and 
preparing for the lunch that the mission team provided for the workers. Originally, lunch was 
meant to be taken all together, but we ended up eating in shifts – Reverend Lewis, Hope, and I 
ate at our table so we could still check people in and make appointments when they inevitably 
arrived just as we were eating. The mission team ate at the lunch table – the preliminary checkers 
first and later the optometrists and those handing out glasses. This allowed us to see patients all 
day and minimized the interruption patients would encounter. 
 Since many patients were kept waiting for hours, they became dehydrated and some would 
wander in from the heat and into the church where at least we had a fan. These patients asked for 
water from Reverend Lewis. She gave it to them reluctantly and discretely, but she did not like 
giving people water; she said people needed to be prepared and plan ahead. Eventually, people 
just walked in and helped themselves to the water, obviously familiar enough with the church to 
know in which room it was kept. Reverend Lewis also did not want people to use the church 
bathroom which was reserved for the volunteers. The patients were sent to the school’s bathroom 
if they asked.  
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Once Hope arrived, she disagreed with Reverend Lewis’s approach, saying we are a church 
and should be providing for people. Plus, it is hard to bring enough water if you do not know 
how long you are going to be there. Reverend Lewis defended her position, telling me that 
anything she gives away, she is taking from the church. As an example, she brought up the 
ongoing roof replacement project. The previous Thursday, someone asked for the zinc left over 
from the replacement, but she had to deny them. She needed to sell the leftover materials to 
offset the cost of the replacement and any future repairs. The church was still a few thousand 
dollars short of paying for the construction in full; while the congregation had planned to pay for 
the project in its entirety before it was completed, the rainy season would be starting again soon, 
and it needed to be done before then. It takes a lot of time to save up that kind of money. They 
had been saving up for years to replace the church roof; she couldn’t just give things away that 
were meant for the church. 
After our hurried lunch, the afternoon shift was more relaxed: the school children packed up 
and were shuttled back to their schools and fewer adults showed up. By the end of the week, we 
had seen 750 people and had only thirteen missed appointments. Hope gave most of the women 
on the team cloth shopping bags she had sewed. Anne, who chatted with us a few times in the 
afternoon, became very emotional as she said goodbye to Hope, hugging her tightly and 
proclaiming that she would miss her. Hope looked at me and rolled her eyes, but she dutifully 
smiled at Anne when they let go, “Okay, bye.” 
 
Mission work has fascinated me since before I began studying cultural anthropology. In fact, 
in previous research, I examined and wrote about short-term mission work and the reported self-
transformative experiences that many participants feel when they go on these trips (Serio 2013, 
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Serio 2020). In Belize, I was able to observe this phenomenon from a different perspective and 
saw how non-transformative it was for the people in the host communities who receive the 
material benefits of short-term mission work. The Wesley Methodist Church congregation was 
very indifferent to the arrival of the mission team; they were simply bringing much needed 
supplies and the church would not be receiving any special spiritual benefits from their presence. 
Once there, the foreign team became very quickly attached to the local volunteers like Reverend 
Lewis, Hope, and Thomas, but this sentiment was not reciprocated at the same level. Locals were 
friendly and polite, but the intense connection was clearly not felt by the church’s side. 
Parishioners were grateful for the material support and the opportunity to provide their 
community with much needed optical care, but that is where it stopped for them. As Trinitapoli 
and Vaisey (2009) claim, there is really no difference for the receiving community if aid is given 
by a religious group or secular group; the difference is only felt by those providing the aid. 
 
Reflexivity 
 When I began thinking of my dissertation project, I initially wanted to research the 
effects and attitudes of those who host short-term mission groups. For my master’s thesis, I had 
studied with a short-term mission team from South Louisiana who traveled to Northeast Mexico 
every year to pass out medicine to local community members. It was fascinating to observe the 
“transformative” experience that many of the volunteers felt they went through, but I was curious 
about how receiving communities conceptualized the mission work. While not the focus of my 
dissertation now, the opportunity to observe a mission team at Wesley Methodist Church brought 
this concept of transformation back to mind. I was intrigued at the thought of gaining a little bit 
of insight into this other side and more than a little pleased when Reverend Lewis wanted me to 
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help out every day. This chapter was born out of my interest in short-term mission work and my 
sort of hyper awareness and close inspection of what was going on around me during the group’s 
visit. 
 As anthropologist Philip Carl Salzman explains, reflexivity in anthropology began as a 
shift away from a “scientific” approach toward a more humanistic, interpretive approach, from 
an “objective” perspective to a “relativistic” one; it is “thus a constant awareness, assessment, 
and reassessment by the researcher of the researcher’s own contribution/influence/shaping of 
intersubjective research and the consequent research findings” (Salzman 2002: 806). According 
to anthropologist Dominic Boyer, some scholars view reflexive anthropology as too wrapped up 
in theory and knowledge, that “the core of reflexivity is a virtuosic critical self-interest in social 
science’s own analytic and representational methods that has little to offer anthropology other 
than a certain narcissistic pleasure of deeper self-concern” (2015: 2). While Boyer sees reflexive 
anthropology as positive ethical engagement, he admits that it can be used problematically, 
quoting Marshall Sahlins’ joke, Boyer writes “As the native said to the postmodern 
anthropologist, ‘that’s enough about you, let’s talk about me for a while’” (2015: 2-3). When the 
researcher begins focusing too much on themselves and their perspective while forgetting the 
subject of the ethnography, reflexivity becomes detrimental (2015: 2-3). Boyer further reminds 
us that in the 1970s and 1980s, cultural anthropology as a discipline needed to address the legacy 
of colonialism, but it also needed to address problems in its methods by opening up and engaging 
with other “cultures of expertise” so that anthropology in the following decades could become 
more collaborative, so that more voices within ethnographies were being heard (Boyer 2015: 16-
18). As a result of this reflexive shift informants have become consultants and partners, and 
anthropologists have become more experimental and thoughtful (Boyer 2015: 21). 
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Reflexivity is a way in which differences in power and positionality between the 
anthropologist and their consultants can be explored. There is a legacy of inequality in 
anthropology where the researcher, coming from a position of power, meets with a community, 
coming from an often exploited or colonized position; as anthropologist Lila Abu-Lughod 
muses, “We need to ask questions about the historical processes by which it came to pass that 
people like ourselves could be engaged in anthropological studies of people like those, about the 
current world situation that enables us to engage in this sort of work in this particular place, and 
about who has preceded us and is even now there with us (tourists, travelers, missionaries, AID 
consultants, PeaceCorps workers)” (Abu-Lughod 1991: 473). Historian and critic James Clifford 
agrees; Clifford explores how reflexivity is used to reveal the discourse of informants and how it 
can be used to highlight different positions and dialogues in the field. Writers must figure out 
how to construct realities as “multi-subjective,” “power-laden,” and “incongruent;” “‘culture’ is 
always relational, an inscription of communicative processes that exist, between subjects in 
relations of power” (Clifford 1986: 14-15). Ideally, ethnographic work involves the experiential, 
providing greater respect for and power to research “subjects” who are able to reveal their reality 
and show their agency (over more conventional hierarchical, “objective” interview methods) 
(Stacey 1991: 112). 
 The struggle with this chapter is in the power dynamics that Abu-Lughod and Clifford 
examine. It is an important story to tell. As Boyer points out, we need to be aware of the political 
and ethical intentions in our reflexivity, “[w]e should think about anthropological reflexivity as 
foremost a persuasive practice, as a communicative commitment to translate the concerns of 
epistemic contingency into knowledge-forms that are intelligible and relevant to experts and non-
experts alike” (Boyer 2015: 22-24). What I say and how I say it has power and potential 
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consequences, in the success or failure of my argument. While members of the mission team feel 
they are having a wholly transformative, religious experience, the hosting congregation is simply 
seeing some of their needs being met. While short-term missionaries might feel like they are 
making connections with the church members and other patients, the Belizeans may simply be 
going to their eye exam and making polite small talk until they get what they need to resume 
their day. However, I do not want to risk offending either group in my analysis; it could be 
detrimental to the Belizean community if, in my account, the resource-laden American mission 
team became disillusioned to the point that they never return. I doubt that I have that much 
power or sway, but it is a fear of mine. 
Ideally, my perspective has the potential to open up a dialogue between the two groups 
and illuminate where the mission team could do more in connection with the hosting 
communities but, at the very least, I would like to bring a greater amount of awareness to the 
mission team of the effects of their work. I can see this type of critique feeling like an attack on 
the mission team who do have good intentions and who do feel the desire to help. They might 
feel defensive of their work and dig into their established practices. Short-term missionaries 
often feel as though they are making deep connections with host congregations while they 
undergo an intense spiritual experience. I risk ruining the fantasy. How do I find the balance 
between a thoughtful account of the experience and a critique that could negatively affect this 
community? Even though members of the hosting community might not have a “transformative 
experience,” they still very much need the material aid that comes with mission groups. 
 Reflexivity involves a self-awareness, a self-consciousness that is utilized at all levels of 
the research process from the initial development of the project to the written accounts and 
interpretations afterwards (Davies 1999: 4). It is a process of looking back on oneself, to 
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acknowledge the position of the researcher and provide the reader with their perspective to better 
understand from where they are coming. The ethnographer, no matter their attitude and 
motivation, is in danger of exploiting and betraying the researched through their interpretation, 
what is chosen to mention and what is not (Stacey 1991: 114). Afterall, while ethnographic 
fieldwork in practice is a collaborative effort between community members and researchers, the 
final product – the ethnography – is controlled and shaped solely by the ethnographer. Even 
when the subjects are giving their opinions on the developing research and the direction of the 
written work, it is solely authored by the researcher. 47 
 Renato Rosaldo has perhaps one of the most famous examples of grappling with this 
reflexive approach and how a change in his own positionality shifted his perspective in respect to 
his informants. After his wife’s sudden, accidental death in the field, Rosaldo was able to feel a 
rage in his grief as he had never felt before. Instead of taking a detached, clinical approach to 
understanding the grief experienced by Ilongot individuals as he and others had done before, he 
put his feelings into his writing and encouraged others to shift to a more narrative, personal 
approach (Rosaldo 1989: 15). Rosaldo found that he had a new understanding of grief and the 
rage of Ilongot men whose experiences of loss compels them to behead other people: “Nothing 
in my own experience equipped me even to imagine the anger possible in bereavement until after 
Michelle Rosaldo’s death in 1981. Only then was I in a position to grasp the force of what 
Ilongots had repeatedly told me about grief, rage, and headhunting” (Rosaldo 1989: 19). Every 
ethnographer has a position which affects their angle of vision – based on their age, gender, 
outside/inside status, and their life experiences. Each of these things provides insights and it can 
cause blind spots as well. Once he had a change in experience and status, Rosaldo could 
 
47 Of course, there is some recourse for dissatisfied informants. They can respond. Even if their complaints do not 
reach large audiences, their communities, at least, can reject the ethnographer and their findings. 
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understand the Ilongot in a new way. Of course, while Ilongot anger and Rosaldo’s are similar, 
they not exactly the same; they differ in tone, cultural form, and consequence. Similarly, though 
much less intensely, my perspective on mission work has changed and evolved as I have 
experienced more mission trips and learned more about the ethics and problems that arise with 
relief and development work. I myself have “transformed” – from naïve, enthusiastic participant 
to curious, supportive researcher to interested, more critical researcher. I try not to become 
completely cynical, preferring to encourage a change in the system rather than a complete 
rejection of it. 
My own position as a researcher and former participant in mission trips led to my line of 
questioning how the church felt about the mission team before they arrived and caused me to pay 
extra attention to the brief interactions I observed between the mission group and the church 
members who volunteered to help run the clinic. I was mostly curious to see if my ideas about 
missions from my master’s research in Mexico rang true in a different setting. Growing up in the 
Methodist Church, I dreamed of going on a mission trip to Cuba to meet a pen pal the church had 
set up for me when I was seven. My mom had gone on two trips before taking me when I was 
seventeen. Already, I started to perceive, though not in a way that I could clearly conceptualize, 
how power and resources were in play between the two groups, but I certainly did not see 
anything problematic about it.48 Because of the long relationship between the church in Cuba and 
my own church, we were not there to “do” anything; the church was celebrating its 100-year 
 
48 Our church brought money and material goods that the church requested beforehand. While officially we gave it 
to the pastor who would distribute it as he saw fit, the mission group who already had relationships with members of 
the congregation would give them things privately. I remember one instance where my mom quickly pulled my pen 
pal’s wife into our room after a dinner and hurriedly gave her some things, concealing them in the woman’s bag, 
before rushing out again to join the rest of the group.  
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It was my interest in the dynamic between power and access to resources in a spiritual 
setting that led to my master’s research in Mexico in 2012. Ellen, the leader of the Reynosa 
mission team and a member of the church I grew up in, grappled with this dynamic too. She 
revealed her perspective on what she saw as the problematic Cuban-Louisiana Church sister 
relationship and how it led her to seek out an alternative in Mexico. She had tried to form a pen 
pal relationship of her own with a member of the Cuban sister church but felt that the people she 
was writing to were using her for money and asking too much from her. She felt exploited 
through the written correspondence. Whereas in Mexico, in consultation with the leader of the 
Mexican organization, she had more say in defining the terms of the relationship and what she 
and her team would be providing. No one would bother her personally by asking for extra money 
or goods. 
As I have described elsewhere – in “Missionaries in Latin America: A Study on Short-
Term Missionaries and the People They Help” (2013) and “‘I Go to Cleanse My Head and 
Heart’: Discomfort and Personal Transformation in Short-Term Missions” (2020) – personal 
transformation and spiritual renewal are typically the main motivators for people who participate 
in short term mission work. Participants are often aware that they are the most affected by these 
trips, they need to feel like they are contributing positively in some small way and to feel a 
closeness to God in being near suffering and poverty. They receive spiritual benefit while the 
receiving community may only receive material aid and tenuous friendship. An older member of 
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the church group that traveled to Reynosa in 2012 described himself as “an obnoxious, 
egotistical, selfish man” and repeated a couple times throughout the trip that he was there 
because he needed to “cleanse his head and his heart.” Many of the others also felt “called” to be 
there, finding strength to confront the sickness and live uncomfortably through their faith in God 
and in being near the sick and experiencing discomfort, feel close to God.  While meaning in 
short-term mission work is ultimately found through inner feelings and motivations, it is the 
physical activities that often inspire spiritual growth. The lack of air conditioning, the cold 
showers, the questionable transportation, the presence of dangerous cartels in the area, and the 
unpleasant smells that met us at most clinic sites contributed to intense experiences the 
participants were having. For them, it was not enough to bring material goods, monetary 
donations, and volunteer hours; they needed to feel discomfort to experience spiritual growth. 
Anthropologist Mary Hancock argues that short-term mission work is seen as a critique of 
consumerism found in secular travel “by contrasting the poverty encountered in the mission field 
with the comfort of home” (Hancock 2014: 157). The mission group needs to experience the 
poverty and deprivations to push themselves mentally and physically to receive personal 
transformation. It is through suffering, and even being near suffering, that one becomes close to 
God.49 It is not a vacation; they are not there just to have a good time and they feel the need to 
set themselves apart from their secular, touristic counterparts in a meaningful way.  
 
49 This can be very problematic and detrimental to those receiving aid. Although his The Missionary Position: 
Mother Teresa in Theory and Practice is a bit controversial, Christopher Hitchens does make a good argument 
against the Mother Teresas of the world. Hitchens quotes Mother Teresa as saying “Our works are only an 
expression of our love for Christ…and since we have to express that love in action, naturally then the poorest of the 
poor are the means [emphasis added] of expressing our love for God” (Hitchens 1995: 31). As Mother Teresa states, 
her treatment of the poor and suffering are a means to an end, her path to salvation. It is not necessarily due to the 
kindness or empathy that she feels for the people she cares for. As an example, one fifteen-year-old boy came in 
with a minor kidney problem that could have been easily treated but the nuns allowed it to get worse and worse by 
withholding antibiotics (Hitchens 1995: 40-41). According to Hitchens, Mother Teresa enjoyed seeing their 
suffering as it brings them closer to God “with a smile, Mother Teresa told…this terminal patient: ‘You are suffering 
like Christ on the cross. So Jesus must be kissing you.’” (Hitchens 1995: 41). While it is impossible to quantify how 
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Ellen thought the sign of a successful mission trip was if one clinic patient felt the love of 
God in their lives and turned toward Him or renewed their faith in Him. However, there was no 
way to measure this and many of the patients were part of a church community already. There 
was no direct evangelizing, but the group sought to illustrate God’s love, “attempting to heal the 
sick in order to illustrate the love of God without the use of words” (Serio 2020). It is impossible 
to measure any  spiritual change in the receiving community, and as Rose, the nurse on the 
Reynosa trip, observed, there has not been a significant long term change in the health and 
wellbeing of the community in the years she has attended. From her perspective, it is up to the 
Mexican government and institutions to transform their lives long-term. It would never occur to 
the mission team to address structural inequalities. Mission groups never confront how their 
lifestyles affect poverty all over the world and can lead to the very suffering they are observing 
and getting a taste of – all in the name of Christian spiritual renewal. She and the rest of the 
group turn inward, reflecting on their own spirituality since, from their perspective, there is 
nothing they can do about the malnourishment or easily preventable infections (Serio 2020). 
 In fact, as sociologists Jenny Trinitapoli and Stephan Vaisey point out, those who go on 
short term mission trips feel that they experience long-term positive changes, reporting 
“increases in their level of interest in ‘poor countries,’ prayer and financial giving, though actual 
evidence of any increase in charitable giving was scant” (Trinitapoli and Vaisey 2009: 123-124). 
Again, participants feel transformed and feel as if they are giving more but there is little evidence 
that they are, and it does not really matter for the system to work successfully (Serio 2020). 
Anthropologist Ellen Moodie argues that for short-term mission trips to work, a gap needs to 
 
much money Mother Teresa has received for charitable work, it is clear that it is not used for sustained, long-term 
relief of poverty but to religious and missionary work, extending her reach to all parts of the world, giving sufferers 
worldwide the same treatment that those in her Calcutta clinic receive (Hitchen 1995: 63-64). 
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exist – whether economic, geographic, cultural, or political – between visitors and visited, “these 
differences are necessary for the relationship. The relationship would not exist without the 
existence of those differences, without the inequality” (Moodie 2013: 152). Moodie argues that it 
is okay for mission teams to ignore larger, long-term problems and asserts that it is enough for 
hosts and visitors to “continue to meet, ...they will describe a deep sense of intimacy even as they 
don’t understand each other” (2013: 160). The material relationship between the groups is 
maintained as long as the fantasy of helping and bonding remains intact. 
 
Race, Poverty, and Reflexivity 
A final note on reflexivity and my role as researcher between mission teams and mission 
hosts and an issue that will play out in the next section: as we have seen and will continue to see, 
those who have the voice and the power to dictate the terms in these kinds of international 
relationships are those with the money and often those who are white. In their article, “Soylent is 
People, WEIRD is White: Biological Anthropology, Whiteness, and the limits of the WEIRD” 
Kathryn B.H. Clancy and Jenny L. Davis urge fellow biological anthropologists to utilize a 
reflexive approach in their works in order to confront the issue of whiteness and the 
predominance of the white experience in the sciences.50 They suggest the importance of 
identifying and declaring their “whiteness” throughout their research, “reflexivity requires the 
naming of whiteness (Harrison 1995) and its role within our field(s)...in order to undo the harm 
its dominance and yet its invisibility have caused” (Clancy and Davis 2019: 177). Anthropologist 
Faye V. Harrison (1995) investigates the privilege and dominance of white invisibility and how 
whiteness is never questioned because it is seen as the universal, default identity; it is “a set of 
 
50 WEIRD stands for western, educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic but Clancy and Davis argue that it can 
be reduced to white as it leaves out everyone else even if they arguably fit the WEIRD demographic (2019). 
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cultural practices that is usually unmarked, unnamed, and normatively given” (1995: 63). White 
people are associated with wealth, power, and development. Western, white societies have had 
the power to set the standards for the world and are given a greater voice to shape racial 
ideologies and relations (Harrison 1995: 50). In addition, scientists and social scientists are 
overwhelmingly white people, often male, from these “Western” countries; they are the ones 
who shape the discourses of their fields of study. They are trained to see their work as objective 
and to ignore bias; other perspectives are then compared to this dominant lens and often become 
“Othered” (Clancy and Davis 2019: 176). 
Cultural anthropologists are trained to confront our positionality, not in order to 
overcome it, but to recognize how it affects our work. In Aüdü, the mission team and I are all 
white Americans (from the United States) while the community I worked in is predominantly 
Black with Asian and Hispanic families present as well. The church members I spoke with did 
not discuss with me the racism they may have experienced from mission teams – possibly 
because they never experienced it, or because race is so naturalized that they do not notice it, or 
because I am white and not seen as a safe confidante on that subject, or because they did not 
think it was relevant enough. Perhaps, I should have asked but I did not feel it was my position to 
force that conversation. While by this point I was getting quite comfortable with the 
congregation, I did not feel that comfortable. I aim to begin a dialogue in this chapter that can be 
explored more in depth by future researchers who may be able to confront the relevance of the 
issue. 
Like Western scientists, mission teams are not taught to reflect on inequalities or their 
dominant positions in relation to the typically “darker” communities to which they travel. They 
understand that they have more resources. They understand that their nation is more powerful. 
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However, they rarely confront the politics of power of the United States and how this power 
affects their experiences abroad. These mission teams conceptualize this personally 
transformative experience and create personal narratives that they share with each other and 
those back home when they get back. They do not have to widen their lens; they are not forced to 
confront their privilege, “For those of us who are white” writes Kathryn Clancy, a white 
anthropologist, “it is in our interests not to understand or to see the systems that benefit us. If the 
dominant group does not see racism, we can enforce the idea that racism does not exist and 
discredit those who would suggest otherwise” (Clancy and Davis 2019: 176). Renato Rosaldo, 
similarly, has written about upper-middle-class professional power, stating, “the more power one 
has, the less culture one enjoys, and the more culture one has, the less power one wields” (1989: 
202). These usually white, upper-middle-class professionals are able to become the detached, 
innocent, omniscient observer whose position and power is concealed; “to the ethnographic gaze, 
‘civilized’ people appear too transparent for study” (Rosaldo 1999: 204, 199). Everything else is 
“other,” different and irrational but in possession of a “distinctive cultural identity,” the subjects 
of study (Rosaldo 1989: 199-201). It is easier for visiting groups not to involve the subjects of 
their charity in the planning and execution of their work, to maintain the “invisibility of 
whiteness” (Clancy and Davis 2019: 176). However, it would be more effective if mission hosts 
were given a greater voice in the mission system, so they are not controlled and dictated by one 
viewpoint any longer. The first step in decreasing racism is to give voice to those who lack it, to 





The Non-Transformative / Poverty 
In Aüdü, in 2018, to gauge the congregation’s attitudes towards the mission group, I 
talked with several church members before the team arrived. The church members did not have 
the same passion when conversing about mission work as mission teams tend to exhibit; they 
spoke very matter-of-factly about the material benefits of the team – such as the glasses they 
would receive this year and the dental work and general doctors’ evaluations and care in 
previous years. Notably, this was first time they addressed the poverty of the country and the 
place of the church in the community with me. Throughout the year, even with multiple 
fundraisers and events that everyone contributed to, there was little mention of financial 
hardship. However, when thinking about the mission team, their own poverty (referring to 
Belize) was at the forefront of their minds. They do need more resources, especially medical 
resources that their government cannot provide – even though medical care is mostly free, that 
does not mean it is always adequate. When Reverend Lewis was having her medical emergency, 
she initially went to the public hospital but switched to private when she found the care 
unsatisfactory.51  
Although one of the church’s lay leaders, Ruth, is fairly successful in her community – 
she is acting principal of the school and dreams of getting a master’s degree someday – it is 
through her younger sister, Naomi, that Ruth experiences the limits of her country. When Naomi 
was sixteen, her heart began to fail, Ruth reveals, “in 2002, when I had [my son], she had open 
heart surgery. And they said that in 15 years, because she has a pig valve, and they told her that 
in 15 years, she would need to have the valve removed or changed because that's the lifespan of a 
pig. And 15 years has passed. And it's an expensive surgery, and she doesn't have insurance.” 
 
51 See chapter two for more details. 
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There is – or at least, there was – a program through the rotary in Belize that funds heart valve 
surgery for children so Naomi was able to get the surgery to save her life as a young woman. 
Unfortunately, since a pig valve was used for her initial surgery, it will not last as long as she 
needs it to. It has now been sixteen years and she does not have insurance, nor can she afford 
another surgery. The family is in waiting –waiting for her to die or waiting for another miracle – 
and as Ruth explains, “So I think that's why now she's coming to church. And maybe she's 
praying hard. We all are. Because it's a scary time right now. Because we are not, as I want to 
say, rich, but we don't have their systems like how America has it. You have different 
foundations that could help you with different surgeries and things like that. We don't have those 
foundations here. She was lucky to get on rotary.” Naomi has been going to church with Ruth 
recently and Ruth is terrified that it is because Naomi knows she does not have long left to live. 
Naomi, and tangentially her family, has to live in the present. Ruth is powerless to fix Naomi’s 
health: 
So, I'm kind of scared and I encourage her to come to church, because 
when you're prepared to believe in God, anything could happen maybe 
one day look, the heart, the valve disappear, and the heart just get born 
again. I don't know. That's, that's what I'm hoping and praying. That 
weighs on my mind heavily. And I, and I'm certain that's what's tripping 
her out. And that's what bringing her to church. It shouldn't have been 
something like that. She should have been coming because that's what we 
were raised up to do. But I think that is what is bringing her back to 
church, but I am afraid to ask her if that is what is bringing her back 
because it is going to be a very emotional thing. 
Ruth and her family avoid discussing the future so they will not have to confront Naomi’s 
potential demise from something that is technically fixable. There is no safety net for her. She 
and her family will have to accept her fate, whatever that ends up being.  
 Anthropologist Sylvain Perdigon explores this kind of constant fear and worry, the 
constant feeling of powerlessness, within poverty. He found that poverty was a sensitive topic for 
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many of the Palestinian refugees that he spoke with in Lebanon, and that there was a gap 
between himself and them wherein he could not quite completely understand them and their 
positions because they have different relationships to poverty; in their words, “he who has his 
hand in the water is not like he who has his hand in the fire” (Perdigon 2015: S88). Those who 
have their hands in the water have more time and more freedom with time whereas those who 
have their hands in fire are always in the present and have more worries and urgencies (Perdigon 
2015: S88). Poverty is a “specific way of encountering and of being encountered (or impinged 
on) by the world...poverty always is a leaking roof, a lingering untreated pain, or a worry about 
how to get food for tonight’s dinner” (Perdigon 2015: S89). It can be difficult to define poverty 
and discuss how it affects poor communities around the world, but it is something that many 
governments, national organizations, and charities seem to tackle confidently. It often seems like 
simply an issue of wealth and providing resources to those in need, but poverty shapes how 
people move through the world. 
Since the 1970s, The World Bank has defined the discourse on poverty and how it is to 
be represented, analyzed, and theorized on the global landscape; its focus is on “attacking” 
poverty through their various systems and programs (Green 2006: 1108). According to 
anthropologist Maia Green, research done on poverty has mostly been carried out through 
international development studies and focuses on reducing poverty, “[r]educing poverty has 
become not merely the stated priority of international development agencies and the target of the 
international development effort but certainly, within the social universe of international 
development at least, a total social fact.” (Green 2006: 1109-1110). Unfortunately, the agencies 
in charge of crafting policies on the poor, like the World Bank, control and guide the programs 
on alleviating poverty, “what poverty as a scale provides for development organisations is a 
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justification for intervention and a means of ranking units, countries or regions, on a poverty 
index”; those who are categorized as poor and those who have worked extensively directly with 
those in poverty are not part of the discussion (Green 2006: 1110). Since international 
development organizations and national governments decide what is poor and how poverty is 
addressed, those who are poor are often reduced to “objects of study” (Green 2006: 1113). 
People in poverty rarely get to provide their perspective on poverty to those in positions of 
power; they are left out of the decision-making processes regarding their treatment by larger 
systems and must accept them and work within them even if they are detrimental. 
In her study on child labor in Peru, anthropologist Leigh Campoamor shows how the 
failure of the state and NGOs not only creates situations in which communities suffer in poverty 
and force children into the labor market, but then doubly victimize those in poverty by taking 
children from their parents to orphanages and detention centers (Campoamor 2016). Campoamor 
speaks of a “managing gaze” that the state and its agents take on (2016: 154); parents are 
scrutinized and criminalized for attempting to aid in their children’s upward mobility, parents 
“have come up against structural barriers, they have become increasingly vulnerable to 
intervening forces that imagine their parenting practices as exploitative and a barrier to their 
children’s progress” (2016: 158). They are either seen as ignorant dupes or malicious agents 
acting against their children’s best interest. Governments and aid organizations create and 
exacerbate poverty while vilifying and punishing people for attempting to get by in their 
exploitative systems. Those in poverty rarely get a voice in their treatment even though, as 
Perdigon mentions, they are arguably the only ones who can truly know and talk about it (2015: 
S89). Poor people and poor communities should be the subjects and should guide the discussion 
if the World Bank, NGOs, governments, and short-term mission organizations seek to alleviate 
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poverty. Unfortunately, the guiding principle has been and continues to be that those with wealth 
and power should be in charge so as to lead those in poverty to their success.52 
Short-term mission work recreates these unequal power dynamics on a smaller scale. 
According to Thomas, it is the foreign, outside churches who initiate mission trips. They decide 
what they are going to do, what type(s) of aid they will bring in, and when they are going to 
travel. Those who are “poor,” those who have low levels of income and education, poor health, 
and high rates of mortality very rarely have access to the decision-making process (Green 2006: 
1111). Thomas claims, in Belize, Wesley Methodist Church does not decide when they will 
bring in mission teams or what they will have done; there is a woman in Belmopan, an American 
married to a Belizean pastor, who facilitates the travel and makes it much easier to get the groups 
and their equipment down there.53 Hope agrees that most of the time, their church gets matched 
up with mission groups based on their reported needs but that sometimes, pastors connect with 
each other and can set trips up themselves. The woman in Belmopan does work with the 
churches of Belize to decide what will be a good fit for them but she also controls the lines of 
communication and makes the final decision when it comes to placement once a mission team 
decides they want to travel to Belize.  
Thomas believes that many U.S. based mission groups come to Belize because it lacks a 
language barrier, there is a system already set up to help them in the process, and the country is 
very close to the United States. He explains: 
You find a lot of institutions and groups and churches are interested in 
Belize because it’s a developing country. What makes it attractive is 
because it's English speaking in this ... hemisphere. And then we have the 
ideal climate. We have some attractive … eco attractions … [The vision 
team] asked if they could come in to do some volunteer work. And we 
welcome them, and they came, and they really love what time is spent 
 
52 And ignoring the exploitative processes that lead to their success in accumulating wealth and power. 
53 Belmopan is the capital of Belize. It is a small city in the central part of the country. 
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here ... And they started getting information about the place and what they 
have to do to accomplish this task for this project that they want to do 
here. And there's a lot of different things that they have, some licenses and 
permits and stuff that they have to acquire. And then we do the legwork. 
And they come and then have a nice time here. And they see a lot of new 
faces and they see a different lifestyle. 
Belize makes it as easy as possible to get groups coming in, they speak the same language as 
most groups, and they offer tropical attractions – even though this is not a “vacation,” most 
mission groups do spend one day sightseeing or doing a fun activity, a reward for all their hard 
work. 
Thomas’s main argument for why people come to Belize is logistical: language, 
proximity, ease of access. Short-term mission teams often do choose their sites based on 
logistics, and God’s calling – which usually means, what is most easily feasible. From their 
perspective, there are poor people around the world, and they are all basically the same. Short 
term mission discourse aligns well with development studies discourse on power and poverty; 
Green contends that: 
Constructing poverty as an object, serves to homogenise attributes of 
poverty and the situation of those categorised as poor. Marginal, excluded, 
vulnerable, unwell, illiterate and often indigenous and female, the poor 
predominantly live in remote rural areas and urban shanties, with few 
assets and weak social networks. Their relative powerlessness is 
emphasised, and by implication, the power of various groups over them, 
not only of local and national elites and governments, but the power of 
development institutions to recognise and define them, and to determine 
when poverty matters. (Green 2006: 1111) 
Poor people and communities are seen as a homogeneous group. Poverty is seen as basically the 
same – or close enough – worldwide. 
 Host churches and other groups receiving aid are often unable to really distinguish 
themselves on the global landscape; ease of access is often more important than the particulars of 
destination. Disparate groups of people are lumped together, creating an “identity of form” rather 
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than content (Green 2006: 1112). Programs are standardized and, in some cases, church groups 
do not know where they are going until they begin mission work, so it does not matter where 
people go (Hancock 2014: 165). They rely on “God’s call” to lead them where they need to be. If 
one destination does not work out, it was not the right place, or it was not the right time. 
Wherever the mission team ends up, is where God wanted them to be. Similarly, according to 
Anthropologist Brain Howell because participants were “called” to mission “work,” their 
destinations were secondary, “sacrificial availability and nonspecificity of location worked to 
position every trip as first and foremost a journey to accomplish a specific task and to meet needs 
‘out there.’” (2009: 207). Many people allow the site of their mission trip to be left up to God, 
they let circumstances (maneuvered by God) direct them; a woman Hancock calls Pearl planned 
to go to Australia for her mission trip but “a series of coincidences [...] resulted in her traveling 
to a region classified as ‘less open’ to Christianity” (Hancock 2015: 232). Mary Hancock uses 
the term “identity-in-difference” to discuss how short-term mission teams conceptualize Others. 
Mission groups realize that there is “a shared Christian identity with Others whose differences – 
of ethnicity, race, class, nationality, and language – are collectively framed as ‘cultural’” 
(Hancock 2014: 161). The world is seen as a whole, mission workers can start with an idea of 
mutual religious belief and make connections/friendships with local individuals and churches no 
matter where they are.  
Mission teams document their work and the bonds they foster through visual media; they 
take pictures – which often highlight the differences in race and class between host and visitor – 
as they emphasize the relationships and common humanity of both groups, “by foregrounding 
missionaries’ own affective bonds with mission subjects and by depicting mission subjects, 
frequently dark-skinned children in tattered clothing or in hospitals and orphanages, as innocent 
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and in need of material and emotional care that volunteers dispense. Together these different 
kinds of representations serve as visual condensations of the elements of mission experience that 
volunteers are coached to expect during training sessions” (Hancock 2014: 164). Furthermore, 
while skin tone, eye shape, hair, clothing, and jewelry could give hints as to the subject group’s 
race/ethnicity, the affectionate, smiling mission workers and local community members 
participating together in both sides of mission work “downplay those differences by evoking 
familial idioms of dependency and care...it was the child who embodied the mission subject and 
invited viewers to imagine missionaries’ own caring relations with mission subjects” (Hancock 
2014: 168-170). Because visual documentation is not always clear and the subjects are posed so 
similarly throughout the world, their identities were not fully formed though they were usually 
racialized. This collapses the differences between mission subjects around the world while also 
contrasting them to the missionaries – white and privileged (Hancock 2014: 170-171).  
In Aüdü, the mission team went through a bit of an ordeal to capture the smiling, happy 
faces that every mission team needs to bring home. On the second day I volunteered, I watched 
as a few people from the mission team including Anne and Heather, discussed taking a picture 
and what they needed to take a picture that they could use to highlight the trip on their website 
when they got home. They brought beaded necklaces – gifts from their home church – and were 
going to hand them out to children. They wanted some of these children to pose with them for 
the image. They first had to wait for children to arrive, give them the necklaces, and make sure a 
parent was there to give permission for the picture to be published. A few hours later when a 
large number of children were present, they sufficiently rounded up a handful of them and 
squeezed in for a picture with the kids showing off the beads and the mission team showing off 
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their good deeds. For this particular picture, the parents were not on film, but they were sitting 
off to the side, watching with bemused indifference. 
From the perspective of many mission teams (Hancock 2014, Howell 2009), poverty 
becomes generalizable. But host communities do not see themselves that way. When Perdigon 
told the Palestinian refugees with whom he was working about a paper he was going to give on 
global urban poverty, they were confused, “Nehna gheyr, for us it is otherwise” (2015: S89) Why 
were they being lumped in with South Asia, Egypt, Africa, Latin America when their 
experiences were all different (2015: S89)? Thomas, similarly, saw something special in his 
community and attributes that to why foreigners come to his small, quiet country. He explained 
that people are drawn to Belize – not just for the language and the tropical, eco attractions – but 
because in spite of the poverty, there is a friendliness that can be lacking in other parts of the 
world:  
And before [a previous mission group] left, ... we had a little party for 
them. And it was funny because it said: Whoa, they can, when they look 
around, ‘I see so much poverty.’ And then people are still smiling and 
telling a greeting [to] everybody that they meet on the street. So this is 
what … probably attracts them. Because in other parts of the world, when 
people are poor, they're so angry, especially when they see people who are 
affluent, you know, like they hate, like in the Arab world, you know, 
because they know you're an American.54 They hate you. Because you 
have such a lavish lifestyle. But the thing is, they have as well! But they're 
so – they limit themselves and put themselves in a box that they don't want 
to. They don't want to splurge. They want to live in both worlds. You 
know, they want to live in their world and enjoy the affluence of the 
Americans have. But you can't do that. You have to choose, it's a choice. 
We are friendly people and then we speak English. If we don't speak it 
perfectly. You can understand what we say. 
 
54 Even my consultants can have perspectives that I see as a problematic, skewed version of the world. 
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Even though he knows that language and the tropical location are the main selling points, 
Thomas also believes that there is something special in Belize, a positive poverty that groups are 
drawn to. 
 His ideas about “happy,” “smiling” poor people reflect the attitude of a lot of aid groups 
and organizations; people want to know that their aid is being given to the “deserving” poor. 
Donors want to see positive attitudes and grateful demeanors. They often do not want to just give 
money. Many prefer to send material goods, ensuring that their “money” is being used as they 
see fit, as Maia Green argues “There is no doubt that the idea of giving cash as opposed to food 
aid in famine situations is still widely resisted because of a belief that this would benefit the 
undeserving poor, despite evidence to suggest that this is cheaper and more effective in 
supporting local grain markets and empowering local people than food aid” (Green 2006: 1120). 
Mission teams could send money in lieu of material goods and that might go a lot further in host 
communities, but they would lose out on both the spiritual feelings associated with mission 
giving, and on seeing poor people graciously accepting their gifts. Anthropologist Omri Elisha 
found that many Evangelical Christians expect that their monetary and material gifts will be 
appreciated and utilized in acceptable ways. The receiver becomes “accountable” for the gifts. 
Givers, especially those engaging in long term projects, expect a change in behavior and will feel 
“burned,” “deceived,” or “used” if the receiver continues to lead a destructive life (Elisha 2011: 
162).  They do not want to “enable sin;” however, this attitude can be detrimental if they reject 
someone due to suspicions that they are taking advantage but are in real and sincere need (Elisha 
2011: 159-163). Again, going back to Perdigon (2015), when people in poverty do not have a 
voice, they might be questioned for their poverty and judged by how they engage with charitable 
people and organization. The givers rarely if ever are held accountable for their gift giving. 
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 When receiving churches and individuals prove their merit, prove that they are 
“deserving and accountable poor,” bonds can be formed. Thomas does briefly admit that 
friendships are made between the Wesley Methodist Church congregation and visiting church 
representatives, but it takes time. A foreign mission team came to work with their youth group. 
They spent time getting to know the youth and the rest of the congregation for four summers. 
While they are not close, Thomas said it is good to hear from the church when they reach out. 
However, he did not single out a single person he met that he personally befriended and seemed 
to be talking about the two churches, in general, forming a bond.  
Hope, on the other hand, stated “well we get to know them you know but to build 
individual relationships, not to offend... not to offend but...” while they help out and you are in 
contact while they are there, there is no lasting relationship built. Hope was very diplomatic 
when talking around her unease with this group and past mission groups; while she does not 
want to offend (a statement she repeated multiple times as she gathered her thoughts), Hope 
always seemed a bit uncomfortable with the mission team even though she clearly supported 
their aims. She never seemed interested in getting to know Anne, and though she was 
exceedingly polite, her discomfort when Anne hugged her was clear to anyone observing. And if 
it was not obvious, her eyeroll and monotone departing words, “okay, bye” were. Hope is not 
interested in building or trying to maintain bonds with the visitors. She says part of it is 
technology driven, she knows how to use the computer and do email, but she does not want to be 
on it all the time. She does not say what the other parts are, and her unfiltered perspective might 
be harsher than she wants to admit. Hope does what she needs to do, she helps with the exchange 
of gifts during church services and spends her time assisting the project, but, at the end of the 
day, she is more focused on the resources that the mission team can provide. 
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 When discussing mission groups, Thomas later turned it around on the church, lamenting, 
as Reverend Lewis often did, that others are not more involved. He castigated another church 
member for not being more engaged and challenged him to do more for the church. As a circuit 
steward, there have been times when Thomas has had to provide juice and water to visiting 
groups, “just for the church not to look too bad.” He clarifies: “That too is a blessing. Because at 
least I have the money to do that without me being bitter about it. And [I] don't walk around and 
tell the church you have to give me back my money.”55 Although, as steward, it is his job to greet 
people who come to the church and help them if they need anything, he should not be 
responsible for providing food and snacks to visitors. The church should be providing these 
things, but he usually does not confront the pastor or the church committees to get his money 
back. He wants the church to look good and to be seen as a welcoming place and he doesn’t 
think they do enough to provide that.  
Thomas is one of the more affluent members of the church, he spent many years working 
in the United States and is now enjoying retirement in his home country of Belize. I saw him 
graciously and happily giving his money, his resources, his energy, and his time to the church 
throughout my short time in Belize, so I have no doubt that he is sincere when he says he is not 
bitter about giving his money or demanding to be paid back. He does, however, recognize the 
position of the church in community and echoes the call to be more involved. Hope also enjoys 
giving her time and energy to the church and wants to see the congregation do better, give more 
to the community. They are both lucky – comfortably retired – but know that many in the area 
are not as lucky and suffer in a variety of ways. They do not want to talk about spiritual 
 
55 A circuit includes multiple churches with one head pastor overseeing all of them. A circuit steward helps lead the 
churches: supporting the pastor, overseeing finances, and helping the local churches in spiritual and practical matters 
(The Methodist Church).  
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The mission trip I observed while living in Aüdü was perfectly successful. The stated 
aims of the mission team and goals of the congregation were satisfactorily met. I needed to take a 
reflexive approach in this chapter because I wanted to dig deeper purely due to my fascination 
with and curiosity about mission trips. The mission trip gave me the opportunity to scrutinize, 
somewhat critically at times, the dynamics between mission team and host. I needed to 
acknowledge and confront my history with mission work and my previous scholarship on the 
subject as well as my positionality in comparison with the different groups present. Although I 
had an idea of what I would find, I tried to approach it with a relatively open mind and to 
approach both groups with a positive attitude and open-ended questions. While the feedback I 
received was mostly what I had expected, I was still surprised by some of the congregation’s 
responses. Yes, they were not having the transformative experience, but I did not realize how 
much poverty in the community weighed on them, how much they wished they could 
accomplish, and how in need of resources they felt. 
 While for the mission team, a material or medical aid mission is a short, often 
transformative experience, the host congregation – like Wesley Methodist Church – sees this 
mission time as only part of the larger context of their church, connecting it to ongoing issues of 
poverty and their place in the community. The desire to give intersects with the lack of resources 
available. Like the mission teams, there is not much the Aüdüan community can do about the 
larger structural issues in their country – although members of the church are politically active, 
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some work in the government and others are leaders in the community – they do have to deal 
with the consequences of the country’s poverty personally. Mission work is non-transformative 
because it is just part of daily life. It is sitting in a waiting room for hours to see an eye doctor 
hoping you leave being able to see the leaves on the trees again, not having an intense, spiritual 
experience connecting you to God. The congregation is always grateful for people to come and 
help, but it is not a spiritual experience. It is more about what else they wish they could do to 
help the rest of the community out. While the mission workers might feel renewal and intense 
spiritual connection, the Belizean congregation feels like it is not enough. Unlike the visitors, 
they live with the suffering and poverty year-round and feel the congregation should be doing 
more, but they are constrained by the lack of money, power, and materials. 
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 Wakes used to be very long, lasting well into the night, but Reverend Lewis gets tired and 
needs her sleep, so she has streamlined the rite down to about an hour or two. She told me this 
not long after I met her, as she was driving me home from one such wake. After she is done, if 
people want to stay and chat, they can, but she gets to go home early. She suddenly started to 
slow down and began pointing to the side of the road, “You see that green bundle. That is my 
brother. That is my brother. You know how I say everyone makes their own choices, that is 
where he lives, breaking open coconuts with his teeth and eating them for breakfast, he eats them 
for lunch, and he eats them for dinner.” At one point, he had lived in New York, but eventually 
came back. She isn’t sure if he was deported or if he left on his own, but he called her and told 
her that he stole drugs from the Jamaicans and was coming back. She told him not to come back 
to her house “because with the Jamaicans, if you have a cat, they will kill it, if you have a dog, 
that’s gone too, if you have a grandma, they kill her.”56 Whatever connections you have, they 
will go after them if you steal from them. He ended up in jail in Belize and when he got out, he 
didn’t say a word, and hasn’t said a word since. He has been sleeping on the streets. She doesn’t 
know what happened in jail, but it was his choices that lead to his situation. 
  
Choice 
 Religion is a choice; how people behave as religious followers, though guided by texts 
and leaders, is a choice. While the pastors at Wesley Methodist Church can be very involved 
with the congregation, drilling into them how to connect with God and how to be an active 
member of their church, they can be simultaneously detached. They will tell the congregation 
 
56 Jamaican gangs may a bad reputation in Belize, but Jamaica in general is not thought of that negatively. 
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what to do. They will call church members out if they’ve not been participating in the life of the 
church. But it is their choice and the pastors will respect their choice when a church member 
decides to stop coming to Bible Study or miss the Love Banquet. It is each congregant’s choice 
to read, or not read, the Bible and pray to God. Reverend Lewis is prepared to give the members 
of her church every tool that they need to be an effective member of the Methodist Church; it is 
up to them to use the tools that she provides. In this dissertation, I chose to examine the choices 
people made, their words and actions as believers, in order to provide a picture of how it all plays 
out on this Belizean landscape. I also explored how the church interacts with other local groups 
as well as international visitors, and how ministers and local volunteers grapple with helping to 
provide for the needs of their community. It has not always worked out as it “should,” or as it is 
preached, but it is clear people are trying their best to live their lives and be people of God, even 
if they sometimes fall short of where they believe they should be or where Reverend Lewis 
believes they should be.  
 In this dissertation, in order to illustrate how and what Aüdüan Methodists worship, I 
analyzed sermons as an intertextual, speech genre. The ministers creatively utilized Bible verses 
and stories, current events, and personal anecdotes to weave narratives of religiosity. They taught 
the congregation how to be good Christian people in the Methodist Church. Using the theories of 
vernacular religion and habitus, I then investigated how effective their sermons were – not just 
by listening to the discourse of the church members, but by observing their presence and 
behavior at Church events. Unfortunately, the Church often functions more as a social club than 
a religious institution in that the more social events (i.e. parties) tended to be packed whereas 
important religious events (i.e. church services) were ignored by most members. Church people 
assert that much of their religious practice is private and personal; from their own accounts, most 
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of them pray and read their Bible every day. This worries Reverend Lewis and Father John as 
Methodist religion is supposed to be communal, so they keep preaching and teaching and hoping 
more people show up every week. Still, there is a great degree of ecumenicism at Wesley 
Methodist Church; the pastors worship and organize functions with members of neighboring 
denominations. The larger community of believers get along great with each other and are 
welcoming to outsiders coming in.  
I decided to wrap up my dissertation by going in a little bit of different direction, 
employing reflexivity to delve into mission work – a topic that is personal to me. I needed to be 
up front and personal when recounting my past participation in and research of mission work so 
that I could more effectively investigate it. Short-term mission work can be a problematic 
practice, but I still believe that it could have merits and there are things that people in power can 
do to make mission work more positive and empowering for the hosts. To provide an 
understanding for how hosts interpret mission trips, I investigated the scholarship on poverty to 
enhance the perspectives of my interlocuters whose positions ranged from passive indifference to 
or mild discomfort when discussing mission work. Their focus was on the needs of the church 
and increasing access to essential resources. It is, interestingly, as non-spiritually enlightening as 
it is religiously transformative for the visitors. The congregation gains no religious benefits from 
the exchange and do not desire to receive spiritual renewal or transformation. 
 The Church is not perfect, it has its strengths and its weaknesses. Using theories such as 
performance, narrative, genre, reflexivity, and poverty, I provide a basic understanding of 
Wesley Methodist Church as it was in 2017-2018. I position them in the world where they 
struggle with marginalization and near invisibility as few, but religious mission teams, eco-
travelers, and American retirees are interested in the small, sparsely populated country. I decided 
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to lay a foundation of religious study in Belize – or at least of the foundation of 
Protestant/Methodist religious study – because there is very little anthropological, ethnographic 
scholarship on Belize. Not only is this poor country marginalized and ignored by the world at 
large, it has been mostly ignored in cultural anthropology. I am familiar with three 
ethnographies: Irma McClaurin’s Women of Belize: Gender and Change in Central America 
(1996), Laura McClusky’s “Here, Our Culture is Hard:” Studies of Domestic Violence from a 
Mayan Community in Belize (2001), and Richard Wilk’s Home Cooking in the Global Village: 
Caribbean Food From Buccaneers to Ecotourists (2006).57 The first two focus on gender 
dynamics of Belize and how women struggle with their place in the country while the third is an 
ethnography of food in Belize. All are wonderful, but do not address religion in any meaningful 
depth. There are some sociology and history books about Belize that address religious belief, but 
most focus on the Garifuna and Catholicism.58 There are a number of historical sites in Belize 
including fantastic Mayan pyramids where many archaeologists have gotten their start in field 
schools, but Belize is ripe for culture anthropology. 
 I chose to do my research in Belize, to study religious practices, to study Methodist 
Belizean religious practices, in part because of the dearth of scholarship there. The lack of 
information piqued my interest. From all accounts Belize is incredibly diverse and unique in the 
region, sandwiched on the edge of Central America next to Guatemala and Mexico – both 
teeming with ethnographic research. I could have gone to either one of those places for my 
fieldwork and had originally planned to do fieldwork in Mexico.59 I am grateful to Aüdü, Belize 
and Wesley Methodist Church for welcoming me into their community and facilitating my study. 
 
57 There are also a few doctoral dissertations in anthropology. 
58 See works by Assad Shoman, Sebastian Cayetano, and Carel Roessingh if you can find them as well as Nigel 
Bolland, Nancie Gonzalez, and Anne Sutherland. 
59 My original field project fell through at the last minute.  
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I came to be connected to the church through a series of connections and coincidence, letting 
these things guide me to Reverend Lewis and her congregation. I am glad I was able to observe 
an anthropologically underserved community of believers.  
There are many kinds of people and cultures in Belize that are worthy of exploration. In 
my dissertation, I have added to the scholarship for religion in Belize and hope that in the future, 
scholars will expound upon my findings and provide new insights into Belize that adds to the 
vivid cultures present there. I am optimistic that more researchers will choose to check it out, that 
more Belizeans will become ethnographic researchers and tell the rich stories of their own 
cultures, and that we will learn more about the religion, tourism, entertainment, and politics of 
Belize. 
 
Future Research Themes 
Future researchers will have countless options when it comes to the study of religion in 
Belize. While I studied with the Methodist Church in Aüdü, there are many other religious 
groups in the town and in the rest of the country. There is further work to be done with these 
other denominations, and in fact, ecumenicism would be an especially potent subject to cover. In 
Aüdü, Belize, as I found, the pastors of the various churches are friends. They assert that they 
readily meet with each other and help each other out when one is overwhelmed and cannot add 
anything else to their schedule – there is always someone in need of assistance. They organize 
events for all their congregations to gather and worship together. While I examined some of the 
events they held together: ecumenical Lenten services and the walk on Palm Sunday, it would be 
fruitful to expand upon my work and explore the more personal relationships between the 
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pastors. They might have some differences, but they recognize that they all believe in and 
worship the same God. 
Future researchers interested in social justice and community involvement could choose 
to delve deeper into the community engagement of the church. While I focused on the discourse 
of church members, I was unable to observe much of the community engagement beyond parties, 
potlucks, and the mission trip. A couple members discussed the desire to be more active and one 
member, Father John, talked about some community work he did as a pastor, but there was no 
church ministry that dealt with poverty or that dealt with homelessness.  
Many church members felt a call to help: a call to open up the church building for those 
in need, a call to go out into the community in a more organized manner, and a call provide for 
families and children struggling to meet their basic needs. However, other than teaching their 
parishioners to help the homeless and the poor, it was unclear what, if anything, the church did in 
the community. Additional researchers could investigate the community organizations providing 
aid as well as the gaps in aid. They could explore more solo ventures into the community that 
Father John discussed, investigating whether or not and how individuals work alone or with 
nonreligious groups to help those in need in their community. In other words, while I examined 
ministers’ calls to act and how they felt they answered or fell short of their calls, future scholars 
could examine how congregants respond to these calls and if working with nonreligious groups 
as Hope does affects their religious calling. Researchers could examine its effects on the 
community, how need is being determined and distributed, and who is involved providing 
resources and receiving resources. 
My dissertation can be taken and expanded upon in many different directions. I have 
elucidated the intersections of religious practice, locality, and socioeconomic positionality of an 
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underrepresented group of people. I have explored the Church’s interpretations of piety, and the 
successes and failures of people attempting to lead pious lives. I have explicated the importance 
of ecumenicism in Belize and its implementation in Aüdü. I have expounded upon their “poor” 
position in the world and how they interact religiously on a transnational, touristic level. In short, 
I have laid out the religiosity of one church community, based on their own narratives of belief, 
religious calling, and positionality. Each of these themes can be further investigated or studied in 
different settings, with churches of varying denominations or in another Belizean town. 
 
During one sermon lesson, the pastor asked, “How should we treat the homeless?” 
Reverend Lewis said we need to look after their needs and help them reintegrate into society; for 
example, many stores do not allow homeless people inside. Homeless people, like Reverend 
Lewis’s brother, hang out outside the stores and wait for random passersby to buy them things 
and bring it out to them. While many homeless people rejected their homes and separated 
themselves from social structures, many others have lost everything: their jobs, homes and 
families. Many are victims of a variety of circumstances and diseases including childhood abuse, 
developmental illnesses, HIV/AIDS, and even children whose parents can’t get a job much less 
provide them with clothing and food. They gain depression and hopelessness as they are 
ostracized by those with jobs. It is here, Reverend Lewis says, that they are introduced to drugs 
and alcohol. We cannot worry about that. Given the choice (and the resources), they would leave 
their lives on the street and reenter society. We have to give to them; we have to help them by 
sharing what we have and leading them to Jesus. The Lord will bless us for our generosity. 
However, Reverend Lewis did not have a ministry dedicated to this cause and did not make 
suggestions on how to help people out of poverty other than feeding the homeless. 
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Reverend Lewis’s brother died towards the end of my time in Belize, still on the streets; 
he spent years mute, living and begging next to local convenience shop, hoping for handouts but 
sustaining himself with coconuts. While she might buy him food, since he made no attempt to 
change his circumstance, Reverend Lewis made no attempt to help him change his circumstance. 
It is unclear what she would have done, had he tried. Even in giving, Reverend Lewis preaches 
the need to be met halfway. She tells the congregation what they can do – maybe even what they 
should do – but as with her brother who (from her perspective) refused to use the available 
programs and tools to lift himself out of poverty, congregants have to invest the work and do for 
themselves to build a relationship with God or they will not reach that profound relationship with 
God that is always preached about. It is a belief, a calling, and ultimately, a choice to follow. 
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Figure 10: Sunny path to the beach, photo by author. 
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